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GHOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPRY OF THE UNTTED STATES 

Final examination Jane 27, 195% 

Write on any 10 and please mark on cover which you left out. Kindly leave postcard 
for grade. 

(1) Explain briefly two reasons for the prominence of limestone solution leni forms 
in Interior Low Plateau (name a world-famous cavern). 

(2) Compare brdefly two alternative explanations of the uplands on the "soft rodks" 

(3) Explein significance of the course of the major streams in Osage Sections 

(4) Give briefly supporting evidence of fo statements in respect to 
Upland: it (2) was once a mountain region, fy) was worn to low relief, (s) ae 

i Tes antes Cal tao altered we tar this erosion, (4) was eroded by 
| @iseter, (e) was altered by deposition by continental ices 

(5) Mat teinas of glactsl drift occur in the Driftiess Area? In Driftless Section? 

| (6) looate op definitly as posstble in the Coastal Pisin gvod examples of (2) drowmet 
valley, (b) barrier besch, (¢) submerged cuesta, (4) coral reef, (e) sait dome hill 

(7) Account for the rectangular steep-sided valleys of Adirondacks. 

(8) Hxplain reletion of the upland surface of Piedmont Plsteau to (a) Blue 
0) catia af bhik voces Yalow Sonotel Fisine (iagem--an lonp saplanetlaghe ; 

(9) Compare two distinet explanations offered for the terraces of Glacial drift along 
Connections River. 

_ (10) Give tue alternative explanations of the skyline of Adirondacks. : 

(11) Explain why, elthough the drainage texture (define “drainage texture") of Biue 
Ridge io conrse, soil erosion forms many emall gullies. — 

re (12) ¥iy hos the course of Tennesee River below Chattenooga caused so much speculation 
: end explain four possible hypotheses to explein it. 

(13) Bxplein briefly why the Catskill Mountains are so high and why their drainage is 
still undergoing modification. (cite evidence of the latter). 

(14) Give tuo alternative hypotheses which can be offered to explain the even skyline 
of hard vod ridges in Ridge and Valley province.



PRYS IOGRARNY) BEDLGET! ROUNA TED BT ATESX 

GEOLOGY 130 
FPRYSIGGRAPHY GF EASTYRN UNITED STATES 

Twelve weeks examination Dec. 14, 1953 

/ Write on 4 questions including the first and please indicate on cover which 
} they are. 

(1) Required of all. Separate sheet. 

(2) With regard to the Finger Leke Region of New York states (a, b, ¢) 
the three different types of topography which occur, (4, ¢) two possible 
hypotheses which could explain the origin of the topographic type which 
has been in controversy. 

is (3) Wheat effect has glaciation had upon strean courses in unglaciated 
— part of Allegheny Pleteau(oait origin of *inger lekes of glaciated part). 

(4) Where and what is origin of (be brief): (a) Kuterskili Creek, 
b) Crab Orchard Mts., i} Chestnut Ridge, “e., (d) tohawk Valley, 
3 Tughill Fleteau, (f) Cumberland Mts., (g) Narrows of Nerrows Creek, 
h) Indien River , (i) Neturall Bridge, Va., (j) Kew River. 

’ (5) Compare merits of two possible origins of even ridge crests of Ridge 
and Valley Province. 

(6) Explain briefly : (a) - the Blue “ddge escarpment of the Carolinas 
are a problem, (b, ¢) two poss ible hypotheses to explain it, 

d, @) mejor points for and against each of the foregoing. 

~



GEOLOGY 130 

Midsemester examination Nov. 18, 1953 
Werke mm : “ NE ERAN RN 
We sr day wyeTeLAs wild Plddde Tndiddte “Gi Gover whieh They gree cecr 

(2) Nee ee. ee ) wi ) yidenge was geen, ()) @ ° J 
Letive time in bistory tet Bardboo Quertzite was e : 

ork wee (Aa ” o 

(2) Tell as definitely as practical where you saw on field trip (no discussion): 
(a) Sand dunes, (b) outwas h from glacier, fe} sink hole, (d) Dresbach 
sandstone, (e) supposed ancient see cliff, (f) ancient beach deposit, . — 
(g) teruinal moraine, (i) bed of lake enclosed by glacier, (i) old terace 
gravel, (j) water gap. 

(3) Gemplete following statements giving best single proof of each with no : 
— discuss ion beyond a single sentences : 

(&) No satisfactory hypothesis of origin of terraces of Coastal Plain 
is possible until--- 

fy Crowleys Ridge indicates that once the rivers flowed on--- | 
c) The “Cerelina Baye" suggest impact of a shower of meteorites Fe 

because---- 4 

eS ee rene st De Ri Paetnens Sa 0 Oe oe ee een 
« similer rocks beneath the Coastal Plain because--- ee 

(e) The observed difference in form of the east and west coasts of 8. 
ESE Florida may be accoumted for by --~---<-----glone. ; 

(4) State briefly (a) three possible ages of the surfece on top of Happy 
Hill emd (b) two possible modes of origin of that surface (no extended 

ae (5 ) List IN PROPER ORDER of occurence the events which sseuxed took place Bi 
during the history of Wedimans Falls and the evidence of which each is 

—_— based. : 
: ‘ VW 

(6) Give (a) Location, (b) origin or signifience of (a) ChesapeakeBay, |’ 
2 af Real ooh Ja) As) Rankel sekreiteasih eel Cetrnie Steniind ¥ Beayures : 
Le ee Ppkone cunt at tavies, (ei ht mee 1 

anderiring mteriale general. s ; 

sremm (2) Er ae central Lowland OR (2) that Oulf Pasting 
of Sonstal Pisin \y / 

> Ws a 

Epo dol cy zane foe ly eypoc (cof (foal 

Cone Mae sf 

4 . ieee . Seer ae eee



GEOLOGY 13 0 
PHYSIOGRAPHY GF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

"Six weeks " Examination Oct. 21, 1953 

Write on any 4 questions and please indicate which they are on cover of book 

(1) L ocate as definitely as possible in area t hus far studied a good example 
of eachs (a) sand dunes, {3 Niagara cuesta, (c) quartzite monadnock, 
fe} interlobate moraine, (e) drumlins, (f) lakes in pitted outwash, 
(g) glacial drift so thin it does not affect topography, (h) terminal 
woraine with very low slopes, (i) drift plein or till plein, (j) plein 
in bed of extinct glacial lake. ; 

(2) (a) Im crossing boundary from Central Lowland to Superior Upland what 
topography would indicate the change? (b) on same boundary what change 
in bed reck topography should be found? (¢e) on same what change 

rac in soil could be observed? (d) In crossing boundary from briftless Area 
| to Driftless section outside how could line be discovered? {e) In 
. crossing line between Driftless Section and Western Young Drift how could 
| border be discovered? MAKE ANSWERS BRIEF WITH NO EXTENDED DISCUSSION? 

(3) Complete following statements giving proof of each (no more counted)s 
(a) The Superior Upland was a low plain before the coming of the 

; a” Cambrian sea because--- 
(>) The water in the Great Lakes once stood higher than it now does 
because=<- 

(c) The water in some of the Great Lakes once stood much lower than it 
now does because--- 

(ad) The Superior Uplend was once covered by the rocks now confined 
to the Central Lowland beceause-- : 

‘ (e) The basin of Lake Superior is lower than the adjacent highlands because- 

(4) Compare the Till Plains with the Dissected Till Plains in respect to 
—s is ) amount of postglacial erosion, (b) depth of postglacial weat hering, 

¢) age of glacial drifts, (d) amount of windblow silt cover (where ; 
thie is thickest), (e) state approximate line of division. 

(5) Locate examples of lakes in areas thue far studied dus to: 
(a) glacial erosion, (b) s olution of bed rock, (c) changes in river 
courses, (d) drift blocking of old valleys, (e} ice blocks of drift. 

(6) Describe the three general kinds of bed rocks of Superior Upland 
and (a) give the characteristic topography on each and (b) tell whay 
this topography cannot be observed at ell localities.
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination December 17, 1952 

Write on four questions and no more, please indicating on tover which they are. 

(1) Explein (a) why a special explanation. is required for the location of the 

Blue Ridge escarpment in the Carolinas, (v, c) two possible and plausible 

hypotheses of above, (a, e) mjor points for and against each, 

(2) With regard to the Finger Leake Region of New York state: (a, b, c) the three 
different types of topography in the region and (4, e) two different processes : 
which operated to produce the one whose origin has been the subject of 

controversy. 

(3) In resvect to the Ridge and Valley Province explein briefly: (a) why valleys 
a are more abundant than in the Pleteau to the northwest, (b) the evidence 
7 ” commonly used to discriminate traces of ancient erosion levels, (c) why such 

* evidence is more positive than that found in the Plateau, (4, e) two rival 
explanations of divide levels. 

(4) Where (be as specific as possible) are and what is origin of: (a) Mohawk 
Valley, (b) Delaware Water Gap, (c) Pine Mountain, Georgia, (d) Pine Mt., Ky., 
(e) Tughill Pleteau, (f) Allegheny Mts., (g) Allegheny River, (h) Chesapeake 
Bay, (i) Natural Bridge, Va., (j) New River. 

(5) With respect to Catskill Mts, state briefly: (a) why they are so high, 
(b, ¢) two possible explanations for the small number of streams, 
(4, ©) two possible explanations of the two major levels. 

(6) (a) What origin of water geps did we see illustrated on the field trip? 
(b) where? (c, d) give two other plausible origins for such gaps elsewhere, 
(e) if the cause found in Wisconsin is applied to Ridge and Valley province 
what episode of geologic history must be assumed? 

’



GEOLOGY 130 PHYSIOGRAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination Nove 19, 1952 

Write on four questions only and please indicate on cover which they are. 

(1) List, describe briefly, tell where observed on trip, explain how difference in 

age is found, three different types of topography on Baraboo quartzite. 

(2) Tell where on the field trip you saw: (a) evidence of former mountains, (b)blowout 
dune, (c) s hole, (4) conglomerate on Cambrian beach, (e) bed of glacial lake, 

(f) bed off lake once enclosed by glacial outwash, (g) Franconia formation, 
(h) Yazoo type of stream junction, (i) evidence of more than one period of filling 

of valleys of Driftless Area, (j) kettle in outwash plain. 

(3) Complete each sentence stating its proofs (a) The B araboo quartzite bluffs were 

once completely buried by horizontal rocks because--- (») Terminal moraines of 

central Illinois are smoother than those of eastern Wis consin because~-- 

(c) Chalk caps a cuesta in Texas and forms a lowland in Alabama becauce~-~ 

(a) Crowleys Ridges {toner floodplain of the rivers because-~ 
(4) (e) The floodplain and delte of Mississippi Kiver are post-Wisconsin in age because~- 

, docate es definitely as possible in ar 
(a) hills due to salt oe (b) movies Neneh, tie ae Paget sy tg - 
(4) quartzite monadnock of Piedmont, (e) "bays", (f) atoll, (g) perme 
wae be al (h) elevated barrier bea ch, (i) submerged cuesta, (j) escarpment 

(5) In respect to the Pleistocne terraces of Coastal Plain state ‘tek res of 
topographic evidence of former sea levels,Show relative age of different level: 
is found, and two hypotheses of cause of the changes of water level. is 

(6) In respect to the Piedmont Plateau state nae i 
former mountains, (c) difference hanes se ene ae la} woheene's r 
——- plain extending across the high ridges of Low Piedmont, (e) relation or 
uplend surface ef High Piedmont to top of hard rocks below Coastel Plain. x 

‘ 
\ } 

aan ‘ ) asd
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, PRYSIOGRAPHY OF ZASTERU UWITTRD sPATes 

"Six veoke” exmanination Cots 22, 19592 
Werite on % questions ani no more infesting on cover which they sre. | 

ail 43° 8 on lecate examples each of 5 distinct tepographic due Givectly 9 
a 0) ae te Titel acl ne te oot aden oniee mae ee, : 

(2) Define hetefly without detatle: (o) Driftiers Aren, (>) Drittloss: Sevtien, \ 
fe) penemiada, (a) yedgpinin, (e) outlier, 

©) 6) Saints ste: ee Magneest SR, Siatee soe. Saraseteh: Sims Wee SEL Sinton Settee 
b) Wigr a change wae mde tn western boumdary of Superior Upland, : 

(4) Complete senteness giving proof ef each (no counted): (a) ‘the newttains of the 
‘acurse Utond ene ven um ts Lov teva prey to Suri merceone=———— ! 

b) Tats Tewel at the head of lake Superfer bee risen since 2 on bermse—— 
Tnehined ‘Lava flows form hogbaek ridges because ; 
ees ete I as ma ee 

¢) the onjor topographic features of the Great Lekes fection are controlled by 

ea, (3) Sete tn sees tins ‘fae: Yelete wp will inan te) satin tieiee al abe 

cutnth fm Servier foey (oh Sniig te Diftien trey (2) tolley of stperavoed 
Sued, TH tale lske, ae Saeras. Ser, Se Sattar mane £) lshkes in pitted 
eutyen: d) folded sedimentaxy in Centre] Lowland, 

6) Dheowee ane. f thres poustbL Le lon of ( OP tet sevente Reotetnnny 8 ponstble processes in formtion of the 

ye
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caoteer 130 
PRYRIOORAPHY OF BASTMEN UNITED stares 

Final examination Jemasvy 23, 1952 

Weite on 26 questions and no more. FPleses indicete on cover of Minebook 

sal deener th ste ons) or eek Gaui Heme ae onrd the extrs cent) of stamped envelope. Please sveid office ot 
telephone elie. Grades mst be in by neom, Vednesday. 

(1) Beplein the significance te physlegrerkie history of Orevleys Bidgs ant s 

(2) Deooribe the evidence commonly used te demonstrate the eceurrance of several : 

and gompere their reliability. 4 

= ) taptein the logation of the costera boundary of the Blue Riggs in the 
& Ganekiaan Jovemnbe’s protien and give 5 Giftarent ippethence Sor ts 

(4) Acoount for the relation of tha Nashville Basin, Highlend Rim and Ountberland 

(5) Liwt i proper order the gogts observed on field trip ant the oy a 

of fee Sorings, Wisconsin. 

(6) Loents amt deseribe some of the evidence which denenstrates former local _ 
or wruxtain glaciation in esatern United States. Give ite goncrel distribation. 

Leen each for (a) rectenmiler system of narrow valleys in 
waa a Ggtins Gf Adtventedes os com tven seule 

8) Gorpere isportance of processes which led to formtion of basine of trent 
— 4 iekes ineluding Lake Superior. 4 

9) Deen the Ghange in boundary between Superior Upland and teetern a 
10) Sxpleda ami compare merite of four different which my hove 

‘ Guictiaach Ge temmalan af tho eakiavs cabekuing Vanaer Sitiae OF tar Tite 

UL) Aeeount for the preeence in the Driftlese Ares ef falls and rapide aui for 
‘ » Eels ceauneek te emiaaanad stiaina Penieeee . 

12) Whet in brdef te physiographic significance of (a) Arbuckle Mountains, 

~ Giesettete name eee area 
Greek, Wisconsin, (4) Bib Mountain, Wisconsin (@) Volley of Blagk River, Be Ys



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGKAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Dec. 19, 1951 

Write on any 4 questions and no mores Please indicate on cover of bluebook 

w_hich you answered. 

(1) On separate sheet, Place in bluebook with all answers on ite 

(2) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each statement in 
a single sentence of reasonable length: : 

(a) The northwest border of the Triassic Lowland of New Jersey is along 

a fault because-- 

(b) The major evidence commonly used to demonstrate former peneplaination 

of the kidge and Valley province is-- 
(c) The limestones of the voastal Plain have been thought to be important 

in working out the physiographic history of the hkidge and Valley 

Frovince because--- 
(d) The majority of the stream valleys of the Kidge and Valley Province 

are subsequents because~-- 

= (e) It is generally concluded that the lest rise of sea level with 

respect to the lands is due to melting of continétal glaciers because’ 

(3) Discuss four different theories of the origin of water geps through 
ridges of resistant rock including examples seen on field trip. 

(4) Two hypotheses have been advanced for the wide spacing of streams in 
the Catskills. Compare merits,including as evidence the same phenom 

enon as found in other regions. : 
\ physiographic / 

(5) Locate as definitely as practicable and tell origin or, significance of3 

(a) Tughill Plateau, (b) Chestnut Ridge, (c) New River, (d) Indian River, 
(e) Southern Pine Hills, (f) Parker Strath, (g) Harrisburg “peneplain", 
(h) Cumberland Mountain, (i) Cumberland Plateau, (j) Lookout Mountains



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPRY OF BAQTERY UNITED STATES : 

Mideemester examination : Nov. 26, 1951 

write on 4 questions and no more. Please indicate on eover of bluebook 

which they are. Try not to change order. 

(1) complete following sentences giving best proof of each statement 
(no more than a single sentence of reasonable length counted) ; 

(a) ‘the upland of the High Piedmont is interpreted as a younger surface 

than that of the "hard rocks" below the Coastal Plain because---- 

(b) Happy Hyll is more readily expleined by wave action than by 
peneplanation because----~ 

{c) stone Mountain, Georgia,is so perfectly rounded because---- 
(a) the sediments of the Goastal Pyain must once have exteneded 

farther inland than they now do bec"use--- 

{e) the coast near Cape Hatteras is a barrier beach because--~ 

(2) In respect to the terraces of the Coastal Plain : (a, b) state two 
distinct criteria by which former leveliof the ocean may be found, 

= (c) state how marine and stream terraces are discriminated, 

(4, e) give two possible explanations of the change in relation of 

land and sea which led to the terraces. : 

(3) Locate as definitely as practicable by province, section, state, etc. 
and give origin or physiographic significance of: (a) Five Islands, 

(b) erowleye Ridge, (c) Delaware nay, (d) Georges Bank, (e) Yatchung 

Mountains, (f) Key vest, (g) pry Tortugas, (h) Parrs Ridge, 

(1) Apostle Islande, (j) Rlaek Relt. Please BE BRIEF. 

(4) compare (a) shape, and (bd) # yeegcausing east coast of Florida and 
shoreline of Louisiana. 

(5) List and locate as definitely as possible an example of each of 5 

different tynes of lakes (in respect to origin) which occur in 

Goastal Plain (bodies of brackish water may be included). 

aaa (6) List and give as closely as possible an example each of 5 different 

tynes of topography due to continental glaciation vith associated 

water which occur in provinees thus far studied. 

Give locations by yrovince, section, state, etc.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF BASTERN UNITED STATES : 

"Six weeks" examination = Oct. 31, 1951 

write on any 4 questions and no more. Try to keep questions in order. 

(1) where (be as specific as praticable) in provinces thus far studied can you 
find a good example of: (a) erdded till plain, (b) uneroded portion of 
pre-Cambrian peneplain, (c) cuesta due to resistance of gypsum, (a) lava . 
hogbacks, (a) linestone hogbéeks, {£) lakes in‘terminal or endmoraine, (g) 
interlobate moraine, (nh) drumlins in central Lowland, (4%) outlet of glacial ~ 
lake not now used by a stream (3) monadnock due to quartzite. 

(2) (a) Define priftless Area, (b ) Define priftless section, (c) Account 
for the Driftless Area, (a) Account for sharp eastern boundary of 

Driftless Area, (e) Name two kinds of drift within Driftless Area. 

(3) Describe and account for topography developed on three different types of 
bed rocks found in superior Upland : 

(4) Describe five different kinds of topography found in Till Plains section. 

ae (5) Complete following sentences keeping to a reasonable length and giving proof 
of each statement: 

(a) ‘The paraboo quartzite bluffs were once entirely buried by "soft 
rocks" because-- 

(b ) The Baraboo quartizite once formed mountains because--- 
(c) ‘The mountains of Baraboo quartzite were almost eroded away 

before Cambrian time because--- 
(a) The gorge below Weidman Falls did not exist in pre-Cambrian time 

because-- 
(e) weidman falls is no longer in its original position because-- 

(6) where (be as specific as possible) on the field trip did we see: 
(a) Franconia sandstone, (b ) old terrace gravel, (c) Military Ridge, 
(d) Maquoketa shale, (e) Wisconsin terminal moraine, (f) outwash in 
mouth of tributary of Wisconsin River, (g) bed of lake once enclosed by 
Wisconsin glacier, (h) erosional outwash terrace, (i) basin enclosed by 

= depostion of sand dunes, (j) basin eroded by wind action.



GEOLOGY 130 
FHYSIOGRAFKY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final Exemination dap. 20, 1951 

Write on any 10 questions and no more.’ BE BRIEF and to the point. Your grade 

will be mailed to you early next week if you leeve an addressed postcard or a 
stamped envelope. FLEASE avoid office or telephone calls and all complaints. 

(2) Locate as d efinitely as possible end tell origin of: (a) Rib M., . 
(b) level valley bottom near Flain, Wiis., (c) arbuckle “ts., (d) Black Frair..: 

{2} Account for the reletion of the drainage pattern of Ridge and Valiey Frevince 
%o geologic structure presenting more than one hypothsis. 

(3) Explein the very bouldery soils of New England and tell where else in eastern 

United States similar soils occur. hi 

(4) List in parallel columns and in proper order the facts observed and the con= 
clusions drewn from them which demonstrate the history of the topeg-ajhy 

at Weidman Falls. 

; (5) Compare the reliability of the evidences used to demonstate records of sever 
al erosion cycles in the hidge and Valley and Appalachian Flatean provinces. 

- (6) Compare at least two explainations of the observed scarcity of mazcirsl 
moraines in eastern United States. 

(7) \het fects in physiographic history are demonstrated by Crowley Ridge and 

‘ adjacent flood plain? Explain. 

. £8) Acecunt for the observed fact that certain parts of eastern Umited States 
are coarse texture drainage wherees other:portions have a fine taxture. 
Nome examples of each. Coes same explaination hold in all? 

(9} Lovate aa définitely as possible in Eastern United States a good cxampie eac’: 
(a. topoursaphy due to large-scale glacial erosisn, (2) change in irainage 

ouside g.aciated area due to adjacent glaciation, (c) uplifted carrier beach 
(da) extensive area of drumlins, (e) extensive lake district in pitted outweeh 

<< (10) Stow by means of a cross section the relation between the promixent cusstac 

of the Driftless Area and the Superior Upland. Indicate on your section 
at least one old erosion surface in part concealed. 

(31) Explain two factors which could explain abundance of entrenced meanders in 

Interior Low Flateau. 

(12) Justify the inclusion by Fenneman of some glaciated terriotry in his 

Driftless Section and tell where more might have been included. 

(13) Show by ne or more cross sections two views of the summit leve s of tho 
acironiacks. 

(14) Give et least two views of the cause of rapids and falls along the sov'*«.4 
Eiue hidge.



GEOLOGY 130 x 

PHYSIOGKAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Dec. 11, 1950 

Write on four (4) questions and no mores Please indicate on cover of bluebook 

which you wrote on. 

1) Separate sheet» Please write your name on it first and answer all ques}’ 

tions on it. Fold cross ways and place in your book. 

“2) Discuss merits and weaknesses of at least three suggested explainations 

of the course of Tennessee River near Chatta nooga, Tenne 

(3) Explain not less than three methods of formation of the “Finger Lake tyve" 

of valleys in Glaciated Allegheny Plateau. 

(4) Exiplain (a) why a special explaination is needed for the Blue %:dge 
essarprent in the Carolinas and (b>) at least three suggested hypotheses. 

(5) What evidence has been used to support the hypothesis of past vn neplain~ 

ac ation in both Ridge and Valley and Appale”chian Plateau provincos 
nad why older reports speak of a "Cretaceous Peneplain" and a “Cterti: wry 

Peneplain." a 

‘ sy ‘ .section a ‘ 
(6) Where (proviaze,,state or other definite means of location) are and 

wnat in brief is origin of the followings 
‘a) Mohawk Valley, (b) Crab Orchard “ta., (c) Laurel Ridge, 
(d) Asaville peneplain, (e) Pine “t . Ga., (f) Catskill M%s., 

9) Allegheny Plateau, (h) Reelfoot Lake, (i) Pline Mte, Kye 
(i) Delaware Water Gap.



GLULOGY 130 
rhYS10Ghal iY Ob LaSlahh UT EL STeaTLS 

Midsemester examination Nov. 15, 1950 

Virite on any 4 questions and no more, Please indicate on cover of bluebook which 

these arée 

(1) Give briefly (a) location of, (b) origin, and (c) important significance, 
“nat is what is proved by,each of the following: 

(e) Carolina Bays, (b) Stone Mountain, (c) Watchung Mountains, 
(d) Trail Kidge, (e) Lake Okeechobee 

(2) Waet racts must first be ascertained in order to reach a definite opinion 

on :rigin of the terraces of the coastal Flain? Explain fully. 

(3) The r:lling uplands on the dolomite formations of western Wiscc.sin have 
been exjlained as uplifted and dissected peneplains. State the major 
sheovi2s on their number and origin including whet evidences were 
actuxlly observed on the field trip which bear on these ideas. 

- (4) tate as specifically as possible where on the field trip each was seen: 
‘2) chert-sandstone gravel, (b) St. Feter escarpment, (c) Yazoo type of 
> seam junction, (d) Military Ridge, (e) supposed ancient sea «liff, 

¢}) lace enclesed by terminal moraine, ‘g) lake basin formed by sand dunes, 
\e) water gap, (i) crags of St. Feter sandstone, (j) enclosed desression 
ia sandstone. 

(5) What two ages -° valleys due to stream erosion of Baraboo suartzite occur? 

unere seen aru how distinguished? 

(6) ‘Jomplete following sentences giving most impcrtant proof of each (no more 
“hen a sing?s sentence of reasonable length counted)s 

(a) The roland of the High Fiedmont Plateau is younger than the : 

_ surface of the old rocks beneath the Yoastal Plain because-~- 
(b’ Suestas occur only in portions of the Yoastal Plain because--~ 
(c\ Shalk forms a lowland in “labama and an upland in Texas beceauss---- 
(d) The east coast of Florida is so much smoother than the ~2st ccast 

because-- 
(.\ The Driftloss 4rea escaped glaciation primarily becau-s---



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

"Six weeks" examination Oct. 18, 1950 

Write on four questions only and please indicate on cover of your blue.vook 

which they are. 

(a ) 
(1) Define briefly: ,Dissected Till Plains, (b) Osage Section, (c) peneplain, 

(d) pediplain, (e¢) Niagara Cuesta OMIT ALL DETAILS, giving essentials. 

(2) In areas thus far studied locate as definitely as possible a good example of 

each of the following: (a) pre-Cambrian peneplain passing beneath Upper 
Cambrian sedimentary rocks, (b) Cretaceous sedimentary rocks on peneplain 
of Superior Upland, (c) extensive drumlin area of Superior Upland, 

(d) glacial outwash outside glaciated area, (e) hogbacks on limestone 
formations, (f) extensive area of tilted lava flows, (g) quartzite 
monadnock, (h) peneplein or pediplain — Pennsylvanian rocks, 
(i) escarpment along fault, (j) glaciated sieole topography. 

(3) Compare importance of three possible processes which operated to produce 
é the basin of Lake Superior. 

(4) What lines of evidence prove that (a) region of the Great Lakes has under- 
gone postglacial earth movement, (b) that Superior Upland was once 
a mountain region? 

(5) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statement (no more than 
a single sentence of reasonable length counted): 

(a) The young sedimentary rocks of the Central Lowland once entirely 
buried the Superior Upland because--- 

(b) A change in western boundary of Superior Upland was suggested 
because--- 

(c) The parallelism of the main rivers of the Osage section indicates 
------ because---- 

(d) Portions of the preglecial rock topography of the Superior Upland 
mey be yet observed becnuse--- 

(e) Flat floors of valleys of the Driftless Area which carried no 
glacial waters were caused by----- 

(6) List and locete -good examples of each of five topographic forms of 
Central Lowland and Superior Upland which were due directly or indirectly 
to continental glaciation. 

(7) (a) Explain why Dissected Till Plains are separated from Till Plains Section. 
(b) Explein why the boundary of the Driftless Area is not equally clear at 

all points. 4



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGKAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final examination Jan, 21, 1950 

Write on 10 questions and no moree Please indicate on cover of your bluebook 
which ones you answerede Your grade will be mailed to you on Monday or 

Tuesday if you will ;rovide an addressed postcard or envelopee Please avoid 
office or telephone calls. Please BE BRIEF and avoid long discussion answers. 

(1) What three different origins have been advanced for the upland surface of 

southern New England? 

'2) Why and where are there extensive areas of sand dunes in eastern part of 
Central Lowla nd? = 

{ 
(3) Account for the occurence of falls and rapids within the Driftless Area, 
; giving examples of each kind. 

(a) Account for the southeastward courses of main streams of Osage Section of 
western Central. Lowland. 

sia (5) List five types of lakes each of different origin which occur in “ oastal 
Plains ; 

(6) Using diagram ¢rogs sections show major steps in physiographic history 
of Superior Upland. 

(7) Sxplain briefly why the major streams of Blue Ridge province are far 
apart (coarse textureed drainage) whereas ravirls due to siol erosion 

in the same region are close together (fine te#ture). 

(8) Why do the majority of stream valleys of hidge and Valley province 
follow outcrops of weak bed rocks? 

(9) Explain reasons for including Triassic Lowland of Virginia~New Jersey in 
Piedmont province instead of making a separate province. 

oe (10) Explain two versions of origin of summit level of Adirondack Mountains 

but do not discuss relative merits of each. 

(11) Account for preservetion of the high portion of Appalachian Plateau. 

(12) Explain with a cross section the three erosion levels of Nashville 

Basin, Higland Rim and Cunberland Fleteau giving two interpretations 

of origin ‘of this "stairway effect . 

(13 ) Where in provinces of eastern United States could you find a good 

example each of: (a) uneroded peneplain, (b) ridge due to trap rock, 
(c) glacial cirque, (d) limestone hogback, (e) superimposed streams 
Make each location as definite as possible. 

(14) What is physiographic significance or origin of the following: 
(a) Gogebic Range (Mich-Wis). (b) level plain at Arena, Wie, 
(c) Wichita Mountains,- Oklahoma, (d) valley of Black River, Nv Ye, 

: (e) Manitou Falls,a short distance south of Superior, Wis.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGKAFhY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Dees 125 1949 

Write on four questions and no morée Please indicate on cover of book 
which they aree 

. (1) Explain briefly but definitely three hypotheses which bear on geologic 
: age of the summit erosion level of Happy Hill and two of its manner of 

erosion. 

(2) Account for and dsecribe three distinct. types of rock topography 
which occur in Glaciated Allegheny Plateaus 

(3) Compare the merits of four different hypotheses of origin of water 

gaps and state which one you have seen illustrated in the field. 

(4) Where (province and section) is and whet is origin ofs (a) Lookout 
Mountain, (b) Crab Orchard Mountain, (c) Chesnut Kidge, (d) Grassy 
Cove, (¢) Pine Mt.,Gae, (f) Cumberland Mounteins, (g) Dahlonega 

a Plateau, (h) Tughill Plateau, (i)-Loop Mountain, (j) Cumberland Gap. 

(5) Compare merits of two possible explantions-of-the level skyline of 
Ridge and Valley Province.



GEOLOGY 130 
FPHYSIOGRAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination Nov. 16, 1949 

write on any four questions and please indicate on cover of bluebook which 
they are. 

(1) Describe ,using diagrams jand account for three different types of topography 
on the Baraboo quartzite of different ages. 

(2) Compare merits of two different hypotheses of origin of the terraces 
in lower part of Atlantic Coastal Flain. 

(3) Locate in areas thus far studied and as definitely as possible a goods 
example each of: (a) ancient Yazoo type of stream junction now eroded, 

} (b) unerloded remnant of a "peneplain" formed in pre-Cambrian time, 
(c) cuesta caused by resistance of chalk, (d) escarpment along a fault, 
outside of Superior Upland, (e) entrenched meanders, (f) atoll in 
part of Atlantic Ocean, (g) granite monadnock, (h) terminal moraine on 
crest of a cuesta, (i) extensive barrier beach. (j) level-crested mountain 

- ‘ caused by trap rock. 

(4) Where (state as definitely as possible) on recent field trip did you sees 
(a) outwash terrace, (b) blowout dune, (c) sink hole, (d) terrace underlain 
by non-glacial gravels now deeply weathered, (e) upland underlain by 
Maquoketa shale, () escarpment which divides two extensive uplands, 

(g)outerop of Dresbach sandstone, (h) upland underlain by Galena dolomite, ~ 
(i) watergap, (j) proof of former complete burial of Baraboo quartzite 
by younger horizontal rocks. 

(5) List in proper order of occurence (a) observations made at Weidman Falls 
and (b) immediately following each the conclusions drawn from each fact 
so as to demonstrate a complete history of the development of present 

topography at that place. 

(6) Give the origin and significance of: (a) ChesapeakeBay, (b) Indian River, 
Fla., (c) Passes of Mississ ippi River, (d) keelfoot Lake, (e) cliff 

" on side of Tower Hill.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

"Six weeks" examination Oct. 19, 1949 

Write on any four questions alnd no more. 

(1) Define briefly: (a) Driftless Area, (b) Driftless Section, (c) Till Plains, 
(a) Great Lakes Section, (e) Superior Upland 

(2) Locate one good example of each by province, state, section: 
(confine to areas thus far taken up) (a) wuneroded remnant of pree 
Cambrian “peneplain", (b) cuesta capped by gypsum, (c) quartzite » {1 
monadnock, (d) glacial outwash in Driftless Area, (e) hogbacks due to 
tilted lava flows, (f) valley of superimposed stream, (g) uneroded till 
plain, (h) lake district in pitted outwash, (i) drumlins, 
(j) remnant of young soft rocks near middle of Superior Upland. 

(3) Discuss and compare merits of three possible origins of basins which 

contain the Great Lakes. 

(4) Describe bed rock topography found on three different general types of 

bed rocks found in Superior Upland. 

(5) Describe and account for five different types of topography which occur 

in south-central Illinois. 

(6) Complete following sentences giving proof of statements (no more than 
a single sentence of reasonable length counted): 
(a) The Superior Upland was once buried under the rocks which are 

now present in the Central Lowland because--~ 
(bo) The mountains of the Lake Superior region were almost destroyed 
prior to <---- because---~ 

(c) The topography of all areas of the "young" (Wisconsin) drift differs 
from that of all areas of older drift because--- 

(d) The Niagara cuesta dominates the topography of much of the Great 
Lakes section because-- 

(e) The gorge of Niagara River varies in width in different places 
because----



“GEOLOGY 130 
FHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STaTES 

Final examination Jan. 29, 1949 

Write on 10 questions only and please indicate on cover of your bluebook which 

ones they weree Please leave a postcard for grade and avoid telephone or 

office calls. 

(1) Explain processes which caused the basins of the Great Lakes and the 
evidence which shows their relative importance. 

(2) List in parallel columns the observations and the conclusions drawn from K 
each‘in proper order) which serve to demonstrate the history of the 

vicinity of \.eidman Falls. 

(3) Moraines formed at margin of the contiental ice are scarce in Appalachian 
P leateau and New 4ngland; explain possible reasons for this fact. 

(4) Rapids and falls occur in some of the streams of the Driftless Area; explain 
why such features of youth occur in a region of otherwise mature surface. 

(5) Explain the problem of number and origin of terraces in lower Coastal Plain, 

(6) Drew a cross section showing general nature of geology and topograyhy 1 : 

along a line crossing highland him, Nashville Basin, Cumberland Plateau, 
hidge and Valley, Blue Ridge, Pieduont, voastal Plain, Explain all 

major features shown by legend or otherwise. 

(7) Explain with diagrams two interpretaions which have been given for the J 
upla*nd or summit level of the adirondacks. 

(8) Locete as definitely as possible in New England a good example each ofs oh 
(e) local or alpine glaciation, (b) trap ridge, (c) drift terraces, ‘ 
(d) eskers, (e) valley due to limestone, 

(9) The coast of Meine is often referred t o as submerged or drowned whereas : 

that of the east side of Florida is clessed as emerged or rising, % 

Explein reasons for the difference other than given above. 

sa (10) Account for the fact that in Kidge and Valley and northern Blue Ridge 
i many of the larger streems leave borad valleys end cross ridges in 

harrow gaps. ‘sive major hypotheses which have been edvanced, 

2 (a) 
(11) Lescribe the evidences which showaformer outlets of the Great Lakes 

during glacial recession and {h) thet there has been earth movement 
in the same region in relatively recent time» 

: (12) Locate in Central Lowland es definitely as possible a good example each: 
(a) drumlins, (b) hogbacks, (c) glaciated karst, (d) erosional surface 
which cuts across folded rocks, (e) cueste due to sandstone, 

(13) Coimdcte following sentences giving adequate proof of each statements 
(a) The soils of New England are in many places so bouldery because- 
(bo) The principal evidence of the New Englend peneplain is-- 
(c) The southern Blue hidge mountains heve dendritic dreinage because- 

‘ (d) The east border of the Driftless Area is so well-defined because- 

(e). West Blue-Mound has been uplifted at least ---feet because.- 

(14) Account for (a) Trail kidge, (b) ie Valley, (c) shoreline of ~°. 
Louisia na ,-¢d) lekésrof northernmost Wisconsin, (e¢) Mohawk Valley, Ne Y>



= GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGHAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED ST«TES 

Exeninction Dec. 15, 1948 

Write on first question end any three others. Please mark on cover of your e 

book which you answered, Grades way not be ready until after vacation. 

(1) on Scoparg*e sheet, hequired of all, Flease put all answers on the sheet, 

fold -“-ssways, and plece in your book. 

(2) Compare aerits of 5 different hypotheses which have been advanced to 
account for the Blue Kidge escarpment next the Piednont Plateau. 

(3) Explain the effects of continental gleciation on drainage of Appalachian 
Pla teeu BOTH within and without the oorder of the ise. 

(4) Compare causes of wide spacing cf streams (soarse-textured drainage) in | 
oastal Plain end Catskill Mountains. 5 

s (5) Complete following sentences giving proc? of each steteaent (no more than 
a single sextense of reasonable length considered): 
(a) The high elevation of the Catskills is dus to-- 
(o) the problea of the course of Tennessee River in the Appalachian Plateau 

has attrected so much attention becaus e-- 

(s} The sandstones of the Ridge and Valley Province are more resistant ~ 
than the Jinsstones because---- 

(d) In the Ridge and Valley Province antitlinal mountains are less 
abundant then synclinal because~- 

(e) the major evidence of past peneplaination of the hidge and Valley ae 
Province is---— ae 

: . (€) Where and whet is physiograynic. significance of (locate as definitely as 
poss jble)s (a) Snickers Gap; (b) Kaaterskill Creek; (c)Reelfoot Lake; 
(d) Stone it.; (e) Parker Strath; (f£) Zig-Zag mountains (in general); 
(g) Netural Bridge, Va.3 (h) Chesapeake Bay; (i) Allegheny Mts.; 
(j) Cumberland Plateau, . 

5 ie
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES : 

Midsemester examination ‘ Nov. 17, 1948 

Write on four questions only, Graduates and majors in geology or geography 
must include not less than one of first three questions, PLEASE indicate on 
cover of your bluebook the numbers of questions you wrote on. ‘Time’ at 2:20 : 

(1) List and tell where you saw on the field trip evidence which demonstrates 
that portions of the present surface on the Baraboo quartzite were made 

at different times. 

(2) Goupare two alternative explanations of the even skyline and rounded 
: divides of the piedmont Pyateau. 

(3) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each statement (no more 

a than a single sentence of reasonable length considered. a ; 

(a) The upland surface formed by joining the summits of divies on 
the p&édmont pytteau is younger that the surface of the hard 
rocks beneath the Coastal pyain because--- 

(b) Although surrounded by hills the Black Belt may justly be termed a 
penenplain because--- 

(c) Chalk forms lowlands in Alabama and uplands in Texas because--- 
(4) We know that the Baraboo quartzite was once completely buried by 

younger rocks because--~ 
(e) Guestas occur only in certains portions of the Coastal plain 

because--- 

(4) Compare the shepe of, and forces which caused the difference between, 
(a) Florida east const and (b) delta of the Myssissippi River, 

(5) How and where does nature of bed rock control present topogravhy of 

the Superior Upland and describe several different tynes of such 

ars topography. 

(6) Locate ag definitely Se and tell physiographic crigin of; 

(a) Key West, (b) Dry tortugas, (c) Tallulah Falhss (d) Parrs Ridge, (e) 

Chester Valley, (f) Rib Mountain, (g) Eastern Cross Timbers, th? 5 
‘i) Crowleys Ridge, (j) Red Hills, ( (4) Apostle Islands.)-~~ -~~ 

(7) Tell as definitely as possible where you saw on fiéld trips’ : 
(a) imactive sand dunes, (b) lake basin caused by dunes, (c) Franconia 

formation, (d) pre-yisconsin gravel, (e) underground drainage, 
(f) upland underlain by Prairie du Chien dolomite, . (g) hill of 

Maquoketa shale, (h) valley which narrows downstream, (i) St. Peter 

edcarpment, (j) remanant of "Dodgeville peneplain".



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGKAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

"Six weeks" examination Oct. 20, 1948 

Write on FOUh questions only and please indicate on cover of your Lluebook s 

which ones you a-nswered. Majors and graduates in gecigraphy or geology 

must include at least one of first two questions. . 

(1) Mist exc exvlain evidence which demonstrates each,of the major steps in 

history of the topography of Superior Upland. ( must be in order). 

(2) (a) Acscunt for the Driftless Area. 
(bo) Exvoliain difference between Driftless Area and Driftless Section as 

devined by Fenneman. 

(3) (a) Desevibe briefly 5 different topographic forms which occur in either 
Central Lowland or Superior Uj; land which are due directly or indifectly 
to continental glaciation. 

(b) locate an example of each as definitely as poarihle. 

os (4) Complete the following sentences (no wore than a single sentence of 
reasonable length counted) giving proof of each stateme xt: 
(a) The Wichita Mountains resemble the Baraboo Bluffs veceuse-- 

(>) Tue western boundary of the Superior Ujland was changed from the 

: tentative location given by Fenneman because-~- 
(c) Parallel drainage of the Osage Section indicates-----because--- 
(d) Portions of the preglacial rock topography of Superior Upland 

_ can still be observed because-- 
._ (e) the larger valleys of the Till Plains and “issected Till Plains 

have flat floors because--- 

(5) Uiscuss original topography and reasons for separating Till Fla ins. from 
Dissected till plains (include cause of original glacial surface) 

(6) Locate as definitely as possible a good example in provinces thus far 
studied of each of the followings (a) uneroded peneplain, (b) dolomite 

upland, (c) escarpment along a fault, (d) basin due to unerlying salt 

= and gypsum-bearing rock, (e) hogback ridges, (f) submerged (drowned) 
shore line, (g) cuesta capped by gypsum, (h) monadnock, (i) glaciated 

: karst (sink hole) topographym (j) bed of glacial lake in Driftless Areas 

(7) Describe and locate the major topographic features of the Great Lakes 

Seftion which are due to bed rock control.



: ‘ nee 130° 
PHYSIOGRKAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final examination Jane 28, 1948 

Everyone is to write on 10 questions and no mores Majors in Geology or 

Geography must include not less than two of first three questions. 

Please indicate which questions you answerede 

Please leave a postcard for your grade and avoid telephone or office calls. 

(1) Explain why a special explanation is needed for the Blue Kidge escarpment 
in the Carolinas and compare merits of five suggested hypotheses of it. 

(2) List in parallel columns the observations and interpretations of history 
derived from t hem made at Weidman Falls (arranged in proper sequence. of 

events} 

(3) Explain the several suggestions which have been advanced to account for the 
scarcity of marginal ice deposits (moraines) in New England and Appalachian 

Plateau. 

(4) Account for rapids and falls in the mature topography of Driftless Areas 

(5) List the? general types of bed rocks of Superior Upland with topography 
caused by each type. 

(6) Draw a”n ideal cross section t~o show relation of Shawnee Hills, Highland 
kim, and Blue Gress basin. Show general nature of bed rock formations. 

é (7) Discuss briefly major events in glacial history of Adirondacks.(last ice), 

(8) Where in New England are good examples of (a) cirques, (b) trap ridge, 
(c) mountains of schist, (d) monadnock, (e) eskers - 

(9) Explain the major effects of glaciation on topography of Appalachian Plateau. 
both within and outside the border of the icee 

(10) Account for the drainage pattern of Ridge and Valley Province. 

geol; 
(11) Draw an ideal, eruss section to show relation of Blue Ridge, Piedmont 

Be (including i Triassi¢ drea), and “oastal Plain (include terraces). 

G2)e Where could you find good exauples of (a) drumlins, (b) hogbacks, : 
(c) sinkholes in glaciated region, (d) drowned valley, (e) cuesta-island ; 

(13) Complete following statements (be brief)s (a) The Driftless Section differs 
from the Driftless drea because -;(b) Even ridge tops of eastern Pensylvania 
are commonly accounted for by --; (c) The Blue Ridge of the south has 
northwest-flowing dendritic drainage because-; (d) The east border of the 
briftless Area is so well-defined because-; (e) B lue Mound,Wis« has 
been uplifted at lees t --- feet because. 

(14) Aceount for: (a) Trail hidge, (b) Catskill Mts., (c) Shoreline of St. Louis % 
Bay near Superior, (d) lake district of northernmost Wisconsin (e) Black 

: hiver of northern New York.



GEOLOGY 130 eee 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Advance examination Des. 18, 1947 

Write on four questions enly; Ne. 1 is required ef all. Majors in geelesy or 

geography must include net less than ere of next twe questions. Grades will 

net be ready until efter vacation. Please indicate which questiens yeu wrote. 

25 (1) Required question on separate sheet 

(2) Explein at least twe distinct hypetheses te account for the drainage 
system of Ridge and Valley prevince. 

: (3) Account fer three different types of tepegraphy which eccur in the 
Finger Lake District of New Yerk. 

(4) Complete fellewing sentences giving preof ef each statement ( no mere than 
— a single sentence of reasenable length censidered): ‘. ; 

(a) It has been concluded thet the divide aleng Blue “idge is shefting 
te the northwest becauses---- 

(») It is known that there was neither the Allegheny nor Ohie Rivers in ‘ 
reglacial time because--- 5 - 

(c) i ef the Coastal Plain in relatively recent iime is preved by-- 
(d) The upland surface of the Piedment ——- net the same age as 

the surface of the herd recks beneath the Coastal Plain because--- 
(e) It has been xemupnix widely thought thet there was a Schoeley 

: Peneplain because-- : 

(5) Describe briefly the lecation, geology a nd tepegraphy of Catskill mts. 2 

(6 ) °hew with diagrams: (2) syncline, (b) monocline, fe} anticline, 
(d) anticlinal mountain, (e) moneclinel mountain, (f) s ynclinal mountain, 
(g) pitching fold, (h) thrust fault, (i) entrenched meander, (j) cueste Z 

(7) Account fer: (a) greater summit elevations of Appalechien Plateau compared 
2 i te Ridge and Valley 

: (b) why shale is found on seme of the highest sumnits. 

(8) Were ond whet ares (a) Heckley scarp, (b) Walden Ridge (c) Fall Zone 
Peneplain, (d) Ashville basin, (e) Harrisburg Pefieplein, (f) Western 
Cress Timbers, (g) Reclfeot Leake, (h) Yazee B asin, (i) Everglades, e 
(j) Sea Islands .



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Dec. 19, 1947 

Write on four questions which must include the first. Majors in either 
geology or geography .aust include not less than one of next two questions. 

Please indicete which questions you answered. Grades will not be ready until 

after vacation, 

(1) Required of all. On separate sheet. Plese fold crosswise and put in 
your bluebook. 

(2) Compare points for and against four distinct hypotheses to account for 

the fact that many streams of Ridge and Valley Province leave wide 
valleys on soft rock to enter narrow gorges or gaLSe 

(3) Compare relative merits of the several processes which have been appealed 

to in oreer to explain the youthful glaciated valleys of Allegheny 
Plateau in New York. 

(4) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each statment 
‘ (no more than a single sentence of reasonable length considered): 

(a) Recent stream capture along the east side of the Catskills is 

demonstrated by-- 
(b) It has often been assumed thet limestones of the Coastal Plain 

demonstrate that the ld nd was low at time of their formation 

because--- 

(c) Sinking of voastal Plain in relatively recent tine is shown by--- 
(d) The abruyt change in course of Tennessee hiver at Chattanooga 

has attracted so much attention because-- 

(e) Even ridge crests in nortnernKidge and Valley Province have been 
generally taken to prove--- 

(5) Show with diagraus (a) anticline, (b) syncline, (c) pitching anticlinal 
mountain, (d) pitching synclinal mountain, (¢) monocline, 

(£) monoclinal mountain, (g) zig-zag ridge of folded resistant formation 
with structure, (h) discordance of relation of streams to structure 

after eroding through plane of overthrust fault, (i) thrust fault, 
(j) chenge of position of ridges as erosion progresses downward through 

a series of upright folds of alternate soft and resistant formationse 

(6) “ive as definitely as possible an example each in area thus far studies: 
(a) strean system changed by glaciation, (b) consequent stream, 
(c) subsequent stream, (d) Triassic lowland bordered by feult, 
(e) salt dome hill, (f) streaw capture, (g) quartzite mountains, 

: (h) valley on limestone, (i) entrenched meander, (j) lake due to 
earthquake. 

(7) Describe briefly the boundaries, geology and topography of either 
j (a) Cumberland Plateau or (b) Mississippi floodplain and delta. 

is 
(8) ~— specific) and what is origin of: (a) Pine Mt. Ky., (b) Crowleys 

Ridge, (c) Chesnut Ridge, (d) Lookout Mt., (e) Crab Orchard Mt., (f) 
+us Hill, (5) Gwaberlend Guy, (h) Parrs Ridge, (i) Mohawk Velley, ; 
(j) Catskill Mts. :
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GEOLOGY 130 
P HYSIOGRAPHY OF — UNITED STATES 

\ 
Special examination (midsemester) Dec. 1, 1947 

Write on four questions only. 

(1) List in proper sequence the OBSERVATIONS made at Weidman Falls and in 
opposite column state the CONCLUSIONS drawn from each. Sequence should be : 

that in which events took place. 

(2) Account for and give examples of each type of falls and/or rapids which 
occur in the Driftless Area. 

(3) Yiseuss origin of Crowleys Ridge and its associated drainage changes. 

(4) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each statement 
(no more then a single sentence of reasonable length counted): 
(a) The mountains of the Piedmont were destroyed before Upper Cretaceous 3 

a time bgcause~- 
(b) (c) “he Interlobate Moraine of eastern Wisconsin is such a prominett 

feature of the landscape because---(give two reasons). 
(a) Some cuestas of the Coastal Plain of Texas are capped by chalk 

whereas a similar rock forms a lowland in Alabama because--- 
(e) The Driftless Area escaped glaciation primarily because--- 

(5)Tell as definitely as possible where on the Nov. 1 trip you saw a good example ; 
of each of the followings (a) Franconia sandstone, (b) topographic break 
between two separate uplands, (c)lake enclosed on one side by terminal moraine, 
(ad) bed of former lake enclosed on one side by glacial outwash, 
(e) peneplain on quartzite, (f) water gap, (g) gravel of non-glacial origin 
(h) vertical strata, (i) clinkstone, (j) s oil formed of material left by 
weathering of dolomite. 

(6) Discuss the Piedmont Plateau in respect to definition, boundaries, geology, 
and topography (omit history). : 
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGHAFRY OF EaSiLAN UNITED STaTES 

Midsemester exwiination Nove 26, 1947 

Wite on four questions and no cre. Please indicete with you answered, 
Majors in either geography or geology must include not less than two of first 

three questions. 

(1) What field observations were made on the Nov. 1 trip which bear upon the 
validity of the peneplain _tgterpretations of the uplands? List, tell 
where seen and significance of cach. jhis included both hard and soft rocks, 

a 

(2) Describe and give proof of age end tell where seen on trips 
(a) reanent of topography develoyed in pre-Caabrian tine, 
(b) valley of superiaposed streaa eroued into older topography. 
(c) terrace of possible ierine origins 

(3) Discuss the ;robleas of nwaber, position, and origin of the terraces of 
Coastal Flain. 

oe (4) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statement ( no more than 

a single sentence of reasonable length consiuered)s 

(a) It is harde@ to distinguish glacial erratics in Supe rior Upland then 
in Central Lowlana because--- 

: (b) ONe of the cuestas of West Gulf Plain is capped by chalk because--- 
(¢) The topograjyhic effects of the great New Madrid earthquake are 

wore pro.ainent on the Mississip,;i floodplain then in adjaceit 

areas because —=— 
(J) Crewleys hiage records a condiftion akin to that of the present 

Yaz“oo Khiver because-- 
(e) The floouplain anu delta of Mississippi “iver ere of post~ 

wisconsin ege because--- 

(5) where on the recent field trip did you see : (a) basin of pond enclosed by 
sand dunes, (b) blowout, (¢) terrece eravel, (a) sandstone crags, 
(€) Dresbach scnustone, (f#) verticel auartzite. (sg) Tremvesléan fatmation, 
(h) basin enclosed by terminel moraine, (i) sink hole, (j) basin of extinct 

sesso lake once enclosea by glacial outwash, 

(6) Outline the physiographic history of Piedmont Plateau and adjacent Voastal 
P lain using aiagrams for each major stey. 

(7)where are (be as specific as possible) and what is origin of: 
(a) watchung “ts., (b) Lake Okeechovee, (c) Chesajyeak Bay, (d) Cape Hatteras, 
(e) Bleck Belt, (f) Five Islenus, {guSteee Mt. (h) Kib Mt. (i) Southern 
Pine Hillis, (j) Long Island.



GEOLOGY 1 30 

PHYSIOGRaPHY OF EASTLAN UNILED STaTES 

Six weeks examination Octe 29, 1947 

Write on four questions and no more. Pleas e indicate on cover of bluebook 
which you wrote. Majors and graduates in geology or geography must inclue 
not less than one of first two questions. 

(1) Exp, lain evidence on relative importance of different processes in origin : 

of basins of the Great Lakes. 

(2) Describe and account for five different types of topography found in 
Till Plains of southern Illinois 

(3) (a) Compare origin of gorge below Niagara Falls with valley of a normal 
streams 

(>) Explain without going into too much detail why this gorge varies in 

s widthe 

-~ (4) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each statement (no more 

than a single sent~ence of reasonable length counted): 

(a) The mounteins of the Superior Upland were reduced to a low state 

before the coming of the sea in which the bed rocks of Central Lowland 

were laid down because~- 
’ (ob) The level of Leke “uperior has risen at Yuluth and Superior in : 

reletively recent time because-- 2 

(c) Hagback ridges oceur in areas underlain by inclined lava flows 
because --- _ 

(d) The Wester n Young Drift Section is separated from the Great Lakes 

Section because-- 
(e) The Yissected Till Plains differ from the Till Plains because--- 

u-(5) Discuss the evidence which causes us to conclude thats 

(a) The Superior Upland was once mountainous 
(b) The Superior Upland was once completely buried by rocks which are 

‘ee now confined to the Central Lowland. 

(6) Explain fully how, why, and along what line the Great Lakes Sect™ion is 
separated from the Till Plains Section. pa 

(7) “here in areas) thus far studied (locete as definitely as possible) 
could you find a good example each of: (a) interlobate moreine, | 
(b) drumlins, (c) uneroded till plain or drift plain, (d) bed o f 
g lacial lake in Driftless. Area, (e) hogba ck ridge, (f) lake district in 
pitted outwas h, (g) valley where bluffs cone closer together downstrean, 
(h) outlet of glacial lake no longer followed by a s tream, (i) granite : 
hills, (j) monadnock on peneplain with no dispute of classification.



\ ey 

GEOLOGY 130 ‘ 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES j 

Final examination : Jan. 15, 1947 

Write on 10 eras only. Majors in geology or geography must include 

not less than two fo| first three questions, Leave card for grade, 

(1) Compare merits of at least two explanations which have been given for 

the even skyline of coastal New England (New England Upland). 

(2) Compare merits of four processes which might explain the Finger Lake 

type of valleys of New York. 

(3) Discuss not loss than two explanations for the observed rarity of 

marginal moraines in eastern United States.( New York and New England). 

(4) Tell where you saw and describe nature and topography developed on ¥ POE y 
(a) three bed rock formatiow. and (b) two unconsolidated deposits which 

were seen on the field trip. 

Pena _ (5) Account for not less than two distinct types of falls which occur in the 

eas Driftloss Area. 

_ (6) Classify the bed rocks of Superior Upland into three types which affect 
the topography , describe resulting land forms and locate examples of 

cache 

“ (7) Locate an example in Yoastal Plain of land forms due to; (a) rise of 
sea levol, (b) carthquake, (c) salt intrusion, (d) solution, (¢) coral 
rowth, (f) layer of quartzite, (g) wave work, (h) wind work, 

ti) stream deposition, (j) igneous intrusion. 

(8) Account for (a) direction and (b) texture and pattern of drainage in 
southern gart of Blue Ridge Province. 

(9) Compare topography of two major divisions of Picdmont Plateau which are 

based on differemw ec in bed rock. 

aa : (10) Gompare merits of at least four hypotheses to account for drainage 

system and drainage pattern of Ridge and Vallcy Province’ ; 

(11) Describe topography, drainage changes and drainage texture of Catskills. 

(12) Describe and compare two interpretaions of the summit levels of the 
Adirondacks. : 

(13) Describo the major sections of Interior Low Plateau illustrating then 

by a geological cross section or soctions, 

(14) Discuss significance of entrenched meanders of two types stating where 

examples of cach may be found in oastern United States.



dite 
GEOLOGY 130 : 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF BASTERN UNISED STATES 

= Examination Dec. 13, 1946 

Write on 4 questions in all and no more, Please mark on cover of your 

bluebook which you wrote on. 
ee . 

- . % . _ £ te (1) Required of all- questions on separate shoot. Gren ~ Myrtle 
§ 

Majors in geology and gcography must include at least one of next two 

questions. 
(2) Expin 5 possible phenomena which may have caused tle preset location 

of the southern Blue Ridge escarpment, comparing merits of cach. 

(3) Compare two different explanstions of the level skyline of both 

Ridge anu Valley and Appalachian Plateaus : 

(4) Discuss cause of present course of Allegheny and Ohio Rivers. 7 

' (5) Complete following statoments giving best proof of each (mo more than 

= a single sentence of reasonable Length counted): 
(a) Streans which flor cast from the Blue Ridge differ from the e 

whic h flow west because——- : 
(b) Shale is found on somo of the highest parts of the Cumberland 

Platcau decause--- 
(c) The nose of a pitching anticline is higher than the ridgos along 

the sides because-~ : 
(d) The Finger Lakes extend below sea Level because-——- 

(e) The Coastal Plein-sedinents once extended farther inland because-- 

(6) Locate as definitely as possible an exaiple of each of the following in 

areas thus far studied: (a) water gap, (b) subsequent strean, 

(c) antecedent stream, (d) amticlinal mountain or ridge, (e) valley 

along anticline, (f) zig+zeg mountains, (g) recent streana, capture, 

(nh) natural bridgo, (i) ridge along thrust fault, (j) uplifted 
: barrier beach. i g 

fn (7) account for "coarse-toxtured drainage" giving two oxamples in areas : 

2 : thw. far studied. 

\



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF 2aSTERN UNITED STATES 

Midsenester exsmination, * °. Se Nov, 18, 1946 

Everyone is to write on four questions and NO MORZ, Graduates and majors 

: in geology or geography must include at least two of first three questions. 

Please mark on cover of your bluebook which questions you wrote. 

(1) Discuss and compare merits of three different explanations which have 
been offered to explain the topography of Happy Hill. 

(2) Discuss and compare merits of two distinct hypotheses to account fur 

the terraces d. the Goastal Plain. 

(3) List IN PROPSR ORDSR the facts observed et Weidman Falls; in parallel 

colum give the interpretation of each fact as it bears on the physio- 

graphic history of the region, 

(4) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statement (no more 

than a single sentence of reasonable length counted); 

(a) The to pography of the Black 3elt must have been made during the 

: Pleistocene because---- 

<= (b). Th Piedmont Upland is younger than the surface beneath the Coastal 

Plain sediments because--- 
(c) The trap ridges 6 Now Jerscy lave such level summits because-— 
(d) The "Bays" of the Carolinas have been ascribed to impact of meteor- 

ites becausc-- 

(e) Yazoo River joins the Mississippi where it does because--- 

(5) State as definitely as possible where on field trip you sai: 

(a) evidence which has been used to prove pencplaination of the nearly 

horizontal rocks 

(b) Sink hole formed in postglacial time (c) original surface of outwash 

filling in Driftless Area, (d) Cliff due to Franconia sangstone, 

(e) Escarpment on St. Peter sandstone, (f) Blowout, (g) Supposed beach 
of an ancient sea, (h) Water_gap, (i) Trempealeau formation, 

(j) Military Ridgo. : 

(6) Gompure Sast coast of Florida with shoreline of Louisiana and account 

. for the differoncos. \ 

(7) Describo not less then three distinct kinds of topography due to differ~ 

ences in the bed rock which are found in Superior Upland. 

(8) Describe not less than five (5) different kinds of Lakes (include brackish 

water lakes but not swamps) which occur in Coastal Plain giving as 

definitely as possible location of examples of cach.— 

= .



Lf 
GHOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF SaSTshil UNITED STATES : 

Six weeks exan Oct. 23, 1946 

: Sveryone is to write on four questions and no more. Please mark on cover of 

bluebook which questions you answered, Majors in geology or geography must 

; include not less thun tve 94 first three questions, 

(1) List in proper order the major events in physiographic history of the 

Superior Upland which oxplain its present topography. 

(2) With rogord to the Driftless Area; (a) defino and distinguish from Drift- 
loss Section, {») coment on the naac, (c) describe tl major topographic 

is featuros including thoir relation to geology, (d) what types of drift 
occur in tho area, (c) explain its origin (non=-glaciation). 

. (3) Discuss rolative importance of throe differont procosses which shapod tho 
basins of the lower Groat Lakos. . ; st 

Sut - Aor — XR os 
Naf Vth w Q \ { : 

(4) Describo 5 different lond forms due to continental glaciation including 
<=, : associated vetcor, which occur in Superior Upland and Contral Lowland 

~—— “ end locate an oxamplo of och. 

(5) Complete following sentences (no more counted) as briefly as possible: 
(2) The mountains of the arbucklos wore aluost wholly destroyed during 
the Ponnsylvanian period bocause--- 
(b) The entire Osage Plains wero once covered by horizontal sedinents 
becauso--= 
fe) Saves are nore abundant in western Illinois than in Driftless Area 
ocauso--- 

(ad) Tho northwest boundary of the Superior Upland was changed becausc--- 

(0) Sons of the cucstas of Oklahoma have a gypsum cap boeauso-— : 

(6) Eocote in Superior Upland or Gentral Lowland good exanples of cach; 

(2} valley due to recession of waterfall, (b) loess hills, fc) uneroded 
= poneplain, (d) foult oscarpnont, (co) glacial lako outlet, (£) quartzite 

. nonadnock, (g) clay till moraine, (h) drift plain, (i) sand dunes, 
(j) gravel noraine 

we, (7) \ihot ovideness dononstrate thet the oarth's crust has tiltod in tho 
Groat Lakus Section since thu last glaciation? : 

(8) (Ath rogerd to the Till Plains Section describe bricfly (linit tvo pages): 
(a) definition, (b) why separated from adjacent glaciated distrat, 
(c) major features of goology both bed rock and drift, (d) explain 
major topographic fonturos. 

; i



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAFhY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final Exainination Jan. 17, 1946 

Everyone is to write on 10 questions. Please mark on cover of your book 
which questions you answered. Please leave postcard for grade and do not 
interrupt work of grading by office or phone calls. Majors in geology 

or geography;just include not less than two of first three questions. 

(1) Discuss relative merits of at least two different explantions of 

course of Tennessee River from source to mouth. 

(2) Compare relative merits of two distinct explantions of the drift 
terraces of Connecticut Valley. 

(3) Compare at least two explantions of the rarity of recessional moraines 

in New England and adjacent regions. 

Aa (4) Describe the evidence which indicates former high levels of the Great 
ae Lekes and other similar lakes in NE U. % 

(5) Describe, account for origin and locate examples of not less than two 

distinct types of waterfalls and rapids in Driftless Area. 
(6) Describe both erosional and depoisitional effects of continental 

glaciation on topography of Superior Upland including examples of cach. 
(7) What drainage patterss are found in Piedmont Plateau?; account for 

each type. 

(8) Account for the difference in level of the headwaters of Blue Ridge 
end Piedmont Pleteau streams (southern Blue Ridge area). 

(9) Explain the even ridge crests of Ridge and Valley Province by at least 

two distinct theories. 
(10) Explain and descirbe examples of changes brought ebout by continental 

glaciation in topography of Appalachian Plateau both within and 
: outside of ice-covered area. 

(11) Locate an exampls cach (be as definite as possible) of (a) loeal or 
alpine glaciation, (b) drumlins, (c) ice-contact outwash terrace, 

: (d) stream eroded outwash terrace, (¢) trap rock ridge, (f) esker, 
ae (g) granite mountains,,(h) monadnock, (i) bed of glacial leke, 

(j) valley caused by limestone. 
(12) Drew a cross section east-west through Kentucky showing the geologic 

cause of the several sections of Interior Low Flateau which it crosses. 
(13) (a) Justify a proposed change in west border of Superior Upland. 

(b) Explain with cross section the boundary of Superior Upland on 
south side. . ¢ 

i ;



GEOLOGY 130 
FhYSIOGharhY OF LaSTikN UNITLL STaTES 

Exauination Dece 17, 1945 

kveryone is to write on four questions anu no sore. Majors in Geology or 
Geogra,hy uust include not less than two of the first three questions. FTleuse 

mark on cover of your bluvbook which questions you answered. 

(1) List in parallel colwms IN }KOlEh OhDEK the FaCTS observed at weiduians 

Falls anu the CONCLUSIONS drewn froma these observations which dcmonstrete 

ste, s in physiographic history of the region. 

(2) Coapare ueritsof four distinct hypotheses to account for the water gays of 
kidge and Valley Frovince. 

(3) Exjlain four uistinct ,rocesses which hive been uppealed to in order to 

account for the Finger Lake ty,e of valleys of Glaciated Allegheny Flateau, 

(4) Complete following sentences (no acre counted) giving proof of each statement: 
(e) Kecent streaa capture alonz Blue kidge Escarpaent is shown by-- 

_— (b) That drainage has locally been reversed in the Unglaciated allegheny 

Plateau is shown by--- 
(c) Releatively recent uplift of vcastal Flain is shown by-- 
(d) The uplend surface of the tiedmont Fleteau is younger than the peneplain 

which is buried under the @oastal Flain because-- 
(e) The coaionly acceyted evidence of complete peneplainetion of hidge onu 

Valley Frovince is--- 

(5) account for the great elevation of and for the arainage ,attern of the 

: Catskill Mountains. 

(6) Show with diagraiis: (a) anticline, (b) syncline, (c) pitching anticlinal 
aountain, (u) pitching synclinel .aountein, (e) sonocline, (f) nonoclinal 
wountain, (.) structure which accounts for zig-zag ridge, (h) nornal 
fault, (i) thrust or reverse fuvlt, (j) change in position of ridges due 

to herd foruetions as erosion level is lowered. 

= (7) Locate en exeaple each end explein origin of («) antecedent river, 
(b) subsequent valley, (c) obsequent velley, (d) superinposea strean, 
(e) consequent streaue Confine examples te provinces thus fer studicd. 

(8) Account for (2) greater elevation of the appalachian Flateau comared to 
average elevation of Kiuge anu Valley province, 
(b) ,reservation of arcas of weak shale on some of the highest 
Ferts of the rlateau. oie



GEOLOGY 130 
EHYSIOGRAFHY OF LaSTLAN UNITLD STuTLS 

Midsemester examination Nov. 19, 1945 

Everyone is to write on four (4) questions and no more. Majors in Geology 
and Geography uust include at least two (2) of first three questions. 
Flease mark on cover of your book which questions you answered. 

(1) Discuss evidences scen on field trip which bear ujon the problem of 

former penepleinetion of the younger, neerly horizontal rocks of the 
Driftless Section. 

(2) Describe and locute where examples wero seen in ficld trip of four different 
kinus of topography due to crosion of Baraboo, quartzite. 

(3) Discuss alternative explanations of the terreces found in Coestel Flain. 

(4) Where on the field trip did you see a good example each of: (a) Icke 
enclosed by sand dunes, (b) sink hole, (c) cuesta capped by uolomite, 

(a) bed of glacial lakc, (e) terrace eroded in outwash, (f) water gap 
in quartzite, (g) old ‘terrace gravel, (h) terminal moraine, (i) Dresbach 

a“ sandstone, Qj) exposure which proved that a mountein-making carth 
movement once occured. 

(5) Compere shoreline of Lmbayed Section of voastal Flain with east coast of 

Florida consiuering processés involveu. 

(6) Coaple following sentences (no «worc counted) giving proof of each 
statcnents 

: (e) The Superior Uplend wes ones. buricd unucr the rocks which now 
unucrlie the Central Lowland bucause--- 

(b) The termine] norcines of céntral Illinois are|less conspicious 

than are those of eastern wisconsin ‘beceuse--- 

(c) Cuestes are ebsent in the Carolinas because--- 
(d) Siuilarity of Nerrows of Narrows Creck to the gorge below Weidman 

Falls j,roves--- 
(e) The Coastal Flain was once higher ebove sea level than it now is 

because=--- 
studied 

_ (7) Where in provinces thus fcr xeutxiexl coulu you fina e goou example each 
( loczte as specifically as possible) of: (a) salt dome, (b) strcam 

divereu by naturel levce of uein river, (c) leke due to carthquaeke, 

(a) interlobete moraine, (d@) monadnock, (#) "bays", (#) atoll, (g) ee 
chalk lowland, (h) lakes-in sink hole, (j) escarpaent along fault. ~ 

(8) Name, describe and locate an example each of five (5) different types of 
glacial de; ositional topography found in ,rovinces thus fir studied.



GEOLOGY 130 
FHYSIOGHAFhY OF EaSTERN UNITED STATES 

Six weeks exam Oct. 26, 1945 

, Everya¥ee is to write on four questions and no more. Please mark on 
cover of bluebook the numbers of questions you wrote one Majors and 
graduates in geology or geography must include not less then two of the 

first three questions. 

(1) Using diagrams explain the physiographic history of basin of Lake 
Superior. 

(2) Discusss fe} geologic age of the upland of arbuckle Mts. 
b) cause of the parallel southeast drainage of Osage Flains 

: (3) Name and describe five different topographic features found. in 
Till Plains of southern Illinoisi 

ne (4) Explain why the gorge below Niegara Falls varies in width. 

(5) Where (be as specific as possible) in provinces thus fer studied could 
you find a good example of (a) superimposed stream, (b) loess hills, 
(c) outlet valley formed by flow from a glacial leke, (d) peneplain 
underlain by granite end not yet dissected, (e) karst topography, 

(£) monadnock, (g) escarpment along fault, (h) sand dunes clong a 
lake shore, (i) euesta due to resistant sandstone, (j) lake in basin 
surrounded by granite bed rock. 

(6) Into what differenet classes (from stundpoint of topography) can be 
bed rocks of Superior Upland be divided? List and tell what kind 

of topography each forms giving examples, 

(7) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving the proof of 
each statements 
(a) Portions of the topography controlled by erosion of bed rock 

survived glaciation of Superior Upland because--- 
(b) we know thet the pageplein of the Superior Upland was once 

buried by flet-lying sedimentary rocks becuusé-+- 
(c) we know thet the drift ef southern Iowa is older than the drift “ 

of southern Illinois beceuse--- 
(d) The neme “Driftless Area” is a misnomer because=-+ z 
(e) The lerge velleys of the Till Plains have flat floors because~-- 

(8) Define, bound, describe geology end topogrephy of githur Osege Fleins 
or Lisgected Till Flains (no history, limit two pages)



: GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final examination January 17, 1945 

Write on 10 questions in all and no more; majors in geology and geography must 

: include not less than 2 of the first three questions. Please list on cover of 

bluebook numbers of questions you wrote on. 

Questions for majors, optional for others. 
(1) Compare merits of four distinct explanations of water gaps in Ridge and 

Valley province giving example of any definite cases of each kind when known, 

(2) Explain fully 5 distinct hypotheses of origin of Blue Ridge escarpment in 

: the Carolinas, 

(3) On separate sheet with instructions -- please fold crosswise and put in 

bluebook, Disregard part 1; required of all. 

Questions for all. 
(4) Explain significance of variations in width of the gorge below Niagara Falls. 

oe (5) Account for the presence of rapids and falls in streams of the Driftless Area. 

(6) List three distinct classifications of bed rocks in relation to their topo- 

graphic expression in Superior Upland and state a locality where area is well 

illustrated. 

(7) Locate examples of New England of (a) glacial cirque, (») drumlin, (c) ice- 
contact terrace, (d) trap rock ridge, (e) superimposed stream tf) esker 
(g) granite mountain, (h) monadnock, (i) valley on limestone ,(j) glacial 
lake bed 

(8) Complete following, giving a satisfactory proof of each (single sentence only 
counted): 7 

(a) Coarse textured drainage occurs in Catskills because 
(v) Scarcity of moraines in much of eastern U.S, may be explained by = 

(c) The level skyline of the Aliegheny Plateau may be explained by - 

(a) The valleys in which the Finger Lakes lie are older than the last 

glaciation because 

ca (e) Some of the rocks of the 3lue Ridge province are less resistant to 

: weathering than are others because ‘ 

(9) Discuss origin of trellis drainage pattern in (a) Ridge and Valley and 
(b) Adirondack provinces / 

(10) Discuss origin and significance of entrenched meanders giving at least three 
examples in eastern U.S, where they are well developed. 

(11) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving a satisfactory proof of 

each: (a) The former mountains of both Superior Upland and New England were 

once reduced to a peneplain because ; : 

(>) The Schooley peneplain is indicated in the Ridge and Valley province. by 

(ec) The Highland Rim is interpretéd as a dissected peneplain because 

(ad) Glacial control of sea level has been inferred from data in Coastal 

Blain because i 
(e) The Cumberland Plateau is not part of the same erosion surface which 

: is present beneath the Coastal Plain because 

iiz) Account for Crowleys Ridge and nearby drainage changes. 
(15) Discuss evidences which indicate former presence of local glaciers in eastern 

U.S, giving at least two localities where such is found. 

(14) Explain with diagrams the topogrephic expression of hard layers in (a) plunging 
aptreri be (o) plunging syncline, (c) anticlinal mountain, (4) monoclinal 

: ridge, e} synclinal mountain 

(1c) Amount for rivers of the Yazoo type giving at least one other example in 
eastern U.S,



GKOLOGY 130 é 
FRYSIOGRAPHY OF BASTERN UNITED STATES 

Exaainetion : Dec. 15, 15944 

all aust write on first question. Majors in geolosy and seo, rephy must 
include eat least one of next two questions. Flease mark on cover of bluebook 
which questions you wrote. 

: (1) Required of all. Questions on separate sheet. Flevsc put your name on 

it ana fold cross wise before placin,; in bluebook. 

(2) List and discuss various oxplanations of three types of topography found 
in Gleciated Allegh eny Fleteau 

(3) Discuss and compare scrits of two explations of the even mountain crests 

of the Ridge and Valley Frovince. 

“He (4) Complete following scutences giving best proof of cach. No more than a 
single sentcnce considered. é 
(a) The Blue Ridge cscarpuent of the Carolinas dumands a special explan- 

ation becausc---(do not Jive the several theories) 
(o) The éllegheny Pletcau is believed by most students to have boen 

once croded to a pencplain becauso--- 
(c) The high elevation of the Catskills is due to-- 
(a) & healt in uplift of the Kidse and Valley Frovince is concluded frou-- 
(e) It is difficult to apply the hypothcsis of stream capturc to the 

course of Tennessce Hiver through Walden Ride because--~ 

(5) Locate as definitely us possible a ,ood cxauple each of the following 
: teken frou provinces thus far studieds (a) anticlinal mountain, (b) uplifted 

bgrrier beach, (c) escarpment due to limestone, (d) diversion of strean 
across @ divide duc to terminal moraine, (¢ ) antoccdent stream, 
(£) subsecuent streaa, (z) recent stream capturc, (h) aountein due to thrust 
fault, (i) strath, (j) entrenched meanders : 

(6) Coapare szerits to two explantions of water gaps in Ridge and Valley Frov. 

(7) What is texture of drainage and account for variation in it. 

(8) Explain with diavraz cross sections or sketchess (a) anticlinal ridge, 
(b) synclirel ridge, (¢) wonoclinal ridge, (4) zig-za, ridge, 
(c) two-story valley.



(3) Required of g1X PLEASs URITE YOUR NAMB FIRST. 
Kincly fold cross before plecing in bluebook. ; 

show TILATLY on ends of blocks end sides where needed the STRUCTURE 

Which g-ve rise to the topography shown, Also indieste whet the 

resistant Inyers probably cre and where you would find examples of 

these fenturces, 
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GEOLOGY 130 
PRYSIOGRAFKY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES f 

: Examination = Oct. 27, 1944 

No one is to write on more than four questions. Majors in Geology or Geography 
are to include at least two of first three questions. Others may choose any 
four questions. Please mark on outside of, book which-questions you wrote on. ~ 

Questions for majors-optional with others. 
(1) List in proper order the major events in history of Superior Upland including 

the bas in of Lake Superior 
a 
V2) Explain two reasons for the difference in original form of glacial deposits 

of Great Lakes Section and Superior Upland compared with those of Till 
Plains section. 

(3) Discuss three processes which caused the basins of the Lower Great Lakes 

= including evidence for each end the relution of the basins to rock geoloz) 

questions for others- optional to extent of two with majors 
(4) List and describe briefly 5 different land forms due to glaciation which are 

; found in Central Lowland or Superior Upland 

(5) For the Driftless Section of Central Lowland (a) define, (bo) state dominant 
land form, (c) neme at leest two different kinds of drift found in it, 
(d) distinguish from Driftless Area, (e) explain briefly why part was not 
glaciated. 

i (6) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each (no more than a single 
: sentence will be counted)s is 

(2) The mountains of the Superior Upland were eroded before Cambrian 
eo time because--- 

(b) It was decided to change the northwestern boundary of Superior 
Uplend from Fennoman's tentative location because--- 

(c) The Central Lowland was glaciated at widely different times because 

----(toppgraphic evidence only). 
(a) Tilted lava flows form hogbacks because--- “ 
(e) +he level of Lake Superior has risen near Superior and Duluth 

because---(evidence not explanation of cause) 

(7) Where in either Central Lowland or Superior Uplund could you find a gocd . 
exemple (locate as definitely as possible) of: (a) hogback, (b) cucsve. 
(c) uneroded peneplain (¢) escarpment along a fault (¢) eroded drift 
or till plain (f) interlobate moraine, (g) pitted outwash plain, 
(h) drumlin (i) glacial leke plain (j) monadnock 

ea C8) (x) what kinds or rocks cap cusetas of Osage Section? 

(ob) Name one of the most prominent cuestas of that Section. 3 

. (c) Why are cuestas so prominent there? 
(d) Explain what is included in term "Soft rocks", "Hard rocks". 
(c) What is meant by term "peneplein."



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAFhY OF EASTEKN UNITED STATES ; 

Exa mination Nov. 20, 1944. : 

Majors in geology or geography must include not less than two of first three 

questions which are optional with others. Everyone is to write on four quest. yr. 

in all. Please mark on cover of your bluebook which questions you wrote on. 

(1) Describe and discuss not less than two theories of origin of the 

Carolina Bays 

(2) Compare physiographic histories of Superior Upland and Piedmont Platcau 

using diagram sections to illustrate the second. 

(3) Discuss two of the followings (a) age of erosion of topography of higher 

Coastal Flain, (b) relation of the peneplain beneath the Cozstal Plain to 

surface of Piedmont, (c),(d) two theories of the cause of the terraces in 
Coastal Plain, (e) surface indications and underground make up of salt domes 

“ (4) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statement (no more counted’ 

(u) The Piedmont Plateau wqs once a mountain region because-- . 
(>) The Superior Upland was once wholly buried by flat-lying sedimentary 

rocks because-- 
(c) The trap ridges of the Low Piedmont have level crests because-- 

(d) Lakes ebound in Florida because-- ~ 
(e) Southern Iowa is more disssected then south-central Illinois because-- 

(5) List five different types of lakes (fresh-water) which way be found in 
any province thus far studied (natural lekes only). Explain origin of 

each type. 

(6) Locate as definitely as possible a good exemple in provinces thus fer 
studied of (a) loess hills (b) cuesta capped by grevel, (c) sand dunes 
(d) lowland on chelk, (e) slecial lake bed with no surviving lake, 
(f) non-pitted outwash plein, (5) monadnock in Fiédmont, (h) wind gap, 

: (i) terminal moraine, (j) earthquake leke 

* . (7) Compare origin end form of (a) Florida East Coast with (>) shoreline of 
Louisiana : 

(8) (a) describe wnat part in detail of “oestal Plain was glaciated 
(b) What was effect on topography compared to region to south.
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Dec. 31, 1943 

Write on four questions 

(1) With regard to the Driftless Section explains 
(a) term "Driftless Area" 
(») mejor relief features in relation to geology 
(c) cause of failure of glaciers to reach all of the section 
(d) kinds of drift fround in the Section 

(e) evidence commonly used to demonstrate penpleination 

(2) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statements 
: (a) The mountains of the Superior Upland were destroyed before 

Cambrian time because...» 
(b) We suggested a change in.location of northwest boundary of 

Superior Upland because.... 

— (c) The entire Superior Uplend was once buried by sedimentary 
rocks becausece+. 

(d) Rectangular (trellis ) drainage of southeastern Adirondacks 
is explaingl by.... 

(e) karst topography is better developed in Kentucky than in 
Wisconsin because.e.. 

(3) Outline the physiographic history of the basin of Lake Superior Ip 

(4) Describe briefly the bounderies, geology and topography of ZITHER 
Shawnee Hills or Highlend Rim 

(5) Describe five different topographic forms (lend forms) due to glaciation 
which are important in both Superior Upland and Great Lakes Section 

(6) Discuss reason for separating Great Lakes and Till Plains Sections con- 
a trasting their land forms as well as age of drifts account 

; for the differences 
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Exemination Nov. 26, 1943 

Write on four questions 

(1) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statement: 
(a) Valley glaciers once existed in New England because..... & 
(b) The soils of New England contain much stone because...... 
(c) The eee ridges of the Ridge and Valley province are...... because 
(d) Entrenc®d meanders are comion just above water gaps because... 
(e) Level ridge crests in Ridge and Valley province sre commonly regarded as.. 

: . (2) Discugs theories which have been advanced to explain the Finger Lake valleys 

(3) Diss; points for and againstfour theories of origin of water gaps in Ridge and 
A Velley province } 

E } 
(4) Describe briefly the boundaries, geology and major topographic features of 

EITGER Cumberland Plateau OR Catskill Mountains 

(5) Discuss effects of continental glaciation on drainage of unglaciated 
part of Appalachian Piateau a 

(6) Diseuss two ideas of way in which continental glacier disappeared in Appalachian 
Plateau and New England 

: ; ; Be 
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Six weeks examination Oct. 25, 1943 
t 

j Write on four questions only 

(1) Answer each of following in a SINGLE SENTENCE giving proof: 
(a) Streams flowing down cast side of south part of Blue Ridge 

Pravince are capturing territory which formerly drained to 
northwest because---- 

(b) Distant level skyline is in many places a poor criterion of former 
penepleinetion beceuse--- 

(c) Cuestas occur in Coastal Plain from Texas to Georgia and not 
: in region of the Carolinas because-- 

(d) The Pied mont upland surface is not of the same age as the 
< surface of the same rocks which is buried by the Coastal 

i Plain sediments 
~ (e) The sediments of the Coastal Plein once extended farther inland 

than they do now because---- . 

(2) Where and what are (tebulate and list origin where known; give locality 
as to Province end section i 

(a) Carolina Bays (b) Trenton Prong (c) Trail Ridge (d) Long Island 
(e) Marquesas islands (f) Reelfoot Lake (g¢) Yazoo River (h) Fall Line 
(i) Crowleys Ridge (j) Five Islands 

(3) List end explain briefly the origin of five different types of lakes 
and/or swamps which are found in Coastal Plain 

(4) Contrast form of shore line of Florida cast coast and north Guaf 
coast and account for the difference 

(5) Discuss points for and against five different hypotheses of origin of 
; southeastern escarpment of the Blue Ridge d 7 

(6) Explain glacial control theory of coastal terraces. 

* s
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final examination Jane 18, 1943 

No one is to write on more than or less than 10 questions Majors must 
include at least two of first three questions-optional with others. 
Please leave post card for grade and kindly avoid office calls in regard 
to gradese Please mark on cover of your blue book which questions you 
left out. 

(1) Arrange in parallel columns the FACTS and tha#r INTERPRETATIONS 

in proper order to show physiographic history as observed at 
Weidman Falls 

(@) Discuss relative importance of three diffefnt processes which 
cooperated to make the basins of the Great Lakes 

(3) List and discuss origin and age of four different types of topography 
5 found on Baraboo quartzite 

Z (4) Compare four different explanations of water gaps in Ridge and Valley 
Province 

(5) Wheat is cause of rapids and falls in streams of the Driftless Section 
(othersthan Weidmans falls must be included) 

(6) Account for land forms displayed in Interior Low Plateau which are 
caused by solution of limestone comparing with those due to streams 

(7) List five land forms displayed in Appalachian Plateau which are due to 

stream erosion and weathering of bed rock 
(8) List three major divisions of bed rocks of Superior Upland stating 

characteristic topography of each which is due to bed rock. 
(9) Define and describe briefly geology and topography of EITHER 

Floridian Section OR Embayed Section of Coastal Plain 
(10)Define and describe briefly geology and topography of EITHER Catskills 

OK Cumberland Plateau 
(11) List five land forms displayed in New England which are due to glaciation 

(12) Account for drainage pattern of southeastern ADIRONDACKS 

(13) Account for course or location of (a) Blakk River, Ne Ye (b) Yazoo 
River (c) Ohio River (d) Crowleys Ridge (e) West end of Lake 

: Superior (not a duplication of (2) but location only) 
(14) Account for the entrenchdd meanders of interior Low Plateau giving 

their significance in physiographic history 

” + eee
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination re Dec. 11, 1942 

Write on four questions only and please mark which you left out. 

(1) List evidences which have been used to demonstrate that the Ridge and 
Valley and Appalachian Plateau provinces have been completely peneplained 

and comment on validity of each. 

(2) Discuss the Finger Lake problem giving the several hypotheses proposed. 

(3) Show with diagrams how topography may be used to determine structure of 

: folded sedimentary rocks (anticlines and synclines). 

(4) Describe briefly the boundaries, geology, and topography of EITHER 
Mohawk Valley or unglaciated Allegheny Plateau 

EITHER 

(5) Discuss formation ofAAllegheny River OR New River 

f (6) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving proof of statements 
(a) The streams which flow down the southeast sdie of the Blue Ridge 

i are encroaching on those which flow to northwest because--- 
(b.) The entrenced meanders of this river end at the watergap because-- 

; (c) The z&g-zag ‘ridge due to the resistant layer is highest at the 
bend because--- en 

(d) Water gaps fail to show evidence of partial pymeplaination of 
? the Ridge and Valley province because--- 

f (e) Stream capture alone could not explain the course of Tennessee 
: River through Walden Ridge because--- 

rN 
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Exeaminatien Nov. 16, 1942 

Write on four questions enly and please mark on cover of book which you left out 

(1) Womplete each of following sentences giving best proof of statement 
(no mere counted): 
(e) The Piedmont was ence a meuntain range because--- 
(b) The Coastal Plein onge extened farther frem the Atlantic Ocean because--- 
(c) Cuesta eccur in the Coastal Plain frem Texas to Georgia and not 

in the Carolinas befause---- 
(d) The present Piedmont upland is not the same as the buried surface 

of dhe “hard rocks" under the Ceastal Plein because--- 
(e) The “oastal Plein once stood higher above sea level because----~ 

(2) Explein origin and lecete as definitely as possible one example each of 
: five different types of lekes and/or swamps in Coastal Plein 

° 

(3) Discuss origin of the Carelina Bays 

(4) Account for the differences in form of (a) east coast ef Flerida and 
(b) coast of Gulf of Mexico in United States 

(5) Discuss two possible modes of origin of the terraces found in Coastal 
Plain and give ways of discriminating each. 

(6) Lecate as definitely as pessible in veastal Plain or Piedmont a good 

x example of eachs 
‘ (a) trap ridge 

(b) terminal meraine 
(c) bed of lake enclosed by continental glecier 

= (d) uplifted barrier beach 
(e) distributary stream 
(£) salt dome 
(g) monadnock 
(h) falls due te stream capture 

: (i) drowned inner lowland 
(j) trellis drainage 

? 
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Octe 23, 1942 

Write on four questions only Time called at 2825 

¢ (1) (a) Explain difference between constructional and destructional land forms 
(>) Locate definitely a good example of each in either inkexisx Central 

Lowland or Superior Upland 

“ (2) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving proof of each statements 
(a) (b) The terminal moraines of the Till Plains are less conspicijous than 

thoseof the Great Lakes Section because---(two reasons)---~ 

(c) The mountains of the Superior Upland were almost all destroyed before 

-2--- time because---- 
(d) We changed the northwestern boundary of the Superior Upland because--- 
(e) The Superior _ was once buried under the bed rocks now found in \w 

Central Lowland because--- — iat eee 
‘%& \ 

& §3) Locate as definitely as possible in either Centrel Lowland or Superior : 

Upland a good example each of: (a) drift plain (b) leke district in 
pitted outwash (c) hogback (d) monadnock (e) bed of glacial leke 

x (4) With regard to the Driftless Section explain (a) difference from Driftless 
Area with better name for latter (b) major relief features (c) cause of 
Driftless Area (d) three types of drift within Driftless Section  — 
(e) presence of some pre-Cambrian bed rock in Driftless Section fa 

XX (5) Outline events which led to formation of Lake Superior se 

ah (6) State evidences of postglacial earth movement in Great Lakes Section 
including its effedt on present shorelines. 

‘iis i. a



willl GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF SASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Dece 19, 1941 
Write on four questions only; graduates and majors must include one or more of 
uestions 2 and 3; question 1 is required of all. Please mark ones left out. 

< (1) On separate sheet; required of all 
* (2) List points for and against four explnations of water gaps in Ridge and Valley 
“ (3) List points for and against five theories of location and form of Blue Ridge 

escarpment on southeast 
(4) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statement; (a) The great 

: depth of the Finger Lakes may be explained by---because-- (b) Tughill 
Plateau is separated from the plateau to the south because-~- (c) Portions 
of the Allegheny and Ohio valleys narrow downstream because---(d) We can be 
certain that the Ridge and Valley province was peneplained once because-- 
(e) The Blue Ridge province is higher than the Ridge and Valley because~~ 

(5) In Blue Ridge, Ridge and Valley and Appalachian Plateau locate as definitely 
as possible good examples of (a) water gap (b) antecedent stream (c) recent 
stream capture (d) subsequent stream (e) quartzite ridge (f) anticlinal 
mountain (g) synclinal mountain (h) anticlinal valley (i) bed of glacial 
lake (j) wind gap 

(6) Describe boundaries, geology and topography of EITHER (a) Cumberland Plateau 
of (b) Unglaciated Allegheny Plateau 

(7) Give points for and against two explanations of the even ridge crests of 
Ridge and Valley province.



Geology 130 - Physiography of Eastern United States 

Midsemester examination Nov. 24, 1941 

Write on four questions and no more, Please mark those written on. Majors and graduates 

must include et least one of the first two questions, 

1. Discuss origin and age of basin of Lake Superior including more than one view. 
2. Diseuss the possible origins and ages of peneplein on Happy Hill. 
3, List in parallel colums in proper order the FACTS and CONCLUSIONS derived from each 

which demonstrate physiographic history of vicinity of Lower Narrows School, 
4, Complete the following sentences (no more counted) giving proof of each statement -- 

(a) The Superior Upland was once mountainous because i 
(b)-(c) The entire Superior Upland was buried under undisturbed sedimentary rocks 

because (Two reasons) 
(@) The tilted lave flows of the Superior Upland have o 5 drainage 

because 
(e) Drainage controlled by rock structure has survived in parts of the Superior 

Upland because 

5. Complete following table in blue book: 
Name Seen on field trip Origin 

(a) Sink hole (c) Sand dune lake (e) Beach of Cambrian sea 
(bd) Water gap (a) Dresbach sandstone 

6. Locate definitely in Coastal Plain or Piedmont good example of each and explain origin: 

Complete-as a table in book, : 

Neme Location Origin 
(a) Cuesta due to sandstone (c) Monadnock (e) Salt dome 
(>) Karst topography (4) Trap ridge g 

7, Explain the fact that the valley between the bluffs of Wisconsin River narrows downstream,
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PHYSIOGRAFHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Octe 22, 1941 
Everyone is to write on four questions and no more. Graduates and majors in geology and 

geography must include at least one of first two questions. 
(1) With reference to the lower Great Lakes explain (a) relation to preglacial cuesta, 

(b) three processes which gave them the present form. 

(2) Explain the significance of the form of the Niagara cuesta of eastern Wisconsin on 
physiographic history 

(3) Complete following sentences giving evidence to prove each statement (no more than one 
sentence counted): (a) The flat bottom of the valley of Wisconsin River in the 
.Driftless Area is due to---- (b) The Dissected Till Plains are separated from the Till 
Plains because----- (c) The west border of the Driftless Area is unlike the east 
border because-----(d) North-central Minnesota is more like northern Wisconsin than 
southern Minnésota because----- (e) The flat bottom of the Red River Valley of 

Minnesota-North Dakota is due to -----. 
c 

(4) Define (a) peneplain, (b) cuesta, (@) terminal (end) moraine, (d) till plain, 
(e) pitted outwash and GIVE a good example of each in Central Lowland locating 
each as definitely as possible 

(5) Where in Central Lowland could you find a good example of (a) clay till moraine, 
(b) sand dunes, (c) gypsum cuesta, (d) loess-mantled erosion topography, 

a (e) outlet of glacial lake 

(6) Summarize in not over three pages the definition,borders, geology, and topography of 
EITHER Till Plains or Western Young Drift Section 

(7) Account for variations in width of gorge below Niagara Falls. ;
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF HASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final exemination January 26, 1942 

Write on 10 questions only. 

Majors must include at least one of firsti three questions, 

Please leave post card for grades (no telephone or office calls, please). 

1, Compare three possible explanations of the scarcity of marginal moraines in 
4 New Englend, 

2. Compare three different interpretations of the Uplands on the soft rocks of the 
Driftless Area citing facts seen in the field. 

3. Discuss two interpretations of drift terraces of Connecticut Valley. 

4, (a) Explain why the ridges between stream valleys are so much wider on the Baraboo 
quartzite than on adjacent sandstone, (b) Locate another example of this 

. phenomenon, 

5, Account for the fact that despite a mature topography there are rapids and falls 
; in the Driftless Area (more than one origin). 

6, What evidences demonstrate extensive glacial erosion of bed rock in Great 

“Lakes Section? 

7, Classify bed rocks of Superior Upland into divisions,each of which has a char- 

acteristic drainage pattern and different type of topography. 

8. What effect did glaciation have upon topography.of Interior Low Plateau, 

9, List, account for, and locate, if possible, example each in Coastal Plain) 
of lakes due to\five different processes. 

10. Compare the problem of finding records of old erosion cycles in (a) Ridge and 
Valley, and (b) Appalachian Plateau. 

11, Account for stony soils of New England and northern Wisconsin, 

12. Discuss glacial history of Adirondacks, citing evidence, 

13, Describe geology, topography, end history of either Blue Grass or Shawnee Hills.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final examinetion Feb. 4, 1941 

NO ONE is to write on more than TEN (10) questions 
GRADUATES and MAJORS must include at least two (2) of first three (3) questions 
Please leave postcard or stamped envelope for grades (no telephone or office 
calls, PLEASE ) Blind students may omit diagrams and references to field trip. 
Please mark on outside of book the questions you wrote 

(1) (a) Deseribe, (bd) account for, and (c) give location of one example seen on 
field trip of four (4) different types of topography found on Baraboo 

quartzite : 

(2) Explain three (3) hypotheses of origin of basins ef Great Lakes giving 
points for and against each. 

(3) Discuss briefly the problem of submarine canyons and river channels of 
Atlantic coast. ' 

a (4) (2) describe, (b) account for end (c) locate an example seen on field trig 
ad of two differnet kinds of drift found in Driftless Area. 

(5) (2) give proofs of changes ix levels of the Great Lakes since their formation 
(b) give evidence that change has not been same in amount at all points. 

(6) (a) describe with diagram if possible, (b) account for and (c) locate 
an example of each of five (5) different land forms which occur in 

Great Lakes Section of Central Lowland (choose an example seen on field trip 

wherever possible) 

(7) (2) What phenomena indicate relatively recent drainae changes along Blue 
Ridge escarpment? 

(b) Where else in Eastern United States is same process going on? 

(8) Discuss the significane of even ridge crests on physiograbic history of 
: Ridge and Valley province. 

aoe (9) Explain (with diagrams if desired) the relations of the Appalachian Pleeteau 
to bed rock character. and structure (do not forget to include all sections). 

(10) Contrast the shore line forms of (a) east coast of Florida and (b) delta of 
Mississippi River 

(11) Locate in New “ngland one good example each of (a) alpine glaciation, 
(b ) ice-contract terrace, (c) trap rock ridge, (d) drumlin, (e) esker 

(12) (a) Explain and_compare two different hypotheses of the mode of ice 

retrest In New 2nglana 
(b) What field evidence causes this problem? 

(13) (2) Describe the topographic cylce in an crea od pure limestone 
(vO describe resulting topography and compere with that produced in other 
kinds of rock , 

(14) Account for the course of Yazoo River; Mississippi



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF BASTERN UNITED STATES 

Makeup examination Jen. 25, 1941 

Weite on four questions including the first 

(1) Block afagran 

(2) Finish sentences: 
(2) The great depth of the Finger Lakes may be accounted for by 
(>) Positive proof of peneplaination of the Ridge and Valley 

a Province is found 
(ce) ~ possible surviver of the original drainage in Ridge and 

Valley Province is River 
(a) The high elevetion of Cheanut Ridge, Pa. is due to 
(e) The even skyline of the Appalachian Plateau may be due to 

(3) Where is and what is origin ef: 
{3} Gumberlagd Gap (b) a feays Valley (c) Allegheny Front 

_ a) Mohawk Valley (e) Plateau 

(4) State four hypotheseis of origin of water geps in Ridge and Valley and 
discuss points for and against ONE ef them 

(5) Describe the ridges of Ridge and Valley including origin



GEOLOGY 150 
PHYSIOGRAPZY OF HASTIRU UNITED STATaS 

Exenination Dec. 138, 1940 

No one is to write o1 more t’en four questions in ell. PLSASE merk o1 cover 

of bluebook wnich questions jrou wrote on. 
Greduates end “ajors «ust include one or vot» of firet two questions. 

\ (1) Discuss the velidity of evideuce of regione] venevlainetion in Ridge end 

S Valley ond Appalachian Plates: provinces. 

(2) Disuess the effects of slaciation in Appalechiar Plateauy including both 

area covered by ice and thet outside. 
, 

(3) Commlete folloviagz sentences ip: bluebook --ivisz proof 
(2) The east-flowing streens of the Blue Ridge ciffer from the vest-floring 

, streens (stete now snd wy) 
(>) The zig-gue ridge due to the resistent Isrer is highest at the bend 

because------ 

(c) Shele occurs in the saidéle of the Cunberlend Pletéean because------ 
(d) Entrenched sesnéers occur cove the vate gen beceuse----- : 
(e) The resistent formetions of the Ridge »ré Velley vrovince sre---- 

. because----= 

(4) Show with diagress: (a) anticlinel ridge, (>) synclinel ridze, (c) monoclinel 
ridge, (d) relstion of ridge tops in Rigse and Valley province to Pall 
Zone peneplein, (e) exasmle of change in arrengement of formations vith 

depth of erosion(chenge in structure) 

(5) Describe briefly the boundrries, geology, and topography of BITHER 

(a) CateFill’ Nomteins or (b) Alleshenjy Mountains 
or 

(6) Where is end wist is orisin - (2) Pine Ride, (b) Allegheny Front, 
(c) Natural Bridge, Ve., (4) Lookout Mountain, (e) Sequetchie Velley 

(@) Discuss the prodle: of the course of Temessee River in Blue Ridge, Ridge ead 
Velle~, and Appelechion Plates: provi ces.



GEOLOGY 130 : 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination z : Nov. 22, 1940 

NO ONE is to write on more than four questions. Please mark on cover of 

your bluebook which questions you wrote on. 

Graduates and majors must include one or both of first two questions. 

(1) Discuss the Pleistocene Terrace Problem of Atlantic Coastal Plain 

(2) Disuess evidence for and against existence of one or more dissected 

peneplains in Driftless Section 

(3) Complete following sentences giving proofs: 

(a) The Piedmont was once mountainous because--~-- 
(b) Happy Hill was once overlain by dolomite because--- 
(c) The water level is rising in St. Louis Bay (Superior—-Duluth) because- 
(ad) Blue Mound has been uplifted about --- feet because--- 
(e) Presence of rolling uplands right up to tops of escarpments along 

Lake Superior Basin shows--~-- 

5 (4) Complete following table in bluebook: 
zs Name Example Origin 

(a) Cuesta overlain by gravel 
(b) water gap in quartzite ridge 
(c) lake in floodplain 
(ad) lake in sinkhole 
(e) chalk lowland 

(5) List in two columnas IN PROPER ORDER the FACTS observod and the CONCLUSIONS 
derived from them which demonstrate physiographic history of Weidman 

“alls and vicinity. 

(6) (a) What ovidenco shows that the Piedmont was a peneplain 
(bv) that peneplaination of present surface took place after formation of 

hard rock surface under Goastal Plain 
(c) Compare with similar evidence in Superior Upland 

(7) Describe and locate examples of five different land forms found in 
Superior Upland 

(8) Tabulate in bluebook: 
{>} Name Location : Origin 
(a) Watchung Mountain 
(bv) Lake Ponchartrain 
(c) Trail Ridge 
(a) Parrs Ridge 
(e) Keweenaw Point 

! *



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF BASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination ; : ‘ Oct. 23, 1940 
NO ONE IS TO WRITE ON MORE THAN FOUR QUESTIONS, Required questions for majors 
and graduates below, Plense park all books and notes on desk (U. W. rule) 
Time will be callod at 2:25 No overtime ellowocds 

(1) Define: (2) vale, (b) duesta, (c) hogback, (d) superimposed stream) 
(e) drumlin and give as definitely as possible an.oxample of each in 
Central Lowland 

(2) With reference to the Great Lakes section (a) describe the boundarics, . 
(b) explain what controls tho major topographic features, and (c) account 
for its separation from adjacent(province) sections. of Central Lowland. 

(3) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving proofs: 
(a) There are glacial lake cleys in tho Driftless Section because----- 
(bv) (c) The terminal moraines of the Western Young Drift section are 

more conspicious than those in the Till Plains section becausc--- 

(give two reasons) ---- 
(d) We changed the boundary between the Western Young Drift section 

ond the adjacent province because-~---—- 
(e) The Dissected Drift Plains section is soparated from the Western 

Young Drift section because---- 

| 
(4) Where in Central Lowland (be as specific as possible) could youn find a 

good example of (a) oroded till plats, (b) pitted outwash, (c) 
basin due to glacial excavation, (d) intorlobate moraine, (e) glaciated 
karst topography. : 

(5) Explain ceauses of the Drifticss section ond the Driftless Arca. : 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REQUIRED OF MAJORS AND GRADUATES; optional with others. 

(6) Explain (a) causes of the cuestas of the Driftless section, (b) three 
hypotheses of origin of the uplands (do not dicuss merits). 

(7) Describe, geology, topography, and physiographic history of Arbuckle 
Mountains (limit 3 pages). i 

REMEMBER NO OVERTIME CAN BE ALLOWED



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Final Examination January 29, 1940 

Write on ten (10) questions only. Please mark on cover of blue book which you 
left out. Please leave a card for grades (no telephone requests, please). 

Graduates and majors must write on at least two of first three questions. 

1. Discuss evidences for and against the presence of remnants of many partial 

peneplainations in Ridge and Valley and New England provinces. 

2. Discuss four explanations of the youthful glacidted valleys of Appalachian 

Plateaus. 

3. Explain theories of origin of limestone caverns including their topographic 
effects throughout the erosion cycle. 

4. Account for nonglaction of part of Driftless Section; explain why some 

ihe . glaciated territory is included in this section. 

5. Describe and account for rapids and falls in Driftless Section. 

6. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of Superior Upland. 

7. List and account for five different types of ; lakes and swamps found in 

Coastal Flain, 

8. In Appalachian Plateau, locate examples of topography due to (a) glacial 
deposition, (b) stream capture, (c) anticlinal fola, = seo ae 
(a) anticlinal valley, (e) ridge due to thrust fault. 

9- Account for the stony soil of New England citing other instances of same 
phenomenon. 

10. What indicates the former presence of local glaciers in New England? Where 
= else are the same phenomena found in eastern U. S.? 

ll. What significance may be attached to the absence of recessional moraines in , 
New England? (two explanations). 

12. Account for drainage pattern of southeastern Adirondacks. 

13. Which did you see on field trip (a) sink hole, (b) sand dune lake, (c) ter— 
minal moraine, (d) dolomite upland, (e) peneplain on quartzite, (f) outwash 
plain, (g) water gap, (h) superimposed stream, (i) entrenched meander, : 
(j) shore of Cambrian Sea? (Do not explain origin but locate as definitely 
as possible).



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERI UNITED STATES 

Examination Dees 13, 1939 

Yo one is to write on more than four questions in all. 

Question (1) is required of all. : 

Graduntes and majors are to write on two or more of questions (2). -(3)e (4) 

PLEASE LARK on cover of bluebook which questions you wrote 

(1) On separate sheet 

ae (2) List four possible explonatiousof water gaps in northern Ridge and —— 

Valley Province; illustrate each with diagran; list briefly points for ~ 

and azainst each. 

~ (3) List five possible explanctionsof location and form of Blue Ridge —— 

escarpment; illustrate each with diagrar; list briefly points for and 

against each, 

(4) list briefly four criteria corronly used to demonstrmte former pene- 7 

plaination of an aren. at more than one time. Discuss validity of 

ais each considering both regions of nearly horizontal rocks and regions of 

folded rocks. 

(5) Explain effects of continental glaciation on drainage fentures of 

Appalachian Platew both inside and outside the glaciated district. : 

(6) Complete following sentences giving best proof: ‘ 
(a) The averrge elevation of the Ridge and Valley Province is less 

then that of the Appalachian Plateau because.... 3 
(o) The great depth of the Finger Lakes may be accounted for byes, “> 
(c) The location of the Mohawk Valley was determined by... eee 

(a) Shale is preserved on top of the Curiberland Plateau becauseee.. 
(e) Positive evidence of peneplaination of the Ridge and Valley 

Province is afforded by the fact that... ccere 

(7) L,eate as definitely as possible in Blue Ridge, Ridge and Valley or 

: Appniachian Plateau Provinces examples of: (a) water sap, 

a (bd) subsequent strear: (c) antecedant stream (4) entrenched meanders, 

fe) anticlinal mountain. 

(8) Contrast two basic ideas as to manner of retreat of the continental 

glacier in Hutson’ Valley. 
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(3) Required of ell PLBAS® “RITE YOUR NAMB FIRST. 
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGHSHY OF EASTERN UNITED STZTES 

Midsemester Examination Nov. 17, 1939 

No one is to write on more than FOUR questions in all, PIHAs? MARK on cover of 

your bluc book which questions ycu wrote. 

Graduates and majors in geology or geography mucs* write on one of the first two 

questions or on both. Thess questions optiona™~ with others. : 

(/ (1) Discuss at least two theovies of the origin of the Carolina "Bays", 

/ (2) Deseribe and accouns for four different types of topography on the Parz boo 

v quartzite and tell as closely as possible where examples of sach weve 

seen in the field. 

(3) List in two parallel columns in proper crder the FACTS and the CONCLUSIONS 

from each as to the physiographic history o7 the regior ~t Ableman. 

'4) Complete following sentences(nc more countec) giviag proofs of statements: 
(a) The Superior Upland was encec movnsainous becauseese 
(b) The Piedmont was once a peneplain becais@ess. 

(c) The Piedmont was peneplained after the deptsition cf the sarlier 
sediments of the Coastal Plain »ecausesee. 

(a) The level of Lake Superios is rising at Duluth because... 
(e) The ridges dve to tilted layers of Triassic trap have level tops becau: ;- 

(5) Gampare and account for differences in shape of th: coas’ line (a) on east 
coast of Florida and (b) Mississippi delta. é 

(6) Complete following table: (write in blucbook) 
Name E xariple Origin 

(a)Cuesta capped by dolomite 
(b)Water gap in trap ridge 
(c) Marine terrace 
(a) lake in hard rock »asin 
(e) lake in sink hole 

(7) Deseribe and account for aot less than FOUR different tyoes of topography 
found in Superior Upland.



GEOLOGY 130 : 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Oct. 18, 1939 
NO ONE IS TO WRITE ON MORE THAN FOUR QUESTIONS IN ALL. Required 

questions for majors and graduates at end. 

(1) (a) Digtinguish between "constructional" and "destructional" land 
forms 

(bv) Give as definitely as possible one example of each in Central 

Lowland 

(2) With reference to the "Driftless Section" (a) describe the boundaries, 
(bd) account for three different kinds of drift within ity (c) explain 
what controls the major topographic features 

(3) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving evidence: 
_ (a) There are more and larger sand dunes on the east shore of Lake 

Michigan than on the west shore because---— 

; (b) (c) The moraines ‘of the Till Plains Section are: less”conspicious 
than those of the Great Lakes Section because---(two reasons )=-- 

(d) We changed the northeastern boundary of the Western Young Drift 
Section from that given in the text because----~-- 

(e) The Dissected Till Plains Section is separated from the Till Plains 
Section because----. 

(4) Where in Central Lowland could you find(be as specific as possible) 
good examples (one each) of: (a) wneroded till plain, (b) loess hills, 
(c) bed of glacial lake now dry, (d) outlet of glacial lake not now 
followed by a stream, (e) gypsum acting as a resistant rock. 

(5) With regard to the Osage Section explain connection between geologic 

structure and topography. 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IS REQUIRED OF MAJORS AND GRADUATES 

\’ (6) Explain (a) relation of the basins of the lower Great Lakes to 
ee bed rock geology, (b) three hypotheses of origin ‘of the:basins’ 

7 WS ale . ‘ ators : 
/ (7) Describe structire and physiographic history of Wichita Mountains. 

“ CAUTIONS: Please park all books and notes on the desks 

If you forgot a bluebook kindly go and buy one. 

NO OVERTIME CAN BE ALLOWED.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Final examination January 31,1939 ; 

Write on ten (10) questions only. Please mark on cover of blue book which you 
left out. Please leave a card for srades (no telephone requests, please). 

Graduates and majors must write on (1) and (2). 

(1) Required of graduates and majors - optional with others. 

Discuss fully at least four explanations of why streams cross the Ridge and 
Valley Province from northwest to southeast. 

(2) Required of graduates and majors - optional with others. 
Discuss three possible explanations of the summit level of the Baraboo Rang:. 

(3) Give two possible explanations of the fact that there are no recessional mor- 

aines in New England. 3 

(4) Complete following sentences givine best single line of evidence: We know that 

= (a) the Superior Upland was once mounteinous because 
(b) the Superior Upland was reduced to a peneplain before time 

because : 
(@) the Superior Upland was once buried by rocks of surrounding region becan: : 
(d) till soils of the Superior Upland are very bouldery because 
(e) Lake Superior waters once stood much lower at Superior than now because 

(5) Where in provinces studied this semester could you find good exammles of 

(a) drumlin (bd) cirque (¢) hanzine valley (d) water g-p (e) icecontact terrace 
(£) trap rock ridge (g) drowned cuesta (h) stony terminal moraine (i) esker “ 
(j) 2ranite mountain. 

' (6) Where and what is (a) Fall Zone vemeplain (b) Harrisburg peneplain (c) en- ; 
trenched meanders (ad) St. 7s (Frencois) Mts (a) Novaculyte (£) Shawnee Hiyl 
@) Blue Ridge (h) Blue Grass Basin (I) Wichita Mts. (j) Avostle Islands.. 

Bees (7) Name, Define, vound, describe zeolozy and toposraphy on any one of the major 

subdivisions of the Central Lovlan’. 

(8) Explain the effects of “laciation on topozravhy of Superior upland. 

(9) Discuss line of Aivision of Pleduont an¢d Coastal plains. 

(10) Locate examples of and account for five different tynes of shore features fond 
: in Coastal Plaine. 

(11) Where and vhat are (a) salt 1@e# (bd) Reelfoot Lake (c) Long Island 
(e}GeerzesRenies (d) Black Belt (4) Finger Lakes ence Bay (f#) Lake 
Pontchartrain (#) Tughill Plateau () Altesheny Tiver (Jj) Mohan Valley 

(12) Wich-tia vou see on field t~ip tas sink hole (b) sand dume Iake (c) terminz] 
moraine (d) dolomite woland (e) flat area on quartzite (f) outwash plain 
(g) water gap (h) superimposed stream (i) entrenched meander, (j) shove of 
Cambrian Sea,



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Field Trip, 1938 

Bring lunch. ‘Trip will be made regardless of weather unless deep snow. 
Assenble in front of Science Hall at seven-thirty A, M. sharp. Head south, 
South on Park Street to Regent. Turn right (west) on U. S$. 18, Keep straight 
ahead on Regent to cemetery, Turn half left on S. Follow S, (west) to STOP 1 
at terminal moraine. Contime west on §. one half mile STOP 2 on roadside on 
Campbells Hill. Continue west to Pine Bluff. Turn left (south) and follow 
S to Mt, Horebs Pick up U. 5. 18. Follow west to overhead R. R. crossing. 
furn right on town road. Sink holes to left. ‘Turn right (north) on F. 
STOP 3 at top of hill. Contime north on ¥ one half mile, STOP 4 at top of 
hill to north, CAUTION for curve, Continue north down inte valley. STOP 5 

' gb Deneen School, Climb bluff opposite. Continue on F down valley. Leave ¥ 
by keeping straight ahead, CAUTION for sharp right turn just after crossing 
creek from left. Pick up K. STOP 6 on sandy road half mile south of Dover 
School. Continue to U. 8. 14 and turn left west on pavement. STOP 7 on sand 
dune in Arena. Continue to Tower Hill State Park. ‘Turn right, north, into 
park to parking ground. STOP 8. Lunch here after inspecting bluff. Return 
to U. 8. 14 and continue through Spring Green. Pick up 23 and go north. 
STOPS 9 and 10 on hill-CAUTION in parking. Continue north of Plain. Keep 
right on Main Street, then left on 23 to junction with ¥. Then right (east) 
on W to sign, "stopesee the waterfall." Keep ahead into gate. Stop at home 
to pay admission (5 cents) and ask about road which is dangerous in wet weather. 
STOP 11 at Weidman Falls. Return north and west on gravel road. Then turn 
right (north) at church. STOP 12 on highest part of road near conglomerate pit. 
Keep with county road. STOP 13 at church. Walk south a short distance to 
corner. ‘Turn left (north) and keep on north leaving county road. CAUTION 
for steep hill down to Narrows Greek. Turn right (east) on 154 just north 
of bridge. STOP 14 at school house. If weather is dry keep straight 
ahead leaving state road, Turn right (south) then left (east) around house 
and over bluff to top of quarry. Sign "Danger+blasting," but quarry is closed, 

a STOP 15 wall to edge of quarry. CAUTION in parking on narrow road. (If wet 
follow highway to Ableman, north on 136 into gorge - turn around and go back.) 
Contime into Ableman and pick up 136. Follow east to sign to North Preedom. 
furn right (south) into North Freedom. Keep straight through North Freedom. 
eee ee nn ee ene Seeley Creek. Ascend Baraboo 
Bluff STOP to gee terrace. Continue to second corners on highest point 
of Bluff, STOP 17. Continue shead (south) across tops of bluffs and down south 
side. Pick up gravel road, At foot of hill turn left (east) on gravel. 

te left. Keep ahead into 6. Follow C east to U. S. 12, Turn right (south) 
and follow to Madison, If wet turn around and retrace to ¥. Go east on W 
to 12, then 12 to Madison. Total distance estimated at 135 miles.



Geology 130 wave~ 

Physiography Of The United States ees 

Examination, Dec. 14, 1938 

Write on four questions only. Note that questions 1 and 2 are REQUIRED 
of everyone. Graduates and geology and geography majors are REQUIRED also to 

answer question 3. 

1. Complete front and side vertical sections on accompanying sheet. Follow 

directions thereon. 

2. Where (including province and section) and what are (physiographically) 

the following? . 
ae Mt. Monadnock f. lake George » 
b. Walden Ridge g. Black River 

Ce Whiteface Mt. h. Wyoming Valley 

d. Shenandoah Valley i. Caledonia Mts. 

ee Blue Mountain ° je Somes Sound 

3. State for each in a single sentence a proof which shows that: (a) 
more streams once flowed from the Folded Appalachians directly to the Atlantic 
shan do:so today, (b) the Folded Appalachians were once of much lower relief 
than today, (c) the uplift of the Folded Appalachians in recent geologic time 

has been intermittent, (d) the northern Folded Appalachians were once covered 
by the Coastal Plain, (e) the crests of the Folded Appalachians do not connect 

with the surface beneath the Cretaceous sediments of the Coastal Plain. 

4, Draw a diagrammatic section from west to east across New England show- 
ing the main physiographic features and nature of bed rocks. 

5. Outline with diagrams the steps in the history of the topography of 
the Adirondacks beginning with the formation of the bed rocks. 

6, Discuss the effects of glaciation in Appalachian Plateau and outline 

area affected. Include effects on drainage south of ice margin. : 

Z



: _ GEOLOGY 130 eas 

PHYSIOG?APHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination Mid-semester Nov. 16, 1938 

Write on four questions only. Place’ X mark in space opposite numbers of questions 

left out. ; 

Graduates an‘? geology and geogr phy majors REQUIRED to write on questions 4 and 5- 

_. 1. Discuss with diagrams the possible explanation of the Peneplain of the 

Piedmont Plateau. : 

2. Complete following sentences: 

(a) The Coastal Plain has recently been uplifted (with respect to sea 
level) without deformation because 

(b) The Coastal Plain once stood higher above water than now because 

(c) Without change in level, wave work has in places worn back the 
position of the shore of the Coastel Plain and in others advanced it 

= toward the ocean because 
(ad) The Sediments of the Coastal Plain once extended farther inland 

than they now do because . 

(e) The Coastal Plain once extended farther northeast than it now does 

because 

3. Describe and account for five different land forms which occur in the 
Driftless Area and which are due to the effects of glaciation of the 

: surrounding region. 

4. Discuss five different lend forms which are found in the Coastal ‘Plain 

and locate examples of eache 

5. Outlins- with diagrams the stxges in the development of the topography 
of the Superior Highland including the basin of Lake Superior. 

6. Where and what are: (a) Blue Ridge, (b) South Mountain, (c) Mt. Mitche21, 
— (a) Richmond Basin, (e) The Palisades (f) Fall Line, (g) French Broad Rive... 

(h) Trenton Prong. (i) Carlisle Prong. (j) Great Smoky Mts. 

7. In single sentences state evidences vhich alone prove that; (n) the 
Piedmont was once mountainous, (b) the Piedmont was once more level . 
than it is today, (c) the Piedmont v-s once covered by Coasvnl Plain 
sediments, (d) the Blue Ridge is not in harmony with the stage of ero- 

sion evcle of districts to west an? to erst, (e) rejuvination of streams 
has occurred in the Crystalline Appalachians.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Six Weeks Examination Oct. -28, 1938 

NO ONE IS TO WRITE ON MORE THAN FOUR QUESTIONS IN ALL. 

Group I. Not less than three required for majors in Geography or Geology 

and graduates; optional with others. 

1. Outline events leading to formation of Lake Superior. 

2. Discuss evidences for and against the hypotheses of, peneplains 

as explaining the "soft rock" uplands of the Driftless Section. 

3. Describe and account for three different ages of topography found 

on the unglaciated Baraboo quartzite,giving examples seen in the 

field. : 
4u. Discuss briefly the definition boundaries, geology, and topography 

of Osage Section. 

Group 2. For non-majors; one optional with graduates and majors. 

se 5. Where (be definite but avoid stop numbers) did you see in the 
field trip (a) sinkhole, (bd) Dresbach sandstone, (¢) Lake due to 
sand dunes, (d) lake due to terminal moraine, (e) Prairie du Chien 
Upland, (f) peneplain on quartzite, (g) outwash terrace, (h) Maquo- 
keta shale, (i) Cambrian conglomerate, (j) bed of lake due to outwash. 

6. In areas thus far studied would you find good samples of (a) sand 
dunes, (b) uneroded drift plains, (c) interlobate moraine, (ad) cuesta, 
(e) lake in basin in "hard rock", (f) monadnock’, (g) maturely 

dissected till plain, (h) glacial lake plain, (i) pitted outwash, 
(j) loess hille, : : 

Te Explain how it is known that the Superior Uvland (a) was once 

mountainous, (b) these mountains were worn away before Cambrian, 
(c) the area was once entirely buried by "soft rocks." 

8. List in two columns in proper order the facts observed at Wédman 
Falls and the interpretations based on them. 

9. Explain why the Great Lakes and Till Plains sections are separated. 

Group 3. Required for five credit students; optional with others. 

10. Camplete the following sentences sentences (no more counted). 

(a) The gorge below Niagara Falls varies the width because eA 
(b) The tilted lava flows make hogbacks because * 

(c) There are more sand dunes on the Michigan shore of Lake Michigan 
then there is 6n Wisconsin shore because . 

(a) The terminal moraines of central Illinois are smoother than those 

of Wisconsin because | 
(e) The lake level is rie rising at Superior because .



GEOLOGY 130 = 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Final Examination Jane 31, 1938 

Write on ten (10) euestions only PLEASE mark on cover of book which 
questions you left out. : 

(1) Question required of graduatcs and majors in geology and geography; 

optional with others 

Outline in parallel columns the FACTS and INTERPRETATIONS in proper 
order to show the physiographic history of the Baraboo district, Wis, 

(2) Question required of all five credit students; optional with others 

Locate in Apprlachian Plateau good examples of (a) consequent strean, 

(b) obsequent stream, (c) subsequent stream, (d) stream capture, , 
(e) river terraces, (f} entrenched meanders, (g) tributary valley 4 

blocked by autwash in main velley, (h) stream diversion duc to glac- 
iation, (i) hanging valley,(8) postglocial gorge 

(3) Locate examples and account for two types of falls in the Driftless Arca. 

= (4) Locate in Interior Lowland examples of (2) drumlins, (b) glaciated karst 
topography, (c) dreinage superimposed on pre-Cambrian, (d)} sand dunes, 
(e) abandoned Inke bed, eS) upland on dolomite, (A ercdec drift plain, 
(m) pitted outwash, (6) clay till moraine, (p) outwash phain flaty 

3 ite-on-sheley~¢j)}-cxhunree’ Honndnock 

(5) Complete foll@wing sentences: (a) The pre-folding crainage of the 
Folded Appalachian Province was presunably to the northwest because 
(b) The Folded Appalachians once hed Lower relief then now because 

°} uplift of the Folded Appalachifas has been intermittent because 
d) It has been suggested thet the Folced Appalachians were once 

buricc under the Goastel Plain because (e) east-flowing streams in 

the Folded Appalachig$m™s have the acvantage over others because 

(6) List anc locate examples of five different land forns of New England 

(7) (2) Aceount for the stony sokl of New Englend (b) Where clse in 
provinces studied this scenester do sane conditions obtain? 

: (8} Account for the cifference in glacial topography of southeastern 

Wisconsin and centrel Illinois ( drift of same age). 

(9) Exolain what is meant by (a) cestructional anc (b) constructional 
land forms and locate two examples of cach in Laurentian Upland 

(19)Account for the Driftless Arca : 

(12} Locate five: cifferent kinds of iekes (or swamps) which are found 
in the Coastal Plain. List in a table. 

(12) What effect cid continental glaciation have on the are 

ofthe. Constal Pldin °° (2) inside and (b) outside the 
ignit of the ice?



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination Dee. LTy 1957 

Wribe on four questions only and please place an X in space opposite numbers 

of questions you left out. Check to see that your nome is on the 

separate sheet. 

(1) REQUIRED OF ALL. On separate sheet. : 

(2) REQUIRED OF GRADUATES AND MAJORS in geology or geography. 

Discuss fully with diagrams five (5) possible explanations of the 

course of Susquehanna River across the Folded Appalachians. 

(3) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving the best 
single explanation or evidence: 
(a) The lower part of the Soastal Ploin has been rather recently 

uncovered by the ocean because... 

(b) The entire @oastal Plain was once ferther above sen level than it 
now is beccuse..... 

(c) Glacial ice lingered lonser in Connecticut Valley than on adjacent 
a highlands because.... 

(a4) The mountain tops of the Folded Appalachins are even becnuse.... 
(e} Local glaciers once occuppiced the valleys in Mount Washington 

because.... 

(4) Compare the processes which formed the outline of cast coast of Florida ; 

with those which caused the outline of the Mississippi Delta 

(5) Explain and locate examples of in New England, Folded Appal=chians or w 
Goastal Plain: 

(2) definitely superimposed stream 
(b) drowned inner lowland or vale 

(c) subsequent strean 
(a) kerst topography 
(e) entrenched meanders 

(6) wocre (physiogrephic province and subdivision, state) and what are: 

z Yazoo River (£)} North Carolinn "bays" 
: b) Reelfoot Lake (ge) Schooley Mt. 

(c) Mt. Monadnock (h} Tortugas 
(a) Black Belt (i) Horrisburg peneplain 

: (c) Crowleys Ridge (j) Delaware Bay



(3) Required of gl PLWAS: ‘/RITE YOUR NAME FIRST. 

Kindly fold scross before placing in bluebook. 

show NEATLY on ends of blocks end sides where needed the . STRUCTURE 

which grve rise to the topography shown. Also indicstc whet tho 

resistant Icyers probably ere and where you would find oxamplcs of 

these featurcs, 
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GEOLOGY 130 ; Sa 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination Nove ile, 1937 

Write on four questions only and please mark X after numbers of questions 

you left out. 
Note that there are two questions for graduates only and one for those who 
did not make the field trip : 

Questions for all 
(1) Complete the following sentences (no more counted): 

(a) The even crests of the trap ridges of New Jersey indicate 
(b) low relief of the Superior Upland indicates 

(e) The presence of the peneplain right up to the crests of the 
escarpments which bound the Lake Superior Lowland indicates 

(a) The similarity of the Weidman Falls gorge to the Narrows of 
Narrows Creek shows 

(e) Change in slope of the surface of the hard rocks at the Fall Line 

indicates 

(2) Complete following sentences giving the most important single line of 

evidence wich proves that: 
(a) The snd at Blue Mounds has been uplifted at least feet 

(b) The Piedmont was once a mountain range 
(c) The Triassic of New Jersey was once covered by the Coastal Plain 

(ad) The pre-Cambrian peneplain has been tilted 
(e) The Crystalline Appalachians once extended farther southeast : 

(3) Complete in bluebook the following table : 
Formation Where seen on trip Characteristic topography 

(a) Galena 
(b) Maquoketa 
(c) Franconia : 
(a) Dresbach 
(e) St» Peter HN 

(4) Describe five distinct kinds of topography found in Old Drift section of % 
Interior Lowland oe 

(5) Define five subdivisions of Interior Lowland eas 

GRADUATES MUST WRITE ON ONE OR MORE OF FOLLOWING 
(Gl) Tabulate five distinct theories of the origin of Blue Ridge giving 

points in favor of and against each ; 

(G2) Tabulate in separate columns the FACTS and INTERPRETATIONS which demonstrate. _ 
the physiographic history at mouth of Blue Mound Greek a 

Substitute for 3 for those who did not make trip but no others ; : 
(3A) Complete following table in bluebook E 

Name Example studicd this semester Origin 
(a) cuesta capped by dolomite As 
(b) rock basin in vale 4 

. (c) drowned erosion topography on lake shore . 
(d) hogback on lava flow 
(e) bed of glactal lake with no modern lake left



GEQLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination Oct. 27, Eaa7 

Write on four questions only and please mark with X in proper piace on cover of 

bluebook which one you left out. THOSE WHO WERE NOT ON THE TRIP fbut no others} 

may substitute questions 44 and 5A for questions 4 and 5. 

(1) Illustrate by cross sections and locate as definitely as possible and 

example of: 

(a} massive igneous rock topography. 
(b) topography of tilted or folded sedimentary rocks of varying 

resistance, 
c} stony terminal moraine 
ad) pitted outwash 
e) eroded drift plain 

(2) Complete following sentences (no more counted. Gopy entire sentence in 

: bluebook ): 
(a) Mountain glaciers existed in the Adirondacks because.... 

(b) Part of the Adirondacks has .... drainage because...... 
(c) Erosion of the fault scarps along the shores of Lake Superior was 

mainly accomplished before ..... time because...., 

(d) The valley of Mississippi River (inner gorge) narrows downstream 

from baCrosse because...cee 
(e} The northwest shore of bake Superior is unlike its preglacial form .... 

(3) Desc#ibe (limit two pages} the definition, boundary, geology, and topog- 
raphy of the Osage Plains 

(4) Explain with diagrams the origin and nature of two distinct kinds of 
topography found on Baraboo quartzite. 

(5) Where on trip (be as definite as possible but avoid stop numbers) did you see} 

(a} Franconia sandstone fF} entrenchatl meander 
: Trempealeau formation g) send dunes 

c) Dolomite upland (h) Sinkhole 
c bed of Igke enclosed by ice (i) outwash 
e} bench in quartzite jj) inke enclosed by terminal moraine 

(4B) Complete following as per question (2): 
(a) The Niagara escarpment of eastern Wisconsin is unlike that of north- 

western Illinois because.... 
(b) Brosion of the pre-Ganbrian mountains wes mainly accomplished before 

eocee time because cocesees 
fe} The Shawnee Hills are rougher than the Pennyroyal Plateau because:..... 

; d)} The moraines of Wisconsin are rougher than those of same age in 

central Illinois because...... 
(ec) The basins of the Great Lakes are not blocked preglacial valleys ..... 

(SA) Where (be as definite as possible} could you find in areas studied examples 
(a) uneroded drift plain (b} loess hills (c) clay terminal moraine 

_ (ad) falls due to outwash in Briftless Area (e) bed of Inke enclosed 
by glacier (f) karst topography (g) gypsum cueste (h) exhumed pene- 

: Plain (i) ignoeus rocks in Interior Lowland (3) thrust fault escarpment.



GEOLOGY 130 
Final Examination 

ee . : February 2, 1937 

Write on 10 questions. 

1. Outline with diagrams the stages in the development of the 

topography of the Superior Highland including the basin of Lake 

Superior. 

2. Describe and account for five lend forms of the Southern Iowa and 
southern Illinois old drift region. 

3. In single sentences state evidences which alone prove that: 

(a) the Piedmont was once mountainous, 
(b) the piedmont was once more level than it is today, 

(c) the Piedmont was once covered by Coastal Plain sediments, 
a (d) the Blue Ridge is not in harmony with the stage of erosion 

cycle of districts to west and to east, 
(e) rejuvenation of streams has occurred in the Crystalline 

Appalachians. 

4, Give and discuss fully three different interpretations of the level 
skyline of southern New England including attempts to date this 
surface. 

5. Discuss two possible explanations of the absence of recessional 
moraines in southern New England. 

6. Discuss fully at least four explanations of the present courses of 
streams which cross the Folded Appalachians from northwest to 
southwast. 

; 7. Discuss the significance of entrenched meanders both in Folded 
Appalachiansand elsewhere. 

y 8. Account for five distinct types of shore features found in Coastal 
Plain and locate examples. 

ee 9. Using single sentences, for each state a phenomenon which proves that: 
(a) the Coastal Plain has been recently uplifted with little 

deformation, 
(bo) the Coastal Plain once stood much higher than at present, 
(c) wave work has advanced parts of the shere ef the Coastal Plain 

seaward without change in relative levels of sea and land, 
(a) the Fall Zone Peneplain is not the same as the Piedmont Plateau, 

(e) Coastal Plain sediments ence extended farther inland than : 
4 they now do« 

10. What and where are: (a) salt domes, (b) Florida peninsula, (c) Mississippi 
embayment, (d) Reelfoot Lake, (e) Long Islend, (f) Cape Cod, 

: (g) Gesrges Banks, (h) Black Belt, (i) Chesapeake Bay, (j) Lake 
Pontchartrain. 

11. Discuss four theories of the formation of the youthful glaciated valleys 
of the Appalachian Plateau of New York. 5



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES . 

Examination Dec. 18, 1936 

Write on four questions INCLUDING THE FIRST. 

(1) On separate sheet (required questions). 

(2) State two evidences which indicate that the Folded Appalachians were once 
peneplained. 

(3) Discuss two explanations of the drift terraces of the Connecticut Valley. 

(4) Fill out in blue book the following table: 

Name Origin of physio- Physiographic State 
graphic classi- Province 

fication ee 

— a. Reading Prong ‘ 

b. Citronelle formation 

2 es Chesapeake Bay 

d. Yazoo River | 

e. Selma Chalk . 

f. Long Island Sound 

g. Sunk district 

h. Crowley's Ridge 

i. White Mountains 

j. Everglades . 

5. Explain two theseries of the horizontal marine terraces of the Coastal Plain. ; 

*
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester Examination : November 18, 1936 

Write on any four questions and please mark on cover which you left out. 

1. Outline in two parallel columns the facts and. the interpretations which demon- 
strate the physiographic history determined at Weidman's Falls. 

2. Complete the following sentences (only single grammatical sentences counted): 

(a) The valley of Wisconsin River narrows downstream because 

(bv) The Ablemen gorge was made by a superimposed stream because 

(c) A fault is inferred as the northwest boundary of the Triassic of New 

Jersey because 

(a) The Keweenawan lava flows heve trellis drainage because 

— (e) The drainage of the Blue Ridge is out of harmony with that to east and 
west because 

3. Discuss at least three interpretations of the uplends of the Driftless Area. 

4. Where in provinces thus far studied this semester could you find a good example 

Y is) glaciated karst topography : 

(b) cuesta capped by shale 

. (c) uneroded drift plain 
2 

(da) drainage controlled by fault lines in massive rock 

- (e) escarpment along outcrop of thrust fault 

5. What effects did glaciation have upon topography in the Driftless Area (cite 
examples seen on trip)?



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Exagination October 28, 1936 

Write on four questions only. Please mark on cover of book the one you left out. 

1, Complete the following sentences giving the best evidence which alo: ae) ae 
the point. > 

(a) Lake Superior was deepened by glacial erosion because Sg PR 
WW. chore my bebe pent 

(>) the #iegera escarpment of eastermHieeonsin is now wlike its : 
preglacial condition because - PS 

ere ve Ung, Lobe Se pewr ro s ; 
(c) The in-waa completed before Upper 

Cambrian time because ZN 

wane camrrol A ae Vesa 
; (da) Weidman's Falls 1eSok ia 'Tts ontgitad tocation veoaussZe ss Sinn I 

= Sth esr 

ad (e) The volume of Niagara River has not been constant because : 

: 2. Describe briefly the definition, boundary, geology and topography of the 
Shawnee Hibs (two page limit). q LAva Fees : 
On +40 PRow7A~. e is 

A 
(Kater 

+3, Discuss with diagrams the effects on topography of three distinct divisions 

of bed rocks found in nexthern—Fiscensin. Spun Neg lef 

4, Explain with diagrams the effects of glaciation upon the topography of 
northern-Wisconsin... / Lanarr-d it Ate 

5, Where on trip (be as definite as possible) did we see 

Si 4 PA bert” 
= ta) Sdsbeeko sandstone ~ (£) St. Peter sandstone - 

TAke neo he an! hare Adaarn y 3 

(>) lenin -peaatie ite , Ke) Sand dune leke __ : ISS 
1 dara”) phd’ A athey frill wen nancg Lansad, ae 

“ (e) Magnesten-Uptand z me tay Helbededlee . ‘ ony 
Aa ewhe, ~ pin Daren’ 

— (a) lists tomy Ride BF Terminal moraine 

Arh & : 
ve we (e) Maquoketa shale ~ (j) peneptein-on quartzite 

NMLES(WE AEEP : é 2



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Exepination October 28, 1936 

Write on four questions only. Please mark on cover of book the one you left out. 

1. Complete the following sentences giving the best evidence which alone proves 

the point. 

(a) Lake Superior was deepened by glacial erosion because 

(>) the Niagara escarpment of eastern Wisconsin is now wnlike its : 

preglacial condition because 

: (ce) The peneplain of northern Wisconsin was completed before Upper 
Cambrian time because 

(d) Weidman's Falls is not in its original location because 

ace (e) The volume of Niagara River has not been constant because 

2. Describe briefly the definition, boundary, geology and topography of the 
Shawnee Hills (two page limit). 

3. Discuss with diagrams the effects on topography of three distinct divisions os 
of bed rocks found in northern Wisconsin. 

4, Explain with diagrams the effects of glaciation upon the topography of 
northern Wisconsin. 

5. Where on trip (be as definite as possible) did we see 

ons (a) Dresbach sandstone (f) St. Peter sandstone 

: (b) Baraboo quartzite (g) Sand dune lake 

(c) Magnesian Upland (h) Sink hole 

(a) Military Ridge (i) Terminal moraine 

(e) Maquoketa shale (3) peneplain on quartzite 

z Aer



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY :OF-THE UNITED STATES 

5 : ; : Field trip, 1936 

Bring lunch,. Trip will be made regardless of weather unless deep snow. Assem- 
ble in front of Science Hall at seven-thirty A. .1l. sharp. Head south. South 
on Park Street to Regent. Turn right (west) on U..S. 18. Keep straight ahead 
on Regent to cemetery. Turn half left on S. Follow S. (west) to STOP 1 at 
terminal moraine. - Continue west on Ss one half mile STOP 2 on roadside. on 

Campbells Hill. -Continue west to Pine Bluff. Turn left (south) and follow 

S to iit. Horeb.: Pick. up Us. Ss. 18. . Follow west to overhead R. R. crossing. 
Tarn right on town roads. §#ye holes to left. Turn right(north) on FP (sign 
"Jo ball park"). STOP 3 at entrance to parks Contimue north on F one half 

_ miles STOP 4 at top of hill. CAUTION for curve. Continue north dowr into 
: valley, STOP 5 at Deneen School. Climb bluff opposite. Continue on F cown 

valley, Leave F vy keeping straight ahead, . CAUTION for sharn right turn just 

after crossing creek from left.. Pick uw Ks S#0P 6 on sandy road half mile 

south of Dover School. Contime to U..S...14 and turn left on pavement... 

os STOP 7 on sand dune in Arena, . Continue to TowerHill State Park.» Turn right 

ae into park an¢. leave cars in parking ground.. STOP 8.4. lunch here after in- 

: specting bluff, Return to U. 8. 14 and continue through Spring Green. Pick 

vp 23 and go north. STOPS 9 and 10 on hill-CAUTION in parking. Continue 

north through Plain (right and left turns) to junction with W. Turn right up 

hill(east). Follow keeping richt to sign "stop-see the waterfall". Keep ahead 

into gate. Stop at home to pay admission (5 cents) and ask abcut road which is 

dangerous in wet weather.. STOP 11 at Weidman Falls, Return north and west. 

Then turn right (north) at church. STOP 12 on highest wart of roat nenr 
conglomerate pit. Keep with county road.. STOP 13 at church., Walk south a ke 

short distance to ¢orner. Turn left (north) and keep on north leaving county 

road? “CAUTION for steep hill down to Narrows Creek. Turn right on 154 just 

north of bridges STOP 14 at school house. If weather is dry keep straight 

ahead leaving state road. Turn risht (south) then left(east) around house 

and over bluff to top of quarry, Sign “Danger-blasting," but quarry is 

closed. STOP 15 walk to edge of quarrye CAUTION in parking on narrowroad. 

: Some cars will go below the house. (If wet follow highway to Ablenan north 

a7, on 136 into gorge~ turn around and go back. Continue into Ableman and sick up 

136, Follow east to sign to North “Freedom. Turn right (south) into North 

Freedom, If dry turn right on main street and make detour to west then east 

“ to gee the Weidman kettle hole in S. 3, corner of Sec... Do not cross fence. 

STOP 16. Continue on voor roal to pick up gravel road, (If wet keep straight 

through North Freedom and omit STOP 16.) Go south on gravel road keening 

ahead ecross Seeley Creek. <Asccnd Baraboo Bluff STOP 17 to see terrace. Continue 

to second corners on highest point of Bluff, STOP 18. Continue ahead 

(south) across tops of bluffs and down south side. ick up gravel road, At 
foot of hill turn left (east) on gravel. Keep ahead into C. Follow C east 

to U. S. 12. Turn right (south) and follow to Madison



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Final Examination February 4, 1936. 

Write on only 10 questions and please mark on cover of bluebook which you left out. 

1. Required of all. Put your name on sheet first: 
(a) Fill out sides of both blocks with a reasonable interpretation of the 

geology. Explain all marks and symbols. 
(b) In bluebook explain why and how you reached your conclusions. 

(c) Tell where in eastern United States you could find similar features. 
Fold sheet and place in bluebook. : 

2. Required of all FIVE CREDIT students, optional with others. 
On the outline map of United States show with boundaries where needed and with 
proper explanation: (a) Piedmont Plateau, (b) Superior Highland, 
(c) Niagara cuesta, (d) Cumberland Plateau, (e) Reading Prong. 

3. Outline with diagrams the steps in the physiegraphic history of the Laurentian 

Upland. 

os 4. Discuss with diagrams the possible explanat&ton of the Peneplain of the Piedmont 
Plateau. 

5. Discuss the problem of the origin of the uplands of the Driftless Area, men- 
tioning where you have seen them on field trips. 

6. Describe five different kinds of lakes in the Coastal Plain and locate (ina 

general way) examples of each. 

7. Complete following sentences: 
(a) The Coastal Plain has recently been uplifted (with respect to sea level) 

without deformation because 

(b) Bhe Coastal Plain once stood higher above water than now because 
(c) Without change in level, wave work has in places worn back the position of 

the shore of the Coastal Plain and in others advanced it toward the 

ocean because 
a (a) The Sediments of the Coastal Plain once extended farther inland than they 

> now do because 

(c) The Coastal Plain once extended farther northeast than it now does because 

: é 

8. Discuss the origin and form of the Mississippi Delta and its relation to the 
floodplain of the River above 

9. Discuss four theories of the origin of the youthful glaciated valleys of the 

northern Appalachian Plateau. 

10. Discuss the evidence for and against the hypothesis of peneplanation within 

the Appalachian Plateau. ; 

11. Locate in Laurentian Upland examples of (a) exhumed peneplain not yet eroded, 

(b) Monadnock, (c) trellis drainage, (d) hogback ridge, (e) lake in pitted 
outwash plain (name not needed), (f) evidence of recent earth movement, 

. (g) old drift, (h) cirque, (i) terminal moraine, (j) fault-line valley. 

12. Explain origin of Lake Superior.
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GEOLOGY © 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Dec. 20, 1935 : 

Write on any 4 questions snd please mark on cover of your Look which one you left 

out. 

1. Complete the followin; sentences (single sentences only considered): 

(a) The even crests of the trap ridges of the Triassic towlard indicate 

that 

(b) Long Island Sound indicates that 

(c) Horizontality of the lower coastal terraces indicates that 

(a) Recessional moraines are absent in New England because 

(e) The shape of the valley heads in the White Mountains shows that 

2. Discuss three different explanations of the level skyline of southern 

New England. 

%. Discuss evidences for end against the hypothesis of many erosion cycles in 
the Folded Appalachians. : 

4. Fill out following table in blue book: 

Physiographic z 

= Feature Origin or physiographic term Province State 

Fall Zone 

Reelfoot Lake 

a: Mt. Monadnock | 

: Highlands of Hudson}: é | 

Narragansett Basin , | 

Walden Ridge 

Black Belt 

Yazoo River 

Watchung Mt. | 

Rensselaer Plateau 

5. Discuss four pessible explanations of water gaps in the Northern Folded 

s Appalachians.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYS IOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester Examination November 20, 1935 

Write in blue book on any four questions and please mark on cover the question 

you left out. 

1. Complete (in book) the following sentences (only single grammatical sentences 
considered), 

(a) The sea bottom of Paleozoic time has been upraised in the latitude of 
Madison to an elevation of at least feet. 

(b) The pre-Cambrian peneplain of Visconsin was warped during uplift because 

(c) Military Ridge is more dissccted on the north than on the south sides because 

™\ (ad) The Piedmont was once mountainous because 

(e) The Triassic Lowland was once buried by the Coastal Plain because 

2. Account for two types of falls and rapids in the Driftless Area. 

3. Outline in two parallel columis the facts and interpretations which demonstrate 
the physiographic history determined near Ableman, Wisconsin. 

4. Complete {in blue book) the following table; 
Physiographic 

Feature Where seen on trip Significance 
(as definitely as possible) (or origin) 

(a) Franconia formation 

(b) Sand dunes 

(c) Outwash terrace 

(d) Swallow hole 

(e) "Clinkstone" 

(f) Alluvial floodplain (not outwash) 

(g) Exhumed monadnock 

(nh) Dresbach cliff 

; (i) Terrace in quartzite 

(j) Upland underlain by dolomite 

5. Discuss two hypotheses of the origin and age of the summit peneplain of the 

Baraboo district, Wisconsin,



-QROLOSY 130-0 «1. - 7°" 
‘PHYSTOGRAPHY OF THE UNIT=D STATES 

Examination Oct. 25, 1935 

Write on four questions only and please mark on cover of your book which 

questions you left out. 

I. Illustrate by cross sections the topography of 

(a) massive igneous rocks 
(b) steeply inclined lava flows 
(c) terminal moraine 
(a) pitted outwash 

: (e) old clay drift 

2. Complete the following sentences: 
(a) Local glaciers once existed in the Adirondacks because 

(bo) The rounded summits of the Adirondacks are due to (1) 5 

(2) : 

(c) The former mountains of northern Wisconsin were not destroyed 
by glaciation because 

(a) The terminal and recessional moraines of northeastern Illinois 
are lower and smoother than those of the same age in Wisconsin 

because 

(e) The preglacial drainace pattern has survived in certain parts 
: of the Superior Hizhland because 

Polk 
3. (a) Describe four classes of labor in the Laurentian Upland each 

with different origin and ; 

(b) locate an emmple of each. 
“ i 

< 4, Summarize in not over two paces the (a) defination (b) boundaries, 
(c) geology, (d) topography, and (e) history of any one of the 
subdivisions of the Interior Lowland, 

be Summarize in not over one pase the orisin of the basin of Lake 

Superior. 
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GHOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. OF THE UNITED S'TATHS 

Final oxamination, Febé 5, 1935 : : -: 

Only 10 questions to be writton on. If moro,tho first 10 in book only 
will be graded. Pleaso mark on cover which you left out. 

(1) Required of all. Put your-name on the shect first. 
(a) Fill out on sides of each block a proper interprotation of tho 
geology which would give rise to the topography shown. 

(>) In blucbook explain WHY you reached these conclusions and give 
proper physiographic names to the features. 

(c) In blucbbok toll where examples of such topography havo been 
studiod in castern U. S. giving physiographic provinces. _ 

(2) Required of all FIVd CREDIT students, optional with others. 
On tho outlino map of U. S. show with boundaries where needed and : 
with proper explantion: (a) Folded Appalachians, (b) Adirondacks, 

" (c) Tughill Platoau, (d) Driftless. Arca, (c) Coastal Plain 

Write enough of following to wake up-10-in all. 
(3) Tabulatc in blucbgok giving name, physiographic provinco, state, and 

es origin in one sontence: (a) Everglades, (b) Ghesoapoak Bay, (c) 
Tortugas, (d) Allogheny Front, (0) Taconic Mts., (£} Mt. Washington, 
(g) @hamplain Valloy, (nh) Black Belt, (i) Lake Ponchartrain, 
(j) Crowleys Ridge. 
(4) What cvidencos indicate that local glaciors onco oxisted in castorn 
U. Se and whore wore thoy? 
(5) Locate (using the owtline map provided for question 2) the principal 
cucstas of tho Great Lakes region and illustrate thom with a 
diagramatic crosssoction of Wisconsin at latitude of Groon Bay. 
(6) Discuss tho two differont mains of the terraces of tho Connoct- 

icut Valley. : 
(7) What tizo oxplaritions have boen advanced for-the ovenness. of-the 

ercsts of the mountains in the Folded Appalachians? Discuss fully. 
(8) Show by a-cross soction the origin of tho Nashvillo Basin with 
country adjecont to northwest and southvast. 

(9) Discuss the controversy over tho-origin of the Fingor Lakos of Now 

York. 
= (10) Complete the following sentoncos: (a)-the Niagarg escarpmont- of cast- 

ern Wisconsin was altered in shape by. glaciation because---- : 
(b) tho glaciated part of the Interior Lowland was not ull covered by 
ice at any one timo bocauso~--- (c) the-Baraboo Rango was onco covored 
by Paleozoic rocks bocause--—-(d) the flat land near Mauston is not a 
ponoplain because------(c) there are falls and rapids in the Driftloss 
Area because--—-, 
(11) What significance in orosional history is attached to the flat tops 
of the gronite hills at Wousau, Wisconsin and to tho flat tops of the 

hills immediately around Woidmans Falls ( not on tho quartzite). 
(12) Refor@ing to tho groat plain wost 6f tho terminal moraino in 
Adams and Juncau Countios, Wisconsin, state throo kinds of plains (give : 
origin of coach) and two kinds of hills ( origin) which occur,
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Dec. 21, 1934 

Write on any four (4) questions. Please mark on cover of bluebook which you left 
out. = 

1. Compare the processes which led to the difference in shape of the coast at 
(a) delta of the Mississippi, and (b) east coast of Florida. 

2, Tabulate in bluebook answers for following: Pe ee 
Origin in 

Name Physiographic Province Stute one sentence 

(a) Natural Bridge : eee es 

(b) Everglades 

(c) Tortugas 

5 (ad) Allegheny Fro3t 

(e) Taconic Vts. 

(£) Mt. Washington 

(g) Champlain Valley 

(h) Sequatchic Valley 2 

(i) Lake PorenStrain 

(j) Crowley's Ridge 

3. Explain not less than four theories each of which might account for the course 
of Susquehanna River across the Folded Appalachians. 

. 4, Complete the following sentences (no more than one sentence counts). 

(a) The Coastal Plain has recently been vplifted witnout distortion because 

i : (>) The Coastal Plain was once mach higher above s:a level than it now is be- 

' cause 

(c) Wo know that the continental glacior lasted longer in the Connecticut 
Valley than on the adjacent highlands because 

(ad) The Coastal Plain ends at Cape Cod because 
(e) Southeastern New England may be called a dissected peneplain becouse 

5. Outline with a series of diagrams the physiographic history of the region from 
the Folded Appalachians to the Atlantic Coast. iagrams must be neat, clear, 

: and sufficiently explained. 

‘ —



GEOLOGY 130 

Physiography of the United States 

Midsemester Examination November 30, 1934 

Write on 4 questions only ond please mark on cover of bluebook 
which you left out. Answer only in blucbooks. 

1. Tabulate in bluebook as follows: 

name ~ Name of formation(s) Physiographic term Origin (one sentence) 

(a)Tower Hill 
(b)Necedah Mound 
(c)Glover Bluff 
(d)EHast Blue Mound 
(e) Point Bluff 

2. State as definitely as possible where you saw on field trips (do not discuss 

origin) 
(a) meander scar 
(b) sediments of glacial lake 
(c) valley train 
(d) peneplain on quartzite 
(e) bed of lake formerly enclosed by outwash 

(f) mesa 
(g) water gap 
(h) terminal moraine 
(i) buried peneplain surface 
(j) sink hole 

3. Outline in two columns with facts at left and interpretation at right the 

physiographic history deduced at Weidman's Falls. 

oa 4. Fill out following sentences: 
(a) Weidman's kettle hole does not prove glaciation of that spot because 

. (») The Narrows of Narrows Creek were made by a superimposed stream because 

(c) Hamilton Mounds was once buried in sandstone because . 

(ad) The basin of Lake Michigan is not a river valley blocked by drift 

(e) The Blue Ridge once lay farther southeast than it now is because 

5. Referring to the plain of central Wisconsin west of the terminal moraine, fill 

out in bluebook 
Kind of Plain Physiographic term Origin (one sentence) 

i) a a a ca ae 

Rp a 

a ca ieee ee acer ae eee 

Kind of hill 

a a ree 

he ee eee tee



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Nov. 2, 1934 

Write on any four questions. Any one writing on more will be graded on the 

first four written. Please mark. the question you have left out. 

1. Show by a diagram typical topography developed on 

(a) massive granite : 
(b) folded lava flows 
(c) terminal moraine 
(a) pitted outwash 
(e) folded quartzite and slate. 

2. Explain the effects of glaciation on the topography of the Adirondacks, 

3. Complete the following sentences: 
(a) Northern Wisconsin was once mountainous because 

(b) Northern Wisconsin was reduced to a peneplain because 

(c) Northern Wisconsin was peneplained before Cambrian time because 
(d) Northern Wisconsin. was completely buried by sedimentary rocks 

then uplifted and exhumed because 

(e) Northern Wisconsin was glaciated more than once because 

4, Illustrate in a single cross section five distinct topographic features 

of the Old Drift section of the Interior Lowland. 

5. List the subdivisions of the Interior Lowland province and define briefly 

: one of them which does not extend into Wisconsin.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

' Final examination, Jan.31, 1934 

Write on any ten (10) questions. Please mark on cover of bluebook which you 
left out. 

(1) Deseribe and account for (a) five differont land forms due to destructional 
processes and (b) five different land forms due to constructional processes 
which may be found in the Laurentian Upland. 

(2) Discuss two distinct theories of the origin of the basins of the lower 
Great Lakes. ‘ 

(3) Deseribe and account for five different land formw which occur in the 
Driftless Area and which are due to the effects of glaciation of the 

surrounding region, 

(4) Deseribe and account for the Nashville Basin using a cross section. 

(5) Loeate in the Interior Lowlands examples of (a) drumlins, (b) karst 
= topography, (c) superimposed stream, (ad) sad dunes other than those seen 
~ on the field trips, (e) abandoned lake bed other than those seen on 

field trips, (f) uneroded drift plain, (g) pitted outwash plain, 
(h) terminal moraine made of clay till, ti) cueste whose outline has 
been altered by glacial erosion, (j) partially exhumed monadnock. 

(6) Discuss fully three exp{netions which have been given for the even 
skyline of southern New England. 

(7) Using diagrams show how topography may be used to help work out the 
structure of folded sedimentary rocks. 

(8) Using diagrams for each step outline the physiographic history of the 
Folded Appalachians. 

(9) Diseuss five differemt land forms which are found in the Coastal Plain 
g and locate examples of each. 

(10) Discuss the physiographic significance of the oceurrence of fresh water 
E in the Coastal Plain below present sea level. 

(11) Discuss the effects of glaciation on the topography of the Appalachian ~ 
Plateau including its effect on the region just outside the drift margin.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Dec. 20, 1933 2 

Write on any four (4) questions. Please mark on cover what one you left out. 

(1) Tell where located including physiographic province and the origin of: 
(a) Cape God, entire peninsula, (b) Highlands of Hudson River, (c) Crow 
Leys Ridge, (a) Manhatten Prong, (e) Champlain Valley, (f) Chesapeak 
Bay, (g) Marquesas Keys, (h) Long Island Sound, (i) Schooley Mountain, 
physiographic significance of, (j) Delaware Watergap. 

(2) By what surface manefestations could you locate in the Goastal Plain 
(a) salt domes, (b) limestone bed rock? 

(3) Compare the conditions which gave rise bo difference in coastel outline 
of ta) the Mississippi delta and (b) the east coast of Florida. 

(4) Discuss the two theories of the origin of the Natural Bridge of Virginka. 

(5) Show by means of diagramatic opto s sections the physiographic history 
of the country along a northwest-southeast line from the Atlen~ 

ae tic coast through Washington, D. C. to west border of provinces thus 
far studied this semester. Be sure to explain everything you show. : 

; “
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GBOLOGy 130. Ss 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES : 

Midsomestor examination, Nov. 17, 1933 . 

: Write on eny four (4) questions. Please mark on book the number of one you os 

left out. A&myone writing on more then four questions will be graded on 

first four in book regardless of numbers. 

(1) Where in the physiographic provinces thus fer studied this semester 
could you find: 

y glaciated karst topography : 

b) trellis drainage due to fraeturing of massive rock : 
: hogbacks due to inclined lava flows or sills. 
ad) cuesta capped by -shale i 

sy e) eroded drift plain 

; (2) (a) Bwo theories have been proposed to explain the level plain of : 
certral Wisconsin. Discuss thom and divide the pin into 
subdivisions due to different processes. Explain where evidence 
was seen in field. 

(b) The hills which rise above the plain in central Wisconsin have 
em been divided into two general groups on basis of origin. 
at Discuss origins of each and proper physiographic terms for then : 

giving evidence seen in the field. 

(3) State for eath in a single sentence what seems to you the best single 
line of evidence which elone proves that: 

fe} northern Minnesota was once a mountain range. 
b) the area around Wausaw, Wisconsin, once had less relief than 

it now does. oe 
(c) the Blue Ridge in South Carolina was once located farther to 

the southeast than it now is. |. aaa 

£3 the northwest border of the Triassic Lowland is along a fault. < 
¢) the basin of Leake Michigen is not simply a river valley blocked 

by glacial drift. 

(4) Where and what are ( give physiographic significance): e 
ie a) Trenton Prong, (b) Palisades, (c) Fall Line, (d) Keweenaw Point, 

a e) Hamilton Mounds, (f) Narrows Greek, (g) Honey Greek valley, 
oe h) Osage Plains, (i) Dripping Springs escarpment, {(j) Rib Hill 

, (5) Discuss the physiographic history of the Piedmont and its drainage 
: systen. 

5‘ Si ee 
A ; LAs Sp Se aia ae
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Oct. 25, 1933 

Write on any four (4) questions. Please mark on cover of bluebook the one you 

left out. 

(1) State IN A SINGLE SENTENCE what seems to you the best single line of 
evidence which alone proves that; 

(a) The peneplain north of Wisconsin Rapids was completed prior to the 
deposition of the Mt. Simon sandstone. 

: b) The Wisconsin River is not in its preglacial course at Nekoosa. 

c) The Niagara escarpment of eastern Wisconsin is not in its preglacial 
forme : 

(d) The Franconia bench is not a rement of an uplifted peneplain. 
(e) The Second Moraine in Waushara County was formed not many years after the 

= Outer Moraine. 

aa (2) Where on the recent trips did you-see an example of (locate as definitely 
as practicable): 
(a) monadnock, (b) h@gback, be) ee outwash plain, (d) sand dune, (e) : 
rock terrace formed by shale, (f) eryptovoleanic structure, (g) fault line 
hill, (h) lake terrace, (i) outlier of osearpment, (j) water gap. 

(3) Discuss fully the physiographic history demonstrated at Weidman Falls and 

: vicinity. 

(4) Diseuss and compare the several possible explanations of the summit upland 
of the Baraboo quartzite range. 

physiographic , 
(5) Discuss the origin end,history of the Lake Superior basin.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Oct. 14, 1932 ; 

FIVE CREDIT students write on first question and any four othors, five (5) in all. 

THREE CREDIT students may write on any five (5) of the questions numbers 2 and up 
but not on first question, Anyone writing on more than required number of 
questions will be graded on first five written in book regardless of numbers. 

PLEASE mark omitted questions on cover of your blue book. 

(1) For five credit students OILY 
Draw a geologic and topographic cross section to show the nature of the border 

of the Superior Highland and Interior Lowland in ‘Wisconsin 

Remaining questions for all students 
(2) Describe and account for two different kinds of lakes in northorn Wisconsin 

not including Lake Superior, 

(3) Stete in a single sentence the dethte evidence which proves that 
a) local mountain glaciers once existed in the Adirond_ack Mts. 
- the pre-Cambrian mountains were worn down before Cambrian time. 

= c) the Interior Lowland glaciated area was not all covered by ice at ths 
same time. 

(d) the Niagara escarpmont of castern Wisconsin was altored by glacial 
erosion. 

(e) the Superior Highland was once entirely covered by the rocks which 
are now confined to the Interior Lowland 

(4) Locate examplos in regions thus far studiod of: 
: trellis drainage 
b) fault block mountains 

2 ¢) monadnock on penoplain (not partly oxhumed). 
ad) lake in rock basin 
6) old drift on crystalline rock 

(5) Describe the most common cause for falls and rapids in tho Driftless dAroa, 

_~. (6) Whet effects did tho deposition of looss havo on tho topography of Iowa? 

(7) Explain two theories of tho causo of drift plains or till plains.



: GEOLOGY 130 - ’ 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination, Nov. 18, 1932 

Write on any five (5) questions : 
Please mark omitved question ; 
Please do not write on more than required number of questions; only first five 

in book will be counted 

Please avoid changing order of questions : ee 

(1) Where; what geological formations are present at; what is origin of topography 

at each of following: 
a) Glover Bluff 
b) Hemilton Mowds  ~ 
¢c) Natural Bridge BE BRIEF 
ad) Point Bluff 
qj Weidman Falls 

« (2) Where on field trips. did you see ( DO NOT DISCUSS ORIGIN): 
(a) velley in Driftless Area with flat floor NOT due either to outwash 

or lake bed 
—_ b) extensive area of sand dunes : 

¢) hogbacks 
da) beneh due to shale protecting underlying rocks 

6) water gap 
+ recessional moraine 
g) strean terrace 
h) sink hole 
i) pitted outwash plain 
(j)mesa . et : 

(3) It was once thought that the level plain around Necedah was an undissected 
peneplain dus to stream work, Discuss. : 

(4) State concisely, each in a single sentence, ONZ evidence each which proves 
that: 

fs the peneplain north of Wisconsin Rapids is of pre~Cambrian age : 
b) a lake once existed near Petenwell Peak : 

te! the Crystalline Appalachians once extended farther southeast 
a d} the Piedmont Plateau was once largely covered by the Coastal 

Plain 
(e) Weidman Falls did not always occupy its present position. 

(5) Discuss the origin of the Weidman Kettle Hole stating origins ef other som~ 
what similar enclosed depressions, ty? 

(6) Compare similarities in topography ef the Piedmont Plateau and the Baraboo 
Bluffs and give TWO possible explanations which might apply to both.



‘ GEOLOGY 130. -- 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATUS 

Examination, Dec. 19, 1932 

: mov re 2 ; 
Write on any five (5) questions. PLEASE,on outside of your bluebook the 
question you did not write on. Do not write on more than five questions; 

anyone so doing will be gradedon first five in book regardless of numbers. 

(1) Biscuss fully the evidence for and against the conclusion that the coastal _ 
part of New Znglend was once a level plain due te erosion by streams. 

(2) Account for and discuss possible theories of the coursesof: 
fe} Hudson River 

b) Tennessee River 

(3) Tablulate answers for following: 
Name of feature | Physiographic Province | State| Origin (brief). 

a) Dougherty Plain 
b) Okefeenokee Terrace 
¢) Trail Ridge : 
d) Everclades } 

=a G) g Ft art ANSWER IN BLYEBOOK 

hay eet 
£) Tortugas — 
g) Taconic Mts. 
h) Fall Jone Peneplain 
| Mit. Monadnock 

j) Hudson Highlands : 

(4) Classify as to erigin the lakes of the Goastal Plain and locate examples 
of each kind. 

(5) Discuss five (5) different types @f topography (land ferms)which are 
found in the 6oastal Plain and locate examples ef each. 

(6) For each of the fellowing state a definite proof which alone projves that: 
. The Goastal Plain has recently been uplifted. 

b) .. * Bhe Coastal ee stood much higher than at present. 
= c) . :$Ehe Folded Appalachians were once almost completely levelled 

by erosion. -~ : : 
(d) Bhe Connecticut Valley once hel. igolated ice masses - 

(e) The presence of fresh water in Flert da ‘bclow 1008 feet from the 
_ surface does NOT prove olevation of thé land that amount. 

HACH ANSWER SHOULD 3H A SINGLE S#NTENCE,



GEOLOGY 130 ee 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES z 

Final examination, Jan. 30, 1933 : 

All students must write on ten (10) questions, TICLUDING No. 1 
Five credit students must also answer No. 2 which is for them ONLY, 

Five credit students must hand in their Physiographic Diagrams completed 

1 by not later than Tuesday noon. 
¢ QUZSTION REQUIRED OF ALL 

(1) Refering to extra sheet fill in neatly a possible explanation 
of thé geolog y and structure which accounts for the topography shown. 

eo Use common syibols-and EXPLAIN THEM, Now answer in bluebook (a) just 

: how and why you reached your conclusions, and (b) where in eastern U. 

: si S. you might find an exammle of this kind of structure and topography. 

oy & Le 

(2) QUESTION FOR FIV CREDIY STUDENTS ONLY. Give the physiographic 
history which agcounts for the cut-off meanders of the Allegheny 

: River. 

THREE CREDIT STUDENTS WRITE ON ANY NINZ OF FOLLOWING AND FIVE CR&DIT 

STUDENTS ON ANY HIGHT. 5 

(3) What evidencesindicate. recent earth movements in the Lake 

—* Superior Basin? : ; 

(4) Account for. the differences in glacial topography between southeastect: 
Wisconsin ond central DLlinois ( same age-of drift). 

(5) Describe and account for five differes. lend forms in southern 
Illinois. : : 

(6) In single sentences state evidences which alone prove that: (a) the ' 
Piedmont Plateau was once a mountain range, (b) the Piedmont was ence 
more level than it is today, (c) the Piedmont was once covered by Coastal. 
Plain sediments, (d) the Blue Ridge is not a fault scarp, but is 
due to erosion, (e) rejuvination of streams has occurred in the 
Crystalline Appalachians, : 

(7) Where’ and what are: (a) Watchung lits., (b) Stone Mt., (c) Palisades, 
(d) Mt. Monadnock, (ce) Mit. Washington, (f) Lower Connecticut Valley, 

— (g) Uppor Connocticut Valley, (nh) Reading Prong, (i) Manhattan Prong, 
(j) Highlands of Hudson. . : 

(8) State for each in a single sentence a proof which. shows. that: (a) 
more streams onee flowed from the Foldod- Appalachians directly to the 
Atlantic than do so today, (b)-the Folded Appalachians wore once of : 
much lower reliof than today, (c) the uplift of tho Foldod Appalach~ 
ians in rocent goologic time has beon intormittont, (d) the northern 
Folded Appalachians wore once covered by tho Coastal Plain, (e) tho 
crosts of the Foldod Appalachians do not connect with the surface 
boneath the Crotacsous gsedimonts of tho Goastal Plaine 

(9) Whoro and what aro: (a) salt domes, (b) Florida Poninsula, (c) Miss~ 
issippi Enbaymont, (d) Roclfoot Lako, (c) Long Island 

(10) Account for five distinet types of shore foatures in Ooastal Plain and 
€2.ve oxamplos of cach. 

(11) Discuss four distinct theories of the formation of the youthful 
valloys of the appalachian Plateau in Now York. 

é ; 2
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(12) .Locate and doscribe in the Appalachian Plateau oxamples of: (a) 
: consoquont stream, (b) recent stroam capture, (c) obsequent stream, 

(da) subsequent stream, (c) riyor terraces, (f) ontronc hed meanders, 
(g) tributary valley blocked by outwash in main valley, (h) glacial 
stroam diversion, (i) hanging valley, (j) cuosta. : 

QUESTION NO. 1 If you want a copy to kowp thero are oxtras. 
PLACE YOUR NAME ON THIS SHUT FIRST, Fold and place in blucbook. 

Directions en other pago. 
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GSOLOGY 130 E 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF Tia UNITED’ STATES 
Final examination, Feb. 2, 1932 

Write on ten (10) questions TiCLUDING TH FIRST. Remeuber usual caution ~ 

about writing on more than required nuaber of questions, PLUASE Maki 

emitted question on cover of bluebook -xtra copies ef block diagram 

guestion can be ebtained if yeu wants to keep then, Grades may be 

: ebtained by mail or call Fairchild 1940-R not before Thursday 

(1) OW SHPARATZ SHEUT 
(2) Oubline with diagrams the steps in the histery of the topography of 

the Adirondacks beginning with the formation of the bed rocks, 

ne seveva| 
(3) What evidences are there ofachanges in level of the land during the 

esosional history of the Folded appalachims? 

43) Draw a diagramgsic section from west to east across New Bngland 

showing the main Shysiographic features and nawure of bed rock$. 

(5) &ecount for the form ef the coast line in the Joastal-. ..PLain. 

(6) Account for two distinct kinds of swamps in the Coastal Plain 

; (7) dhere and what are: (a) Finger Lekos, (b) Mohawk Valley, (c) Tughill 
Plateau, (cd) Gaiskill MounsSims, ~ : *, Ces Grom ein Lowland 

(8) Discuss tvo possible explanations of the relatively even crests of 

the mountains in Folded Appalachians. 

(9) Outline the physiographic history of the Piedmont citing evidences. 

(10) Tliustrate by a cross section the characteristic geology and yozog- é 

raphy of the Osage Plains and locate then, : 

' . (11) Where in the field on trips in this course did you sec: (a) peneplain 
on quartzite, (b) folded rocks in Intorior Lowland, (c) pitved euiwash, 
(a) glacial lake beach, (ce) hogbacks, (f) St. Peover sandstone, (g) bed ef 

: ‘ i : i 
lake enclosed by ovtvash, (h) stream terraces, (i) sand dunes
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(1) REQUIRED OF ALL PLEASE write your name here FIRST 

On this sheet finish the edges of the blocks with the simplest 
explanation of the geology which will account for the topography. 
Be neat and use common symbols. Zxplain meaning ef symbols on this 

Pages 
Now answer in bluebook (a) just how and why you reached your conclusicns 
on the geology, 

(bv) list the types of physiographic features shown such as drainage Veen 
pattern, kind of streams, eic., 
(c) tell where in eastern Us Se you would find examples of above conditions. 

PLEAS fold this sheet and place it with answers in bluebook, 

DO NOT FORGET NAMa ON THIS SHGT



GEOLOGY 130 
FIYSIOGRAPHY OF TH3 UuTIuD STATUS 

Exgmination, Dec. 16, 1931 

Studewts taking course for five (5) credits must write on first question and 

any four (4) others making five (5) questions in all, 
Students taking course for three (3) credits must write on five (5) questions 
selected from the last six (5) questions ziven. 

Anyone writing on moro than five questions will be graded on first five writven 

in book excopt that five crodit students owitting first question will be graded 

© on that. 
Please indicate what questions you omitied by marks in proper place on front of 

blue book. 

(1) QUESTION REQUIRES OF ALL FIVS CREDIT STUDINTS; not for otuers. 
Draw ideal cros:, sections to illustrate: 

(a) eroded drift plain 
(b) stony terminal moraine 
(c) Keweenaw Point 

(d) The Knobs and the as.ociated highland and lowland | 

(e) Niagara Escarpment 5 
Do not attempt block diagrams, “eatuess and proper rendering of geological 

ne conditions will count. 

FIVS CR&ITT STUDENTS SULGCT FOUR QUuSTIONS FROM DELOW: OTHaRS SaLuCcT FIVa. 
(2) Sxplain and compare two (2) rival explanations of the level skyline of 

southern Wew Sngland 

(3) Where and what are in terms of physiographic intveroretation: 
(a) Green Mountains 
(b) Lookout Mountain : 
(c) Reading Prong 
(a) Nantucket 
(e) Mount Monadnock 

(4) Show by cross sections the underlying geological conditions in: 

(a) monoclinal ridge 
(b) synclinal ridge 

' (c) anticlinal ridge : : 
(a) ridge due to thrust fault 

a : (e) sali dome i 

(5) hat evidencesindicate: that the-@oastal Plain sediments once extonded much 
farther inland than they now do? 

(6) Account for the relatively recent horizontal abandoned shorelines of the 

@oastal Plain and its cmbayments. 

(7) Account for the lack of a‘Goastal Plain off Now England. 

WISEING SVGRTOUG A MGRRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NGW YEAR! 

* " PRES pene



2 GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Midsemester examination, Nove 20, 1931 

Write on the first question and any four (4) others making five (5) in all. ; 
Please indicate on cover of bluebook which question you omitted, Anyone 
who wrstes on more than five questions will be graded on first five written, 

order in book to determine, 

REQUIRED QUESTION 
(1) On the block diagram locate exactly the follo ving: 

(a) Baraboo Dluffs 
(b) Petenvell Peak 
(c) Hamilton Mounds DO NOT FORGET SZCOND PART 
4 Skunk Hill OF THIS QUESTION 

: e) Blue Mounds 
In your bluebook give the physiographic significance of eachs 

(2) Fill in the geology on the sides of the blocks naming each formation where 

specific names were used in field. 
Show the boundaries between major physiographic provinces. 
Mark the terminal moraine, : 

(3) Where and what are (give physiographic significance and be bricf): 
s Fall Line (in eastern U. Se) 
b) Sand Ridge 
c) Palisades 
d) Pennyroyal Plateau 
e) Dripping Springs escarpment 

(4) Outline briefly using diagrams if desired the steps in the physiographic 
history of the vicinity of Wisconsin Rapids giving where evidences vere 

seen in the field, 

(5) Whore did you seo in the field (do not discuss origin): : 
i mesa (£) karst topography 

= b) water gap g) butte 
(c) escarpment of cuesta (h) partially oxhumed monadnock 
(d) terminal moraine (i) buried peneplain 
(e) superimposed strean (j) meander scar 

(6) Discuss the nature and origin of tvo (2) of tho typographic types found : 
in the old drift area of Illinois



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNITaD STALSS 

Exanination, Oct. 16, 1931 

Urite on FIVE (5) questions ONLY, anyone writing on more than five quosvious 

will bo graded on first five written in book regardloss of their numbers 

(1) Account for origin of threo (3) distinct types of lake basins which are 
found in the Laurontiak Upland using ciagrans. 

(2) By means of cross sections illustrate tho physiographic history involved in 

tivo (2) differcat theorios of the origin of tho Lake Suporior Lowland, 

(3) (a) Explain from physiographic standpoint the terms: Young Drift, Old Drifis. 
(b) Illustrate by cross sections the principal topographic forms found in 

one of above areas. 

(4) Someone tolls you that tho ancient mountains of Wisconsin were leveled by 

glacicl crosion, 4rguo with hin using simplo tcrms and diagrans. 

(5) Accowxt for tho following fact. The bod rocls. of eastern Visconsin and 

cowtral Illinois are difforont (state what thoy aro). In spite of tho fact thas 
: there aro virtually no ougcrops in cithor district this difforence affocts the 

surfaco topography which is duc to deposits of drift of essembially tho sano ago. 

(6) (a) account for tho drainage detsorn of the jdirondacks considering glaciction 

among othor fagtors, / 
(b) Do tho sano for tho aroas of Kowoonavan Lavox fiovs. /



GEOLOGY 130 

‘ PHYSIOGRAPHY ©F THE UNITED STATZS 

Final examination, Feb. 2, 1931 

Write on ten (10) questions including the first. Grades may be obtained by mail on 

(1) Question on separate sheet. QUESTION REQUIRED OF ALL. Answer . 
in bluebook. fold sheet amd place in bluebook. 

(2) (a) Where did local glaciation occur in eastern United States? 
(b) How recognized? 

(3): Define, bound, and give most important characteristics of five (5) major 
subdivisions of the Interior Lowland : 

(4) Draw a cross section from Wausau, Wis. east through Lower Michigan to Ontario, 

Show the main topographic features with names and show geology which causes : 

them. 

(5) (a) What feature forms the boundary line between the Older or Crystalline ~ 

Appalachians and the province to the southeast of them? 

(b) Explain two (2) distim+ theories of its origin. 

(6) (a) Locate examples in the Appalachians of (1) superimposed and (2) subse~ 
quent streams. 

(b) Tell how each class is recognized. 

(7) State the field evidence that the Last uplift of the Folded or Newer Appal- 

: achians has been interrupted at least once. : : 

CC —— 
(8) ,What is meant in eastern United States by the term "Gretaceous Peneplain" in 

the older literature? 
(b) Discuss modern application of this term. 

(9) Where and what is physiographic interpretation of (be brief): 
(a) Long Island, (b) Black Belt, (c) Chesapeake Bay, 

(da) Tortugas, (e) Allegheny Front, (f) Yazoo Basin, 
(g) Finger Lakes, (h) Tughill Plateau, (i) Sequatchie Valley 

(j) Walden Ridge. ‘ 

& (10) Wig in much of the southeastern United States are the ridges underlain b y 
: sandstone and the lowlands by limestone although in Wisconsin the reverse 

is true? 

(11) Discuss two (2) theories which account for the course of Tennessee, River 
near Chatfanooga, Tenn, 

+ é
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(1) REQUIRED OF ALL PLEASE write your name here FIRST 

fa) Fill in on edges of blocks the inaiaet penile eaptancion @ gen: y ee 

could .account for the topography of each block, Answer rest of question n your 

biLuebook. pxplain everything you put on blocks. 

(o) Tel2 just why you reached the conclusions +d if area has been glac: ted. 

(c} Where in gastemm United States would you find examples of above condi ions?



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, Dec. 12, 1930 

Write on any five (5) questions 

(1) Discuss fully four (4) theories each of which misht account for the present 
course of Potomac River 

(2) Account for the present course of French broad River 

(3) Discuss evidences for and against the theory that the Folded Appalachians 

; were once eroded to a nvarly level plain 

(4) List the physiographic provinces which adjoin the #oldud Appalachiane 
stating where they are in relation to the Foldod Appalochians 

(5) Account for the shapo of the shore lino of Now England 

(6) Discuss two (2) distinct theories te account for the terraces cf Gonne..  . 
ticut Valley



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination, \Nov. 17, 1930 

Write on any FIVE (5) questions, Please avoid changing order of questions. 

(1) Pabulate the following in columns given: (put in blue book) 
Name Kind of rock Physiographic term Origin (one sent 2nc>) 

(a) Narrows of Narrows ; 
Greck Pr ae er ee re ee 

(b) Hamilton Mounds Geib Cos yi dc a ee aa de ee 
(c) Table Rock CEN SOE We OE A ea we ee ee 

(d) Mile Bluff GSAS A ene again ceca nv Orr re eae 
(e) Blue Mound ae I antag cite ey Cal nae ere ee ee 

(2) State definitely where each of the following was seon in the ficld: : 

(a) Black River Bench 
(b) folded Paleozoic rocks DO NOT DISCUSS ORIGIN OF ANY 

(c) glacial lake bed 
(4) pitted outwash 
(e) stony terminal moraine 

i) Where and what aro (be brief): 
a) Blue Ridge (southern part) 

(b) Skunk Hill 
(c) The Dolls 
(d) Shawnee Hills 
(e) Triassic Lowland 

(4) Discuss two (2) separate mothods of origin (not the age of) of the flat 
upland of the Baraboo Bluffs 

(5) Discuss fully tho significance of the rock oxposures at Nekoosa 

(6) Give proof that much of the Piedmont Platcau was once overlain by the 

sediments of the Goastal Plain



GBOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNITED STATZS 

dxamination, Octs 17, 1930 

WRITZ ON FIVE QUESTIONS (5) only 

(1) By means of cross sections show (a) the southern border of the southeastern 

Adirondacks, (b) the southern border of the Superior Highland 

(2) Show by diagrams the kind of topography and drainage system (barring later 

effects of glaciation) which is normally formed on (a) alternating tilted 

quartzite and slate, (b) tilted lava flows, (c) massive granite, (d) granite 

or gneiss shattored along faults. Give also an oxample of each in the regions ; 

thus far considered in this course. 

(3) Tllustrate by cross sections the characteristic topography of: (a) young 

ae stony terminal moraine, (b) pitted outwash plain, (c) old drift plain, (4) 

drunlins, (ec) lake margin on steep original slope. 

‘ (4) Stato answers cach in a single sentence no more will be considered. 

For cach give one line of ovidoweo which alone definitely proves that: 

(a) the Superior Highland was once mount<inous 

(b) local glaciers once oxisted in the Adirondacks 

(c) tho ponoplane of the Suporior Highland was developed in pro-Cambrian time 

(d) the Wisconsin River near Wausau is a superimposod stream 

(5) Account for the differonco in topography of tho glacial drift in Wisconsin 

from that of contral Illinois (both same age). 

(6) Discuss tho origin of the Driftloss Area including tho latest interpretation
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Fill ia a plausible interpretation of the geology and structure on the udg vs 

and top of this diagram. Describe below on this shuvt, NOT IN bluebook, a brivf 

satoment of just why you rocchod these conclusions. Expliin everything you put 

on the diagran.



: GHOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNITED STATES 

Final vxamination, Feb. 4, 1930 

Place names on books as ordinarilly done. Grades may be obtained by mail only. 

Vrite on ton (10) questions incliding (1). 

(1) Fill in a plausible interpretation of the gociogy aud structure on thy cdgus 

and top of the block diagraa,which is on second sacet, and describe below it on 

game sheet bricfly just why you reached these conclusiovs. Be sure your Wit 15 

ON THIS SHEaT. Note that this question is required of all. 

(2) (a) In what kinds of glacial deposits aro lekes abundant? (b) In what age or 

ages of glacial drift? (c,d) Give.specific location of cxamples of cach above, 

(3} What significance in terms of erosional history is to be aticched to (a) a 
gecaiie hill with a flat top and (b) a flat-toppoed hill composed of horizontal 

golomite overlying soft sandstone? 

(4) Tllustrete by a single cross section the structural relctioas, topopraohy, 

= gonerel character of bed rock, ond physiographic provinces long a sireight liae 

from Ghalrleston, 5. C., to Chicago, Ill. 

(5) Discuss threo (3) possible explanations of the relatively oven summits of 

the Folded Appalechians, Triassic Lowland, sné Now Bagland upland. 

(6) Wiet drainege pattern is present in the Fola.a Appalachicus and why? Ugo 

skotch to Llilustrate. 

(7) “hore in Now Bugland would you find (a) evideaces of local glaciation, (b) 
drumlins, (c) river terraces, (a) uskers, (e) mountcaias composed of folded and 
strongly motemorphosed sudiments, (f) faulted trap ridges, (g) coal deposits, 
(a) superimposed drainage, (i) sandstone bed rock, (j) watergap. 

(8) Draw a geologic cross section to illustrete the rolations of the Adirondacks 
to the ow inglind Province. Suction need not uxtend fer into Latter, 

Co 

se (9) (a) Account for the stony soils of New @ngland. (b) Where olso in area thus 
_ far studicd would you find similer soil conditioas? 

(10) Deseribe end account for tie narrowing ond disappearnnce of tue Cocstal 

Plain toward the northeast. 

(11) Why arc there valuable harbors in the large bays of the Coastal Plein like 
ChosascakeBey and not buhind the send beaches liky those off North Ccrolina? 

12) “what ané wheres are (be bricf): (a) Finger Lakes b) Tughill Platoeu, (c i S eo? S 

Kowoonaw Point, (d) allogheny Mountains, (¢) sali domes, (f) Lcke Chicago, 
g) Niagare cuvsta, (h) Florida Koys, (i) a lake district in umglaciatod terri- 
e 2 st 3 = 

tory, (j) Scquatchis Valloy.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNIT“D STALZS 

Examination, Dec. 11, 1929 : 

CAUTION: Please do not write your name on your bluebook but sign it on card 

which will be sealed until all books have been graded. Please hand in books 
upside down. This is done to insure fairness to all so far as is possible. 
Please avoid asking for a second book if possible. 

Write on five (5) 

(1) By means of a geological cross section show the relations which exist 
between the Appalachian Plateau, Folded Appalachians, and Older Appalachians, 
BE SURE TO EXPLAIN FULLY what every symbol and line means not with text but in 
a legend. 

(2) What physiographic features thus far studied retarded the growth of Boston 
in favor of cities farther to the southwest along the Atlantic coast? 

axplain fully. 

: (3) Discuss the rival theories of the course of Tennessee River. 

(4) Illustrate by sketches WITH BAPLANITORY LuGENDS (a) monoclinal ridge, 
(bo) synclinal ridge, (c) enticlinal ridge, (d) method by which end of plung- 
ing anticline can be told from end of synclinal basin. 

(5) Where and what are: (be brief). (a) Walden Ridge, (b) Hudson Highlands, 
(c) Taconic Mountains, (d) Manhattan Prong, (e) Great Valley 

(6) Describe briefly the essential geologic end topozraphic feacures 

of New England which make it a separate physiographic province 
: /



GEOLOGY 130 

SPECIAL EXAMINATION, DEC. 6, 1929 

(1) Illustrate by geological cross section the relations which exist between 

the Laurentian Uplend and the Interior Lowland 

2) Where and what are (be brief)? 
a) Trenton Prong, 3 Blue Ridge, (c) Blue Grass, (e) Lake Chicago, (ye 

Superior Highlend, (d) Great Smoky Mt., (g) .eading Prong, (h) Green Mts., / 
(i) Waite Mts. caooes * 

(3) Discuss difference of topographic expression of massive rocks and strat- 
ified or banded rocks, latter both gently end steeply inclined. 

(4) Illustrate by geological cross section the type of tocks and topography 
found in the Triassic Lowland 

(5) In what areas thus far studied has local glaciation occured? How known? 

(6) Discuss the two opposed interpretations of the erosional history of New 
England : 

(7) Discuss the two opposed theories of the orign of the terraces of the 
Connecticut Valley 

(8) Explain the topographical effect ¢ normal faulting on a monoclinal ridge. 

(9) How is it known thet certain rivers are of the superimposed class? 

(10) What provinces does New England resemble and why was it made a separate 
province?
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GsOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THs UNITwD Status es 

Midsumuster examination, Nov. 15, 1929 

Write on any FIVa (5) quescions. CAUTION: PLudS# DO NOT PUT YOUR Nai ON 

YOUR SLUs2OOK but sign it after same number on card which will by passud 

around as before. 

(1) Tllustrate by a single cross suction the structural relations, topography, \ 
and general character of bed rocks of the Oldur Appaluchians, Pivdmont Plateau, | 

Triassic Lowland, and Coastal Plain. 

(2) Show by a diagram the goologic structure, topography, and geologic form- 

ations of the Nashville Dasin and adjoining highlands. ‘ 

(3) Pabulate in form given in example (be brisf): 
e Name Geological formation(s) Physiographic origin 

gxample Shosp Pasture Bluff Dresbach, franconia Qutlivr of Fraaconic 

bunch surroundud by 
—— Drusbaca vscarpment 

(2) Rabbit Rock 

(b) Natural Bridge 

(c) Woidmens Fells 

(a) School Section Blufi 

(c) iiosinee Hills 

(4) State definitely wicre each of the following was svea on fivld trips: 

(a) Peneplein on quartzite, (bo) young drift torminal moreiau, 
(c) Franconia. bench, (d) bud of lake formerly enclosed by outwash terrace, 
(c) stup between two so-calicd “upland surfaces" 

(5) What end where is? fabulate and bu brief using sketches. 

= (a) Watchung Mountains 
: (b) a Gogebic Renge 

(c) Fell Line 
(d) Blue Aidge 
(vu) Osage Plains 

(6) Yiscuss arguments for and against the interpretation of the uplands of 7. - 
Driftloss Area as dissected peneplains citing vxemples seen in ficld.



Geology 130, s 
Special examination, Oct. 25, 1929 

(1) Outline not less than 5 stages in the development of the present 
topography near Wausau, Wis. 

(2) Where in Laurentian Uplands would you find: 
(a) cirques 

(b) remnants of old peneplain not yet reached by later erosion 
c) a large area which was not reduced to the pre-Cambrianapeneplain 

. outliers of Paleozoic rocks 
e) fault contact with Baleozoic rocks 

(3) State concisely in a single sentence a single line of evidence which 
definitely proves that: j ier: 

(a) the Adirondacks had local glaciers after the last continental glaciation 

(b) faulting in Adirondacks took place at least in pert after deposition of 

adjacent Paleozoic rocks 2 

i Superior Highland was glaciated more than once = 

(d) Lake Superior basin once overflowed via St. Croix River : : 

: (e) pre-Cambrien peneplain of Superior Highlend has been tilted sim e formation 

(4) Where on the recent trip did you see in Superior Highland: 

(a) area covered by old glaciation 

(b) dendritic g drainage pattern 

(c) pre-Cambrian residual soil 

(d) pre-Cambrian peneplain still covered with Paleozoic rocks 

(e) slightly dissected pre-Cambrian penenplain é 

} 
Iie as : 

} : « 

as « re 

é a 

z 3, ae, 3 

; ; / te 
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G#OLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNIT#D STaTES 

Examination, Oct. 18, 1929 

Write on all questions. CAUTION: PLAS DO NOT PUT YOUR Nai ON BLUEBOOK 

Write your name after same number as that on cover of bluebook on the card. 

This card will be sealed until after the books have been graded thus insuring 

fairness to all. 

(1) With reference to the Superior Highlands explain the effects on topograp.y 

of (a) banded and (b) massive rocks telling what kinds of rocks make up eac’ 
class and where you would find typical examples of each class (a) and (b). 

(2) Name and locate (a) area of local glaciation, (b) small area of pre- 
Cambrian rocks entirely separated from the main area, (c) area of pre-Wisconsii 

drift, (ad) area of pitted outwash plain with lakes, (e) five monadnocks. 

(3) State concisely in single sentences a single definite line of evidence. 

(one for each) which proves that (a) the Laurentian upland was once mountainoy: 

(b) it was worn down to a peneplain before Cambrian time, (c) tae peneplain 

Re around Wausau has been dissected since Cambrian time, (d) glaciation had 

nothing to do with the destruct.on of the mountains, (c) water flowed from 

the glaciers along strenm valleys. 

(4) there on the recent trip did you see (locate as specifically as possible) 

quartzite monadnock, (b) undissected remants of the pre-Cambrian peneplain. 

c) outwash in valley giving also another term for this, (d) bowlders of 

isintegration, (e) pre-isconsin terminal moraine. A 

(5) Outline the stages in the development of the topography of the adirondacx:



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Z Field trip, 1937 : 

Bring lunch, Trip will be made regardless of weather unless deep snow. 
Assemble in front of Science Hall at seven-thirty A. M. sharp. Head south. 
South on Park Street to Regent. Turn right (west) on U. S. 18. Keep straight 
ahead on Regent to cemetery. Turn half left on S. Follow S. (west) to 
STOP 1 at terminal moraine. Continue west on S. one half mile STOP 2 on road~ 
side on Campbells Hill. Continue west to Pine Bluff, Turn left (south) end, 
follow S to Mt. Horeb, Pick up U. S. 18. Follow west to overhead R. R, cross— 
ing, Torn right on town road. Sink holes to left. Turn right (north) on F. 
STOP 3 at top of hill. Continue north on F one half mile. STOP 4 at top of 
hill to north, CAUTION for curve. Continue north down into valley. STOP 5 
at Deneen School. Climb bluff opposite. Continue on F down valley. Leave F 
by keeping straight ahead. CAUTION for sharp right turn just after crossing 
creek from left. Pick up K. STOP 6 on sandy road half mile south of Dover 
School. Continue to U. S. 14 and turn left west on pavement. STOP 7 on sand 

—— dune in Arena. Continue to Tower Hill State Park. Turn right, north, into 

park and leave cars in parking ground. STOP 8. Lunch here after inspecting . 
pluff, Return to U. S. 14 and continue through Spring Green. Pick up 23 and 
go north, STOPS 9 and 10 on hill-CAUTION in parking, Continue north to Plain, 
Keep ahead on Main Street, east on B leaving 235, continue to junction with 
C, Thence left (N) on C to P F, Leave P F at top of hill near school house 
and keep left, right, then left to sign, "stop-see the waterfall." Keep 
ahead into gate. Stop at home to pay admission (5 cents) and ask about road 

which is dangerous in wet weather. STOP 11 at Weidman Falls. Return north 
and west on gravel road. Then turn right (north) at church, STOP 12 on 

highest part of road near conglomerate pit. Keep with county road, STOP 13 _ 
at church, Walk south a short distance to corner, Turn left (north) and keep 
on north leaving county road . CAUTION for steep hill down to Narrows Creek, 
Turn right (east) on 154 just north of bridge. STOP 14 at school house. If 
weather is dry keep straight ahead leaving state road, Turn right(south) then 

left (east) around house and over bluff to top of quarry, Sign "Danger- 
blasting," but quarry is closed, STOP 15 walk to edge of quarry. CAUTION in 

os parking on narrowroad., Some cars will go below the house. (If wey follow 
highway to Ableman, north on 136 into gorge - turn around and go back.) Con- 

tinue into Ableman and pick up 136. Follow east to sign to North Freedom, 
Turn right (south) into North Freedom. Keep straight through North Freedom. 
Go south on gravel road keeping ahead across Seeley Creek, Ascend Baraboo 
Bluff STOP 16 to see terrace, Continue to second corners on highest point . 
of Bluff, STOP 17, Continue ahead (south) across tops of bluffs and down 
south side, Pick up gravel road, At foot of hill turn left (east) on gravel. 
Keep ahead into C, Follow C east to U. S. 12. Turn right (south) and follow 
to Madison. :



5 GEOLOGY 130 
FHYSIOGRAPhY OF EASTLRN UNITED STsTES 

Review questions, first semester, 1945-46 

These questions are for review study. Many have been used in former examin« 
ations; future examinations may be taken from them although the wording will 

probably be differente Use wall maps in studying themi 

QUESTIONS for majors and graduates in GEOLOGY or GEQGRAFHY 
le Diseuss origin of both uplands and terraces on Baraboo quartzite. 

; 2. Discuss the several theories of origin of uplands of Driftless Section 
outside the Baraboo Range. 

3. Explain the several processes which formed the basins of the Great Lakes. 
4. Describe structure and physiographic history of Arbuckle and Wichita Mts. 
5 Discuss the several theories of origin of the Carolina “bays”. 

6. Describe end account for the several types of topography found on the 

8 Bargboo quartzite and give localities where each was seen in field. 
Je Discuss points for end against four distinct origins of water gapse 
8. Discuss points for and against five different hypotheses to explain the 

Blue Ridge escarpment. | 
9. Discuss evidences of former pneplains which exist after uplift and erosion 

with comments on validity. 7 
= » 10. Discuss the problem of peneplein "stairways". 

ll. Compare appliciability of evidence of ,meneplains in folded and horizontal 

bed rocks. - 
12. Discuss reletive merits of different explanations of course of Tennesseu X, 
13. Discuss stream pkracy and stream adjustment including effects of under- 

ground drainage. 
14. Describe entrenched meanders comparing them with floodplain meanders; . 

discuss significance of meanders in general. 
15. Explein by diagrams the topographic effects of faulting on ridge formed . 

by a single inclined resistant layer. 
16. Discuss the several explanations offered for the New #ngland upland. ; 

17. Discuss theories of the Connecticut Valley terracese 

18. Discuss the hypothesis thet remnints of uany partial peneplains may be 
distinguished in kidge and Valley and New “nglend proyinces. 

19. Discuss problems of origin, discrimin.tion, and age of Coestal terraces. 

20. Discuss the several hyfotheses of origin of Finger Lake’type valleys. 
21. Outline in parallel colvans in proper order the FACTS and INTERPRETAIONS 

* based on each which demonstrate the physiographic history of any specific 
locelity visited on field trips or studied in class or laboratory. 

- 22. Discuss explanations of the s¢arcity of recessional moraines in eastern U.S. 
23. Discuss erosion surfaces of Fieunont Flatceu compared with both surface 

beneath Coastal Plain and summit of Blue Ridge. : 
24. Explain origin of limestone cavernsincluding thet of natural bridges 

. and other surface effects. 
25. Discuss the problem of attaching geologic dates to erosion surfaces. 
26. Discuss ovigin of sulagrine canyons and river chennelse 

QUESTIONS for non-majors f 
le Be able to define in simple terms all of the ~rovinces studied. © 

2. Be able to describe the boundaries of each yrovince in terms of escarpments. 
geological boundaries, etc. ; 

3. List and describe characteristic topography of cach bed rock formation 
and Pleistocene deposit seen on field trip : 

4. Explain "constructional" and ‘destructional” land forms giving examples. 

5. Explain difference between Driftless area-end Driftless Section. 
6e What kinds of drift occur in Driftless Section? in Driftless Area? 
7- Describe evidence of former nigh levels of Great Lakes. 

8. Give evidence of postglacial uplift in Great Lakes regione



eee: ' REVIEW QUESTIONS . I, pe 2 = 
9. Discuss the different outlets frow the:Greet Lukes and their record at | 

Niugara Falls. ~ ube aed as ; 

10. Explain-and give examples of cuggta,.hogback, vale (inner lowland), . 
-escarpuent, endmoraine, interlobate moraince, drwalins, outwash, etc. 

ll, Explain origin and give .exanples of ‘aouseqwont, subsequent, superimposed, 
antecedent, obsequent streans. ia 

12. Account for the courses of wajor streaus of Osuge Sections 
13. Locate examples and describe effect of wind on topograrhy of Central Lowland, 
14. Discuss variation of texture of drainuge giving examples. ee 
15. Describe and account for more than one type-ofifalls and rapids in Driftless 

Section. Bea eee : 
16. Describe end account for differences between topography of Great Lakes and 

: Till Pleins sections. . ee ee ee 
17. what evidences demonstrete glacial erosion of bed rock in Central Lowland’ 

18. ‘het evidence shows tilting of earth's crust ‘in NE U. 5.2? 
19. Describe and account for the several ty,es of--land for.is of southern Till 

Flains. eee yore wee 
20. Classify the typical land forms of Central Lowland into constructional and 

erosional (destructional) giving cample of cach. Same for Superior. Upland. 

21. Locate and eccount for the Coteau des Frairies. - ee 
22. Classify bed rocks of Supertor.Ujland according to their effect on topography, _ 

describe: land forms’ on each giving exaupless ee = : 
23. Classify the different kinds of lakes according ‘to‘origin f‘dund/in | | 

‘ any yrovinces studies giving example of each. .- * i tem A 
24. Descibe “the physiographic history of Baraboo. range stating wheré evidence of 

each step is found; saae for Superior Upland. - : 
25. Describe effects of glaciation on topography of Central Lowand including 

Driftless Section; sane for Superior. Upland. ; ‘ 

26. ‘Outline steys in physiographic. history. of :Vosstul Flein giving proofs of 
*. each step.” a x : : 5 

2]s Classify according to origin. the shore features of Coastal Flain giving 

an exadple of each. : : 
28. Locete end account for lend foras of Yoastul Flain due to different processes, 

including stream erosion, subacrgence, eerthquakes, intrueions, solution, 

: coral growth, uplift, otc. 

25. Outline tie physiographic history of Fieduont Flateau giving evidence of 
each: stop. : : re : " : 

30. Whet ex; linations could account for the observed drainage patterns of the , 

: Piedsont Fleteau giving their distribution. © hte 
31. account for direction,: ' pattern, and texture of drainage of southern 

part of Blue Ridge province. .. : eee 
32. account for the fine texture of soil erosion gullies in Sjue Ridge. ~- «, 

33. What evidence indicated instability, of divide between Mississippi end atlantic 

druinege in southern Blue Ridge? : : ; ! 

34. Account for the difference in level of surface around headweters of Blue Ridge 

streais end Fiedmont Fleteau. ; 
35. Compare the toyography of two major divisions of Fiedmont which are based on 

difference in bed rocks. 

36. List anu account for different tyj;es of lana forms in Fiuemont }lateau. 

37. Newe several of the resistant types of bed rock which meke the ridges of 

the Ridge and Velley Frovince. 

38. Show with diagrams the topographic criteria of pitching anticlines, and 

synclines; be prepared to plece structure on block diegrams, 
39. Explain with diagraus structural phenomena of Kidge and Valley such as 

anticline, anticlinal mountain, syncline, synclinal mountein, monocline, 

wonoclinal wountain, thrust fault, normal fault, window, pitch of fold. 

40. Outline the simplest explanetion of Fhysiograjhic history of hidge and 
Valley ;rovince; what complications do some insert in this history? 

41. Exj,lain origin and significance (more than one theory of even ridge crests 

in hidge ond Valley ,rovince. 2



REVIEW gee cee : 
42. account for the drainege syste and Yreinage pattern of HKidge and Valley. 
43. Compare the problem of finding records in tojogrephy of jest uplifts in 

-) .. Ridge and Valley end in appalechien bleteawyjrovinees. 
44, Explain why the szppalachian Fliteau everages higher! elevetion then 

: .. thet of kiugs and Valley ; rovinces Se Pe eee Wane eae ee 1 
~ 454: account: for preservation of weak rocks on some of highest elevetions of , 

appelachian Fliteaus. ‘ Fee a 2 : : ae : 
46... account for the high , .clevetion and drainege of Catskill Mountains. 
41. Wheat effect did glaciation have on ‘toyogrephy of Allegheny Fli.teau 

(8) within. glacieted eréa and (b) outside. glacizted area? 0 © z 
48. what relation uoes apjAlachian bleteau have to rock churacter end structure, 
49. Stete evidence for end agéinst regiorick peneplainction of #),elachian 

Flateau considering different sectionsi® ©... Bis ch 
-50. Locate exauples in «,,*lachian Fleteaus of: gle¢inl deposition, glacial 

erosion, streaa capturé, anticlinel:sountein, anticline] valley, 
sink holes through sanastone, sanastone escarpment, liaestone escarpment, 

: ; hanging valley, riage along thrust fault, :aonoclinal. ridge, subsequent 
os valley, cuesta, entreneed meander, lake uue to glaciel outwash blocking, 

: . © streaa diversion due to glaciation, <tc. - : i 
ies Sl. Explain the. theory of regional’ superposition cf drainage in eastern U. S. 

2 52. Discuss evidences of regionel yenepleination of hiuge end Valley stating 

which of the ere positive procf of suche i: : eee : 
53. Contrest processes which ude the coast line in (e) eastern Florida and 

. (») Mississippi Delta. °° sk oo ee 
54. Discuss Mohawk Valley as to origin, bed rocks, end gluciel jhenomena. 

--. 55, Discuss Tughill Fletéat ds to origin, bed ‘rocks, ana glacial, phenouena. 
56. Why is New kngland not, included with other.hard rock provinces to'the Sw? 
57. account for the stony soils of New fneland:comering thea with soils of 

: Su,erior Upland. . a Se aon 3 eo 
58. Locate exasles in New “ngland’ of-loeal-(clpine) glaciation, urumlins, 

ice-contect terraces, streau-cut terraces, riuges due to tra, rock, 
superinposed stréei velley, eskers, grenite :zountains,uonadnock, 

See liuestone (uerble) valley;*Triasbic rocks, glecial lake bed, etc. 
59. Descrive cid account for for. of- ‘shoreline of New “nglend. 
60. account for Long Islend, Nentucket; Murthas Vineyard, Cape Cod, Georges 

: Ban, Gulf. of Maine including gcol. gic history auring Fleistcceric. 
61. List anu account for chivrectéristic-land ficr.is found in each of provinces 

studied. a _ ae : 
62. Discuss geolosy, structure, und toyography of. the jrincipal mountain 

i districts of New Enciinds: "°° «22°. os Sey ee 
63. Discuss geolozy, structure ‘ard erosional‘history of heading Frong. 

64. Lxjplein verious uéthods or manners of glaci:1 retreat as showin in eastern 

ee U. S., ive. noraal, stagnetion,-constant:zelting. © 7 ‘ ms 
65. DUescrioe evidence of local or alpine slecicrs in eastern U. S. 

66. Comere different exjlenetions of the sua.it: levels of Adirondacks. 
67. Describe aud account for drainaye pettern sof: adirondacks. — ; 
68. Discuss glecial history of Adirondacks. ; 
69. Discuss geolozy and topography of St. Lawrence Valley in U. S. 
70. «account for the rectangular velleys of 8H adirondacks. 
ql. .account for velley of Black Kiver on Ni side of Adirondacks. 
72. Outline physiograjhic history of any ,rovince thus fer studied. 
73. Describe outlines of sounteins of adirendacks cosparing the with Blue 

hidze mounteins. account for observed foruus. 

74. Locat« and. exauple each in Adirondacks of f2ult line scary, serginal ice 
' drainage, glucial lake, outvuesh, locel vlacier, fells, valley along 

fault line, nunatek. : 4 
75. Illustrite topography of Interior Low Plateau by a section E-% through 

Nashville Dome. Show geological for:uations which determine topography. 
76. Explain why Interior Low Flateau was separated from adjacent jrovinces.



Be ge (ose on ROE QUDBE TONS doe & <a fs 
11+. Discuss each section-of Interior Low Flateau using a cross section which 

shows important geological foriactions. oe pte. 
78. Discuss distribution and topographic effects of limestone solution in 

. Interior Low Fleteau; compare with Hidge and Valley. wen, ahah, 
/-.794. Discuss erosion cycle as developed in liuestone including last'stages. 

‘80. Exjlain effects-of continental glaciation on topography of Interior Low 
noe Elateaue. =. | Oe a : ne Bek : ae 

81. Discuss distribution end significance of entrenched meanders’ in’ both 
. .° . Interior Low. klateau,and other provinces. ~~~ ce 

82. .Be ,repared.to complete sentences giving thé -roof of each statment such 
ast The land (at a given point on marine sediments) hes been’ uj lifted 

E at least so uany feet; The Superior Ujland was‘reduced to a peneplain 
before---; New “ngland Ujland may be regarded ws a peneplain because-; 

. .. Even skylines are poor proof of foruer pene; lains because, etc. etc. etc. 
‘ 83. Be prepared to locate and exjlain exiles of various land foris: ’ 

. found in any province thus fer studied. hare ee . 
84. Give geological nature of and account for origin ‘of any of the well-known 

features studied in cless or on field trip such --as Kib Mountain, - 
.. |. Keading Frong, Narrows of. Narrows Creck, Teays' Valley, etc. etc. etc. 

ae Localities will be chosen because they illustrate a , articular jrocess. 
85. Be jrepared to illustrate reletion of any jrovince to its neighbor at Oe: 

. a given point by means of a tojpograjhic-geologic cross seetion, 
exaaple, the overla; of the soft rocks of Central Lowlend onto the 
hard rocks of Superior Ujlend, major escarjmetits, etc. etc.ctc. + 

86, . acoount for Crowleys kidge end associated ‘drainsge phenomena: ness 
-67. J _stify a yroposed chenge in location of west border of Sujerior U,land. 
88. Justify a ,rojosed change in southern border of Driftléss Section. 
89. ; account for course of Yazoo Kkiver and other similer pheromena. «+ 
90. lcaneve shoreline of Embuyed Section of Costel Flain with thet of other 

1. sections. : : eee 
91. Newme, describe and locate an examle of several different types of 

glacial and meltwater deposition&’l toyography in any ,rovince. 
92. Describe and locate examples of glecial erosional to,ograjphy in any ,rovince 
93.. Be prepared to give brief summaries of geology and topography of any 

section of any province, Se 
94. Contrast topography and land forms of Driftless area with thet of adjacent 

glaciated region. ae : 
95+ account for the definite boundary of Driftless Section on E. side. 

_ 96. What significene on erosional history has the jresence of fresh water 
to considerable de,ths below sea level in Coastal tlain? 

97. Compare topography of arcas of wisconsin drift with those of older 
glaciations; include soils. 7 

98. Discuss ;roble:n of separation of Triassic Lowland as a seyarate jrovince. 
99. Discuss problem of placing the boundary of oustal Flain in Texas. 

‘ 100. Discuss origin of wind gaps (more than one”method).



oot GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Laboratory directions, edition 1945-46 Central Lowland, East of Mississippi 
; OL : hiver 

5 credit students are expected to put in at least 4 hours a week in 
laboratory work. It is esséntial to set aside a definite time to do this 

so that -it. will be done on time-and not put off until it is too late. 
Completion detes for reports must be adhered to.(see calender). Late 
reports not excused in advance may be denied eny credit. Ordinarily all 
-work: should be done in Room 206 or’207. Do not remove maps from these rooms 

without permission of instructor in advance otherwise someone else may be 
prevented from working. On leaving the work when you finish.plese put the 
maps into a neat pile. This will also prevent loss of articles which get 
concealed under the-maps. Do not forget the map of the U. S.« which is given 
td each student and keep it up to date with features to be shown and locations : 
of small maps. It may be called in for inspection at any time. These 

, Maps may be left in a drawer in 206 or in 207 both et your own risk, 
"Rolled maps mey be found on-the tables. P1éSe do not remove them from the 

room et any time. Consult references in vbodks in library. Folios may be 
taken to laboratory for period you work only.- Please return them promptly. 

< Relief models may be consulted in halls. Maps do not have to be studied : 

in the order here given. Keep rough notes in pencil so as to avoia demage 
to maps from leaky pens. Completed reports should be on ordinary 83" X 11" 
paper either in ink or typede Hand these in in‘folders for paper clips 

; aré a nusiancee Colored diagrams help greatly if the work is neatly done. 
Cross sections may be drawn with aiu of ruler only. Do not exaggerate scale 
to a misleauing extent. 5 to 10 times horizontal is enough and some should 

not be exaggerated at all. - : 

General. Place on your map of U. S. : (a) locetion of every small map 

used with key in mergin, (bd) boundaries of provinces and sections as shown 

in text except for a few suggested. changes, (c) Niagera Escarpment, (d) Prai - 
rie du Chien (Magnesian) Escarpment, (ce) Traverse-Dundee (Onondaga) Escarpment 
(f) lake pleins adjacent to modern Great Lakes including besins of Leake 
Oshkosh end Leke Wisconsin, (g) ectual boundary of unglaciated portion of 

Driftless Section. : 

or Grest Lakes Section 

Urbana, Ill. See model in hell. : 
account for Yankee Ridge drawing an E-W cross section. Do not exaggerate 

f vertical scale too much. kKow do you know that most of the streaus have 

eroded postglacial valleys? See text, pp. 512-515. 

Oconomowoc, Wis. See mep of Quaternery geology of SE Wisconsin. 
Draw anc E-i cross section of Lapham Hill with same vertical scele as for 
Yankee Kidge on Urbana, Ill. Explein differences Lapham Hill is part of what? 
See p. 477. what are the flat areas around the lakes? What are oval hills 

8 in SE corner of map? Draw cross section through one of the lakes except 

a Pewavkee using smae vertical scrle as before. ; 

South Haven, Miche - 

Note two stages in formation of the dunes (class notes). Compare with 
topography of a terminal morsine or interlobete moraine. Why are the Michigan 

. cunes so auch bigger than those of Wisconsin-Illinois siue of Lake Michigan? 

Calumet City, Ill. 3 ‘ 
\hat features record higher luke levels than the present? Illustrate by 

£. evoss section reducin® horizontal scale one helf} Verticel 1"= 160'



Central Lowland, East of Mississippi River, p. 2, ed. 1945-46 

Sun Prairie, Wis. Describe the oval hills. Note varietions in their shapes 

such as double end triple forus, offset drualins, more than one erest in 

; line, etc. Use map of Quaternary geology of SE Wisconsin to find evidence 

of morainese How do contours displey these? 

Niagara River and vicinity, N. Yi &ee Folio 190 ana read legend on back of 

mape See also large scele map of gorgée account for the falls. What 

evidence shows that there was an interglacial Niagara Falls? How did this 
affect erosion of present gorge? Where are the two narrow ;laces formed 
when water from upper lakes did not come through L,ke Erie? pp. 495, 499 

Till Plains Section : 

Belleville, Ill., areal geology. See Folio 195 and Illinois Geol. Survey 

Kept. of Investigations 19, part 1. ‘hat was nature of original surface of 
the drift ana why? Whet has happened since? What is cause of the hills 

which rose above original surface? List the different types of topography 
which MacClintock discrimineted which are present in area of mape Account 
for flet floors of larger valleys. Compare evidences of widening with 

those of filling. See pp. 507-511 

Driftless Section ae 

Kendall, Wiss Note thé two distinct summit levels end the ‘flet plain of NE 
corner and account for thea. Illustrate by cross section. 

Galena, Ill, Folio 200. See pp. 522-525 Draw a cross section to show the 
"two story" topography. ‘what two explantions have been given of its cause ? 

SUMMARY. Finish final copy of your sumaary outside of regular la b- hours. 
In it do not copy the questions as such. Do not copy meterial from text or 
other sourcese Be brief and stick to essentials. Make answers to questions 
explicit, not just yes or now after the answers to the questions (give name 
of each map) write a general summary NOT OVER FOUR PAGES LONG on following 

‘outlines Tabulate data where possible. No credit for more than 4 pages. 

Definitione Be brief and stick mainly to facts. Give any elternative names 

- Boundaries. Include boundaries of sections. Do not just give names of adjoins- 
ing provinces or sections but state what bounuury consists of such as diff- 

erence in elevation or geology. 

; Geology. Kind of rock is wore important than age; give column if possible. 

Topography. Stick to facts which can be seen in field. Incluce statment of 
both local relief and elevations above sea level. In some vrovinces 
data on both geology and topography may be combined in a single table. 

Eystory of the present topography. This is the interpretation of facts to 
demonstrate why the present surface exists. Explain fully ena clearly every 

essential step in development. Use diagrams if they will help but BE SURE 

you mention them in your discussion. They ere not separate stuntse Meke 
Giegtgms clear and neat. Colors help if neatly done. For this province 
you way defer the peneplain controversy to your field trip report. Where 

. there are debatable conclusions the diffent views should be mentioned 
even if very briefly giving some stateuent of the evidence which supports 
each. ; 

. END



GEOLOGY 130 
: PhYSIOGRAFHY OF EASTLRN UNITED STaTES 

Central Lowland west of Myssissippi River, Laboratory 
Edition of 1945-46 

Place on your map of United States: (a) limits of province and sections using 
geological map of Minnesota to revise northeastern boundary to exclude 
a large area of drift-covered pre-Cambrian rock, (b) border of unglaciated 

area, (c) areas of pre-Cambrian bed rock still left in province, 

(d) name, Flint hills, (e) name Niagara escarpment with outline in Iowa, 
(f£) limits of Lake Agassiz (p. 580), (g) quadrangle maps with key to names. 

Western Young Drift Section 
St. Faul, Minn (geological). Account for difference in size of Mississippi 

gorge above and below Ft. Snelling (p. 585). Compare topography fof red 
and gray drifts. In what types of glacial deposits do you find lakes? 
account for lakes in flood plain. 

Boone, Iowa. what was original topography just efter glaciation? How known? 
Why is valley of Des Moines River so decp end why so few and short 

tributary valleys? (p. 584) Illustrate topography by a section of 
uneroded part about two miles long. 

— Wall map (rolled) of outlet of Lake Agassiz. Use also glacial map and see 
ppe 579-583. how do the contours show beaches? Why are they at several 

different levels. What happens to them farther north than this map? 
account for the lakes in the outlet valley and for Cottonwood Slough valley. 

ddkavbted Till Plains Section. ee 
Milo, Igwae See gluciul map on well. Whet is geologic age of surface drift?, 

Wh.t was topography imaediately after glaciation? How known? In what 
st.ge of erosion cycle is the srea now? account for flat floors of main 

valleys. Illustrzte topcgraphy by « cross section about 4 miles long 
including both a remant of original surfece and a flet valley floor. Use 
seme vertical scale as with Boone, Iowa. 

Smithville, My ssouri. Compare original topography before postglacial erosion 
with that of Molo, I,wa and account for difference. 

Osege Section 
Lae Foraker, Oklahoma. Geological mep of O,lehoma. Account for the escarpment : 

in NE corner and illustrate by u cross section through it. Show the hard 
leyer in the section (geology students also show names of form.tions). 

: Tishomingo, I“dian Territory (Oklahoma) and geological map of Arbuckles (rolled) 
See Folio 98. kead parts which will help on pp. 1, 2, 6, Je Locate and 

: account for the hogbacks near Nebo end Sylvan. Whet tern is applied to 
the level granite areas? When wes most of the erosion of the uplift done ? 
See class notes and sections 4-a' end E-E' 

Geol@gical mup of Kansas. Account for the east-facing escearpmentse Why is 
weatern boundury of Central Lowland located where it is? (p. 606). 

Summary of province on outline given before. Include in your discussion of 
boundaries the reasons for changing the limits to northeest. Be sure you 
aiscuss any specicl probleias in proper place, not separately at end.



GHOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGHAILY OF inaSTuld. UbITLD STATES 

Laboratory questions-Superior Upland- edition of 1945-46 

Wausau, Wisconsin. 

See also geological map and relief map of wisconsin, text pe 540; wisconsin 
; Geol. Survey Bulls: 16, :,. 542~600, 365 pPpe 365-375. what evidences 

found on these ways prove thet this area was once mountainous? What 
evidence fouud on topographic maz demonstratesthat these uountains were 
eroded to a peneplain? ‘where uo you now find romnants of this poneplain 
which have not been subsequently erodcd? How deep are the vallyes eroded 

into the peneplain allowing 100 feet for outwash in wain vallyes? What 
are the usual proofs of glaciation of a given area? If you went into the 
field near Wausau wouhd you find it as easy to use these?ac.<aPound Madison? 

H oughton end Calumuct, Michigan 
Text ppe 543-544. hiap mounted on clota frou Prof. Paper 154. Geological 
map of Lake Superior Region, 1935. Map of structure of Lake Superior Region 
Hake a s@all sketch without too much exaggeration of vertical scele showing 

geologic structure of Keweenaw Feninsula. Account for the escarpment 
just west of Lake Linden. Follow it ecross all the waps. Why not as 

ea well «arked everywhere? Why do rocks northwest of the escarpacnt make 

hogbacks? Locate definitely a good example of one. Account for the 
valley across the ridge which forms the present water route across the 

peninsula. Use map of glacial lakes to locate the highest glacial leko 
shoreline. How does land below this level differ in topography from that 

above? ‘whet is origin of “heal Kate? 

Brainerd, kiinn. Sec gleciel wap of Ue. S. also text pr. 544-551 
Woulu this aap be in Superior Upland if we followed Fennewan's tentative 
coundery? account for topogrephy in (ea) area SE of Brainerd, (bo) Nis part 

of wap, and (c) NB of Woodrow. 

Superior and Duluth, Wis- ilinnesota. Text p,. 551-552 and other maps of 
Lake Superior Regione Drew a sketch cross section to show. geologic struc- 
ture of this portion of tle Leke basine account for the escarpsents both 
northwest and southeast of the lowlend at Superior. account for (a) 

Minnesota Foint, (9) Manitou Falls, (c) vellcy of Nemadji River, (d) 
level land at Superior, (¢) curves in state boundary as here given. 

: See wap of narbor. What evidence demonstrates tilting of the lend since 
glaciation? Whet evidence dewoustates how high the waters of the glacial 
lake rese upon the land? Give meximus level of Lake Dulutha in this parte 

Yall map of pottom of Lake v.eriers See ober aaps of the region. 

Account for the pleteau on which apostle Islands lie. What is significance 

of the pecvlier topograpuy of tue east half of Lake Superior? 

‘ealtavood, Minn. 
account for the ridges on the NE shore of the leke. Have you seen any on 

the shores of the Madison lakes? If so where? 

Suauary. IR placing the boundary of Superior Upland on you map follow the 

revised location in Minnesota end NW. wisconsin. Show also (a) area 
underlain by Lake Superior sandstone in dota, (b) area submerged by Lake 
Duluth’ (Keweenaw Foint west), (c) wisconsin tersinel uoraine, (d) border 
of drift outside of moraine once thought to be old. In proper places - 
discuss why the boundary was revised and compare topography of massive, 

banded and soft bed rocks. also discuss difficulty of locating province 

youndary as well as origin of Luke ou,erior basin.



5 : GEOLOGY 130 
: PHYSIOGRatHY OF BASTLKK UNITED STATES 

Laboraotry questiois, Goastal Flain, edition 1945-46 

Embayed Section. 
Caap Mills, B Y. loll map of Long Island 
Read the parts of legend on back of unmounted copy which apjly. Account 
for (a) the two woraines, (b) pitted outwash between the moraines near 
Old Westoury, (c) plain south of outer moraine, (d) bays on N» shore 
(text pp. 19-21), te Long Beach, (f) swamp inside of Long Beaches 
Draw a sketch siaplified from that in text showing (a) Cretaccous cuesta, 

(>) moraines, (c) outwash plains. 

Sandy Hook, New Jersey, block daiagraa, and geological wap. 

account for the highlends of Navesink ana for the shape of Sandy hook 

Occan City, Md.-Del. Account for (a) the form and location of the beach, 

(>) dotted areas on veach, (c) processes now going on in lagoons. In 
what direction did sea level last cihunge or aid land move? 

: Choptank,; Md. Geological edition and Folio 182. Text pp. 24-34. 
= L,st in proper order the steys in physiographic history which ere shown 

by evidence on this wap only. 

East Gulf Flain section. 
Vicksburg, liiss.v To what sectic ‘.es the west half belong? Considering 
the “cycle of erosion" to wiat gttgos do the e.st and west parts of map 
celong? What difficulty in mekaug che comparison? Account for junction 

: of Yazoo and Mississippi Kivors nere instead of farther north. ( Text p. 91). 
Account for stategic importance of Vicksburg during the Civil Nur. Account 
for Centennial Lake. What does the nawe suggest as to its agee Note 

atteapt to cut off this bend during the Civil \er. 

Sea Island section. 
diken, 5. C. 
Find underlying formations as shown on geological way of U. Se In what 
division of the section is this wap. Suggest possivle moues of origin 
for the depressions on the upland. Account for flat valley floors. I, 

Wr what part of cycle of erosion is this area? 

\ Florida section. 
Tsala Apopka,’ Florida. See text p. 47. Account for (a 9 the very rough 
topography of the western part of map and (b) the more level NE part. 

é Mf ssissippi alluvial pidin section. 

Réelfoot Make, Tenn. Text pp. 85-87 
: Account for (2) the leke, (b) high area north of Tiptonville, (c) greater 

effect of earthquake on the floodplain than on adjacent uplands. ‘. 

_ West Gulf Plain section 
Eldorado,’ Ark. ‘Text pp. 100-109 What ere underlying formations? In what 

stage of erosion cycle is this erea? Account for flet swampy valley bottoms , 3 

Find what subdivision of section is shown here. — 
/ 

Adaicks,”’Tex. Text pp. 112-114 What is underlying formetion? Whet 
is the subdivision of the section? What atage in cycle of erosion? 
Suggest possible modes of origin of the depressions. Note the contour 

interval.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAFhY OF EASTLKN UNITED STaTLS 

Laboratory questions, Fiedmont Flateau, Edition, 1945-46 

f Gastonia, N. C. 
Find from geological map of U. S. the different kinds of bed rock in this 
area. Vihat does nature of bed rock show as to original topography? 
What features of the map suggest that this area was a peneplain prior to 
the last uplift? Give two possible explnations of the dendritic drainage. 
Find some s treums which appear to have had their courses influenced by 
nature of rock. Name them. Draw a cross section of part of the urea 
to show reletion of present valleys to restored peneplain surface. 

Elkton-.ilmington Folio No. 211. 
Read sections on Physiogrephic Divisions, Surface Features und Geologic 
history which apply to the Piedmont. Study cross section on pe 15 of folio 
(note errors in its legend end make proper correction). “hem compare slope 
in feet per mile of (&) surfece beneath Coastal Flain end (b) exposed 
uplend of the Picdiaont. Explain reason for difference. (text pe 126) 

ay warm Springs, Ga. anu geological map of Georgia. 

Find the geological forsiationse account for the mountains end for course 
of Flint River. account for the occurence of pitches of unmapped Tertiary 
gravel on the swmnits of the mountsing. Do you find evidence of an 
uplund peneplain at lower levels? Explain. 

Dadeville, la. 
Find bed rock form.tions of this areas What is its relation to the Fell Line? 
account for course of Tellapoosa Kiver end for the drainage puttern. Do 
you find evidence of a Fiedmont péneplain? Explain. 

Talking Kock, Ga. and geological map of Georgia. 
Text pl.te III shows physiographic provinces here present. Whet reletion 
do the boundarics between them heve to bed rock geology? What are the 

b ed rock formetions? How do they -, '..%i affect topography? Name a 
notable instance of tuis. account for the entrenched meanders end for the 
steep velley sidess Text p. 134. What eivdence suggests a former peneplain ? 

, Fassiae NeJe-h.¥. block diaere s enu geologic sup of Ne Jes Folio 157. 

See also text py. 145-152. 
what significance is attached to the straight border of the hills in N. corner? 
what evidence is appealed to in oruer to demonstriute a former peneplain 
whose level was thet of the riuge tops? What geological significance is 

; atteched to neawe of the village of Short Hills? account for the gaps 
in some of the ridges of dinbase end for the lack of streauas in some of them « 
Draw a cross section showing bed rock geology obteining uate from section 

on geological map of Ne J. 

Sua.ery. In you swamery ciscuss in proper places(use former outline) 
(«) rezsons for and against making the New Jersey area cf Triassic a separate 
physiographic Lrovince, (b) three possible methous of origin of the relatively 

even uplanu of the Fiedmont, anu (c) evidence of burial of the entire area 
' by the sediments of the Voestal Flaine Fiace on map of U. S. (a) areas 

of Triassic rocks, (b) name Trenton Prong, (c) terminel moraine, and (a) 
boruer of glaciated area.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGKAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Blue HKidge, Edition 1945-46 

Refer to geological map of U. S. and to maps of such states as ame available. 
Folios can be consulted in library or drawn for duration of period only. 
air views of the Blue Ridge are found in Geogr. Review, 29: 565, figs. 7, 8. ‘ 

Fisgah, NC-SC See Folio 147 

Note difference in level of the Fre: ch Borad ans South Saluda valleys and 
account for it. What is the drainage pattern? Wheat evidence can you find 

5 of past drainage changes? Why did they occur? 

Mt. Mitchell, NC-Tenne See Folio 124 

Mt. Mitchell is the highest mountain of the province. What kind of rock 
is found in it? Whet are two phenomena which devermine relative rate of 

weathering of the bed rocks?( See Text pe 176 end class notes)e 

Using the place names on the map what can you tell of the outlines of the 
mountains? What significance have the broad valleys within the mountains? 

- What is probeble explan:tion of the entrenched meanders on this map? 

Antietam, Vae-Md. See geological map of Virginia. 
Whet kind of rock makes up the three promnent ridges? the valheys? 
Can you fina any relation between entrenched meanders and the belts of herd 

rock? Explain. 

Fairfield, Fa. Folio 225 
What geological phenomenon is related to the line between Blue Ridge and 
Gettysburg plein? Whet kind of rock underlies each? What kind of rock 
makes uj the highest ridges? ‘shat phenomenon on these ridges mey indicete that 
their crests were once pert of a regional lowland? See structure sections 
to see if position of layers might cause a different interpretation. Could 

~ the explanation given for Happy Hill, Wisconsin also be used here? Explain. 

Saluda, NC-SC Drew a profile with vertical sczle not less than 1 inch = 

2000 feet from hendersonville to Columbus. On this uistinguish three 

oR distint levels. Whit heve these been termed, (text pp. 179-182) Put 

neme on each. Cen you find evicence of a northwesterly shift of the divide? 

. Explain why such night occur. (text ,. 191). 

Summary on usual outline. Pay psrticular attention in proper paragraph to 

the several hypotheses of origin of Blue Ridge esceryment (text py. 162, 186- 

194). Use diagrams to help exjlain these out be sure to mention each one 

in the text as well. Defer the problem of water gaps to report on Ridge cnd 

Valley province. Explein the drainege pattern and texture in proper place. 

Also why small gullies fori in weethered meterials.



GEOLOGY 130 
FHYSIOGRAFhY OF EASTEKN UNITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Ridge and Valley, Edition 1945-46 

Be sure to refer to geological maps and to models on stairs. Also air views 
in Geerg. Rev. 29: 566-576 on reserve shelf. 

Chattanooga, Tenn. and Folio 6. e : 
Why has the course of Tennessee Kiver as shown on this map attraced so much 
attention? State the two hypotheses which have been advanced to Account for it. 
Do not discuss their reletive merits except in your Summary. (Text, pp. 276-277) 

Delaware Watergap, edition 1922. 

Read legend on back. Study the cross section and tell the nature of the 
evidence formerly used to d“sonstrate that several cycles of erosion 

have occurfed in this area. Keserve comment on merits of this idea to your 

Summary, ‘Now did they try to give geological dates to these surfaces? 

Greenland Gsp, W. Va., and geological map of west Virginia. See also 
air views both cited above and in Von Engeln¥ Geomorphology; p.328. 
Draw a cross section with SAME VERTICAL aND HOhIZAONTAL SCaLES from 

Sted NW corner of map across the major ridgeee Show the geological formetions 

which cause each of the ridges. 

Natural Bridge Special, Va and geological map of Virginia. 
In whet kind of rock is the Bridge? ‘+t has been explained as a leak through 
a meander, as & survival of capture of a longitudinal stream via a cavern, é 
end as a leak below falls. Give your opinion of merits of these three 
rival hypotheses. Whet other physiographic province is shown on this map? 

Harrisburg and New Bloomfield, Pa. Geological sap of Pennsylvania. 
Draw a cross section at right angles to ridges Nw from Heckert Gep. 
USE SAME VEKTICAL «ND HORIZONTAL SCALES end explain why you hive to. 
Show the geolizical formetions which account for each of the ridges. 
What name is applied to the streans between the ridges? 

Hollidaysburg, Fa. Geological map of Pennsylvania. 
Sa Account for Loop Mountain illustrating its origin by means of an Boi 

we cross section just north of McKee Gap. Show the formation which makes the ridge. 

Account for Tussey Mt» 

Sunmarye Use the standurd outline. Include under Topography diagrams of 

monoclinal, synclinal and anticlinal mountains. Explain how you distinguish 

an anticline from a syncline on the contour map. Include pitching folds. | 

Use your class notes to write up history including (a) explantions of both ; 

water end wind gaps, (b) evidence for an against records of a number of partial 
cycles of erosion, and (c) efforts to date cycles of erosion, Fut on map of 

U. S, the terminal moraine und the border of the glaciated area continuing 

both across adjacent provinces.



GEOLOGY 130 
FHYSIOGhArHY OF EASTERN UNITED STaTES 

Laboratory questions, appalachian Fleteaus, edition 1945-46 

For aerial views see Geogr. Rev. 29: 577-584, 1939 

Foxburg, Fa, topogreyly and edition slowing structure; Folio 178. 3 
' Kew is geologic structure shown? Study carefully the level of the highest hills 

in relation to rock structuree Stute wict it is. Then comere tke aerits of two 

explantions of tiis facte (Text pp. 250-293) In whut stege of erosion cycle is 
this area now? Find the original or tyye locality of the Parker Strath. What 
iaight eccount for abandonment of old streai coursee Study text, ,p- 301-304, 317- 

319. Last list the events in ;hysic.raphic history which sey be read frou the 

legend of this ma, with no inforimetion from other districts. Was this area 

glaciated? 

Watkins Glen, N. Y. Folio 169 Text pp. 313-319 
Locate definitely good examples of the three tyjes of to,ography uescribed in 
class, also valley filled by outwash, end a hanging valley. Keserve discussion 

to your sumuary. 

= Katterskill, N. W. Block dixgraa of this area is found in Guidebook 9A of 

16th Internutional Geological bongress. also see text, 11. 204-206, 319-323. 
What physiographic jrovinces occur within this map? What evidence shown here 
demonstrates that the divide between drainage to Nw. end thet to E. is shiftling? 

“what could bring about such « condition? Illustrite changes with diagraus. 

Davis, We Vae Geological map of \.est Virginia. 

What reletion has the alaost enclosed Cannan Valley tc geological structure? 

Illustrate your answer with « sketch cross section. Do not forget the low hills 

in center of the valley. Shcw the resistant formetionse 

Randolph, Ns Y. Lobeck, Kanubook of wllegheny State Fark. 
Can you find the border of the glaciated area reflected in topography. Explain 

how ana check with glecial mer on wall. See text, pe 317 for explanation of 

drainage changes outside glacisted erea which leu to foruetion of allegheny kh. 
How is old course found? Trece outwash fro: terminal aoraine into the ,resent 

valleye Do you find any evicence of an cluer enu higher outwash filling? 

3 Locate exanjles uefinitely. 

Summary. Include in ;roper jlece a stateuent as tc the primary cause of 
preservation of the Fleteau whereas the seue formations were eroded farther west. 

&lso discuss the problea in deuonstrating evidences of successive upliits 
; comared to the same in the Kidge and Valley ,;rovince. 2I1ls0 include discussion : 

of four ;rocesses which cooperated in making the glaciated youthful Finger Lake 
type of valleys. “lso discuss the effects of glaciation outside the mxifk till 

border. Has there been more than cne gleciation of part of the Flateau? 5 
State evidence and show on your may both the borders of Wisconsin anu of pre- 

Wisconsin drifts across the ;rovince (wall map. )



GEOLOGY 130 
FLYSIOGKALLY OF EASTERN UNIIED STATES 

Laboratory questions, New England, Edition 1945-46 

Eatport, Me., geological ana structure maps; Folio 192. 
whet relation does topography have to geologic structure? To direction 
of glacial motion? List in order the events since continental glaciation 

proved by this sap alone. 

hartford, Ct. Wall map of Connecticut showing glacial geology. 
Explain two explanetions whick have becn offered for the terraces. 
Texte Epe 373-375, 366-391; Connecticut Geological Survey Bull. 47, 

Pre 19-27 

Passadumkeag, Mce; glacial wap of Maine. 
Draw a sketch of the quadrangle showing the eskers. What origin is 
given fer such eskers? 

Hawley, Mass-Vt. 

What evidence does tiis map show of a rejuvinetion of erosion? 
Illustrate by a sketch cross section showing the restored and preserved 
pre-uplift surface. how much relief did this surface have? 

Sumsary as usual. Discuss in proper place (a) why New “ngland is made 
a@ separate province and (b) problem of scarcity of recessional moraines 
including evidence of local glaciation, 

GECLOGY 130 
FLYSIOGHaLhY OF EASTERN UbITED STATES 

Laboratory questions, Adirondacks, Edition 1945-46 

Lake Placid, Kk. Y. Good pictures of area found in N. Y. State Mus. 

Bull. 193 (librery) 
Account for the shapes of the mountains. Locate exauples of drainage 

changes (text. 34. 398-407); of local glacietion. : 

Elizabethtown, WN. Y. 
— account for the rectangular pattorn of valleys shown in SW part of map. 

Locate exenples of local ,leciation (text, ¢}.. 408-409) 

Lowville, Ns YL Text, 4,4 325-326, 395-356, 4068407. 
account for ti.c areas whith tontain kettics in E part of may. Compare 
shapes of hills here which rise above general level with thet of the 
hills west of Black Kivere Explein the difference. The valley of 
Black River hes been thought to have contained a marginal lake during 

the melting of the last glecier. Give an alternative view. 

Suaary as usual. lLiake it briof for such a small area but include 

the alternutive views on origin of the Adirondack skyline. Kay's 
ideas can be found in Geol. Soc. America. Bull. 53, pe 1618, 1942.



GZOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAFHY OF haSTLKN UNITED STaTES 

: Laboratory questions, Interior Low Flatcau, kdition 1945-46 

Greenbrier, Tenn. Geological map of Tennessee. 
: account for the escarpment north and west of Nashville. (Text, ppe 

415-419, 431-434) \nen could the meanders of Cumberland Hiver have 

first been forzicd? 

Georgetown, Ky. Geological map of Kentucky, 1929 

. account for topogrephy of ridge tops. (Text ;4. 427-431) Does the 
cross section of ridges prove that thc country was once e peneplain? 
Discuss alternative views. What bearing do meandering streams have 
on this problem? 

Cub Kun, Ky. Yeological ep of Kentucky. 
Text pee 445-448. Account for the shape of velley of Nolin River. 
What causes the ujland in NW part of map (give geological nae of 
forsation)? ‘Why ure there sinkholw in E part of map? 

Hollow Springs, Ky. Geological map of Kentucky. 
Texte ppe 415-419. Account for the Ilateau of the Barrens including 
origin of the name. 

Vienna, Ill. Geological wa, of U. 5. 
‘ account for the several cuestas which cross the area. Why are they 

not continuous? ‘hut geological formetion causes the highest one? 
Whut is origin of wide valley from Karnak east through Kermet? 

(Text, ¢. 90). 

Sumaary us usual. Be sure to show on your nap the boundary of the 
Shawnee hills which is not in the text vooke Where do you find it? 
Your may sust be completed and hanced in with this exercise. It must 
include bounuaries of all provinces ana sections as well as location 

: of every quadrangle studied in laboratory. all written work :nust be 
ia lon, enough vefore the ?inel exam so that it can be graded and ; 

returned on the day before the exam
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF ZAST-RN UNITED STATES 
Review questions, first semester 1939-40 : 

These questions are for review study and contain many which have been used in 

examination cuestions, Future ex-mination questions may be drawn from them but 

will nften be worded differently. Study these questions in connection with your 

text, the maps in its back, the Lobeck's diagrams of the U. S., and the geol- 

ogical map of the U. S. Be sure you understand YHY changes were made in class 

from interpretations in text. 

Questions for majors in geography or geolosy or graduates. 

1. Discuss with diagrams three possible explanations of the leval uplands and 

terraces of the Baraboo Range, Wisconsin. 
2. Discuss three different interpretations of the unlands of the Driftless 

Area excluding the Baraboo Ranges 

i EXplain relation of besins of the Great Lakes ta bed rock 

« Explain three hypotheses of origins of basins of Great Lakes giving »voints 

for and against each. 

5. Describe structure and physiographic history of Wiehita and Arbuckle Mts., 
— Oklahoma. 

6. Discuss three theories of the orizin of the Carolina "Bays". 
7. Describe and account for four different tyoes of topography found in 

Baraboo quartzite, Wisconsin. 
8. List four possible explanations of water gaps in Ridge and Valley provinces, 

illustrate each with diagrams and list briefly points for and against each. 

9. List five possible explanations of location and form of Blue Ridge escarp- 

= ments Illustrate each with diagram and list briefly points for and against 
eache : 

10. List briefly four criteria used to demonst~ate former peneplapation of a given 

area at more than one time; discuss »oints for and against each considering 

both regions of horizontal and folded bed rocks. 

1l, Discuss course of Tennessee River explaining why it has attracted so much 

. interest, : 
12. Discuss "stream piracy" and "stream adjustment" including effect of sub- 

terranean drainage. - 

13. Discuss significance of “en trenched meanders" and compare them with other 
as meanderse 

14. Explain by means of diag-ams the effect of normal faulting on form of a 

ridge caused by an inclined resistant layer. : 

15- Give and discuss fully three interpretations of the origin of the New England 
upland. 

16. Discuss two interpretations of the drift terraces of Connecticut Valley. 
17. Discuss, evidences for and against the presence of remnants of many partial 

penepl@pations in Ridge and Valley and New England provinces, 
18. Discuss the problem of the Pleistocene terraces of the Coastal Plain. 
19. Discuss four explanations of the youthful glaciated valleys of Appalachian 

Plateaus. 
20. Outline in parallel column in proper orcer the facts and their interpretations 

which demonstrate the physiogravhic history at any specific locality visited 

on field trips or studied in laboratory. 

‘. Discuss explanations of slight development of recessional moraines in New 

England. 
22, Explain relation of erosion sur’aces formed in Piedmont including discussion 

of origin of Piedmont Upland. ; 
25. Explain origin of limestone caverns including their topographic effects.



mies 

24, Discuss problem of attaching geclogic dates to peneplains. 

25. Discuss briefly the origin of submarine canyons and river channels of 

Atlantic Coast. 
~ . Questions for undergratuate non-majors. 

26. Define in simple terms all of provinces studied giving their essential 

features in a single short sentence. 
27. Trace the boundaries, i.e. escarpments, rock contacts, etc. of each 

physiographic province studied... 
28. Tell where the severd ved rock formations vere seen on field trip. 

29, Explain differences between "constructional" and "destructional" land forms 

giving examples of each. 

30. Account for nonzlaction of part of Driftless Section; exolain why some 

glaciated territory is included in this section. 

31. Describe vdghdaries, geology end topograshy of each major section of cent~al 

lowland aft two pages each.) 
32. What kin’s of drift are found in the Driftless Section? Explain. 

33. Give oroofs of former higher levels of Great Lakes and of earth movements 

since then. 
34, What effect has chenges in outlets of the Great Lakes had on Niagara Falls? 

Sie: Locate the different outlets, 

35. Explain origin of cuesta, vale, hogback, inner lowland, terminal moraine, 

outwash giving examples of each in Central Lowland. 

36. Explain origin of consequent, subsecuent, superimnosed, antecedant streams : 

giving examoles of each. bral“) 
37. With regcard ¢6 Osace Section, explain relation between structure and geolegye / 
38. Account for direction of major streams of Osage Section. ; 

39. What effect has wind work had in topogvaphy of Central Lowland--locate 

examples. 
uO. Compare "texture" of drainage in Baraboo ouartzite and adjacent soft rocks. 

Explain anc. locete other examoles. 

41, Deseribe ent account for rapids and falls in Driftless Section. 
42, Describe and account for differenc= between Greet Lakes and Till Plains 

sections, 

43, What evidences indicate extensive <lacial erosion of bed rock in Great Lakes 

Section. 
ul Deserive and account for land forms of southern Till Plains in Illinois. 

ss 45. Describe, account for, and show with dizgrams different land forms of Central 

Lowland classifying into destructional and constructional. 
46, Locate and account for Coteau des Prairiss. 
47. Show by cross section the border between Central Lowland and Superior Upland. 
48, Describe an® account for the land forms of the Swoerior Upland classifying 

them into destructional and constructional. 
4g. What three major divisions can the bed rocks of Superior Upland be dévided? 

Describe tonography of each, giving an illustration. 

50. Describe and account for different ‘xinds of lakes found in Superior Upland. 
51. Outline with diag-ams the physiogr@phic history of Superior Up land. 

5e. Outline with diag-ams physiographic history of Baraboo district. 
53. Explain effect of glaciation on toposraphy of Svverior Upland--and Driftless 

Section of Cent-al Lowland. 
54, Locate, describe and account for land forms seen on field trin. 
1. Describe boundaries, geology, and topography of each of the several sections 

of Coastal Plain. 
5€. Illustrate with diagrams physiographic history of Coastal Plain. 
57. Ist and account for different types of (a) lakes and swamps (b) shore features 

found in Coastal Plain. 
3%.» Locate and account for land forms in Coastal Plain due to wave action, river 

erosion, submergence, earthcuakes, intrusions, solution, wind work, coral
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59. Outline with diagrams the shysiograshic history of Piedmont. 
60. Account for drainage pattern of Piedmont giving more than one explanation. 

61. Account for drainage of southern Blue Ridge. 

62. What indicates drainage changes on eastern side of Blue Ridge Province? 
63. What two major divisions of bed rocks in Piedmont? Compare topography of each. 
64, List and account for land forms of the Piedmont. 
65. What kinds of bed rock of Ridge and Valley are most resistant. Name several 

formations which are ridge-makers. 
66, What topog-aphic criteria show an anticline, a syncline,direction of dip of 

_ Jdayer--use diagrams. 
67. Exlain with diagrams anticline, anticlinal mountain, syncline, synclinal 

mountain, monocline, monoclinal mountain, thrust fault, normal fault, "window", 

pitch of fold, 
68. Using diagrams, outline physiogra hic history of Ridge and Valley Province. 
69. Account for longitudinal and transverce streamgff Ridge and Valley Province. 

70. Discuss significance of even ridge crests and overlap of Coastal Plain on 
history of Ridge and Valley Province. 

Jl. Why is it more difficult to distinguish old erosion levels in Appalachian 

Plateau than in Ridge and Valley Province. 
“~~ 72. Why does Appalachian Plateau average higher elevation than the adjacent Ridge 

and Valley Province. 
73- Explain elevation and drainage of Catskill Mountains, . 

74. Discuss effects of glaciation on drainage of Appalachian Plateau both insode 

and outside glaciated area. 
75» Discuss relation of Appalachian Plateau to bed rock character and structure. 
76. State evidences for and against regional peneplaination of Apoalachian Plateau . 
77. In Appalachian Plateau, locate examples of topog-aphy due to glacial deposition, 

glacial erosion, stream capture, anticlinal fold, synclinal basin, synclinal 

valley, sandstone escaroment, hanging valley, ridge due to thrust 

fault. 
78. Explain theory of regional guperposition of drainage in Ridge and Valley 

Province. 

79. What evidences positively prove former peneplaination of Ridge and Valley 

Province. 
80. Contrast shore lines of eastern Florida and delta of the Mississippi River. 
81. Discuss the drainage phenomerenof Mohavk Valley in relation to bed rocks and 

glacial lakes. : 
62. State reasons for separating New Englanc from hard rock povinces to south. 

_ 83. Account for the stony soil of New England citing other instances of same 

phenomenone 

84, Locate in New England examples of local or alpine glaciation, “drimtins, 

ice-contact terraces, trap rock ridges, superimposed stream, eskers, granite 
mountains, monadnock, limestone vallev, Triassic rocks, glacial lake bed. 

85. Account for the shoreline of New Enzland. 

6. Account for Long Island, Marthas Vineyard, Nantucket, Cane Cod, Georges Bank, 

Gulf of Maine. 
87. List and account for land forms of New England. : 

38. Discuss geology, structure, and topography of the three princival mountain 

districts of New England. 
89. Compare Reading Prong and northern Blue Ridge. 

‘>: What physiozraphic evidence demonstrates a fault in South East side of 
Reading Prong. 

jt. Explain two hypotheses of manner of ice retreat in New Enzland. 

32, What indicates the forrer mesence of local glaciers in New England? Where 

ise are the same phenomena found in eastern U. 5S. ? 
°%, What significance may be attached to the absence, of recessional moraines in 

New England?
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fue What demonstrates relatively recent uplift of New England including post- 

/ glacial uplift? 
-—"95. Why did the continents1 ice sheet last longest in valleys of New England 

___—— rather than on uplands? 

396. Account for trellis drainage contrasting requisite conditions with those 
leading to dendritic drainage and giving examples of both tynes. 

97 Compare contact of hard rock of Ad ondactks and of Wisconsin with adjacent 

‘.3% softsrocks. 
98. Account for drainage pattern of southeastern Adirondacks. 

99. Discuss glacial history of Adirondacks. 

100. Discuss geology and topography of St. Lawrence Valley in U. S. 
101, Why are Adirondacks made a separate province? 
102, Distinguish between "fault scaros" and “fault-line scarps" in Adirondacks. 
103. Account for course of Black River on Southwest side of Adirondacks. 

104, Outline with diagram, physiogravhic history of Adirondacks. 

105. Explain two processes which led to est ee omtain tons of Adirondacks and 
compare with topography of Blue Ridze. 

106. Locate in Adirondacks land forms due to faulting, moraine blocking, ice 

se scour , peneplaination, marzinal ice drainage, glacial lake, outwash, local 
glaciers. 

107. Illustrate topograohy of Interior Low Pleteau by geologic cross section 

from West to East throuzh Nashville Done. 
103. Explain reasons for separating Interior Low Plateau from adjacent provinces. 
109. Discuss geology and structure of each section of Interior Low Plateau using 

geologic sections. 

110. Where in Interior Lov Plateau are caverns most numerous--why? 
lll. Describe the topographic cycle in limestone. 

112. Account for the lowlands in Interior Low Pl-teau where strate were raised 
highest. 

113. Explain effect of glaciation gn tovography of Interior Low Platgau. 

114, Account for entrenched meanders of Interior Low Plateau and the, Significance 

in physiographic history. of which A“ 

115. Be prepared to complete sentences cachgstates a fact of physiographic history 

by giving the principal definite »roof. Examples are: 
The land at (a point of mown elevation) has been uplifted at least. 
feet. 

: The Superior Upland was peneplained before adjacent soft rocks were 

Geposi Ved: DeCamp ea cer en 

The Superior Upland was once buried by soft rocks becayge 

| EPO ee RE RE Ne en =e a Pet te ee en eee a eee RE te a et 

New England was reduced to a peneplain becagge 
a ate eek a ie ene eee 
The hard rock surface buried under the @oastal Plain is not the Piedmont 

“WUpland because Eee 

ee resend creep inen aeemeeoens nena ceomseasensiensssten nossa canes OAS essen SannnenaNGaNNSTe Lett A ~ senipesaingemaesisinceneecenieomene: be teste 

The Highland Rim Upland may be accounted for either by uu 

Pee erent op gine emer rte acorns eee Cee 
Etc., etce : 

iif, Be prepared to locate as definitely as possible and account for typical examples 
of land forms either seen en field trip or studied in class or laboratory, 

Such are Rib Hill, Kegeena® Point, Ableman Narrows, Shawnee Hills, fhe Knobs, 
Mt. Mitchell, Mt, Washington, Reading Prong, Highland Rim, Teays Valley, Finger 
Lakes, Allegheny River, Mohawk Walley, Bdack Belt, Cheasapeake Bay, Lake 

Pontchartrain, Reelfoot Lake, etc.
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117. Draw generalized geologic section showing physiographic features from 

Wausau, Wisconsin east through Sturgeon Bay to Ontarie. 

118. Same from Charleston, South Carolina northwest to Cairo, Illinois. 
119. Same from east end of Lake Ontario east to Mt. Desert Island, Maine, 
120. Same from southeast corner of Kansas northwest to Salina, Kansas. 
121. Same from Tuscaloosa, Alabame, southwest through New Orleans to the Gulf. 
122, Same from Wichita Falls, Texas, southeast to the Gulf. 
123. Account for Crowley's Ridge. 
124, Account for Yazoo River and locate other examples of the same phenomena. 

125. Account for suggested change in western border of Superior Upland.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Bxtra readings for all graduates and 

for nejors in geology and geography. 

Edition of 1940-41. 

These readings cither present discussion of subjects inadequately treated 

in the text or aro more recont than the text. ‘hoy are the basis for class dis- 

cussion and will help groatly in following such. Exam questions for graduates 

and majors will involve an understending of these problems, and those references. 

_ See also Lobeck, A, K., Geonorphology, 1939, for land forms and discussion 

of their origin, (ase tho index), and Atwood, W. W., Physiographic Provinces of 

U.S., 1940. All these books mre on reserve shelf in library. Please report 

eny which ore missing both to librarian and instructor. 

Ss 

Central Lowland, Bast 

= MaecClintock, Poul, Physiogrephic divisions of the area covered by the I11li- 

noian drift-sheet in southern Illinois; Illinois Geol. Survey, Rept. 

: Investigations, No. 19, pt. 1, 1929. 

Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. ond 
yot. Hist. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 1-366, 1932. 

Shepard, F. P., Origin of the Grent Lakes Basins: Jour, Geology, vol. 45, 
pp. 76-88, 1937. 

See also references for field trips, 

Central Lowland, West. 

Moore, R. C., The relation of momtain folding to the oil and gas fields 

of southern Oklahoma: Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 5, pp. 32-48, 
—" 1921 (for structure of Arbuckles and Wichitas). 

Tomlinson, C, W., Tho Pennsylvanian systom in the Ardmore basin; Oklahoma 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 46, pp. 47-66, 1929. 

Koy, G. F. and Apfel, EH. T., The pre-Illinoion Pleistocene geology of Iowa: 

Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 34, pp. 16-69, 1929. 

Superior Upland 

Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography and Pleistocene of Lake Superior region: 

U. S. Geol. Survey, Men. 52, pp. 85-116, 427-459., 1911. 

Martin, Lawrence, Physical geography of Wisconsin: Wisconsin Geol. and Nat, 
Ris'. Survey, Bull. 36, pp. 367-479, 1932. 

Thwaites. F. T., Glacial Geology of part of Vilas Comty, Wisconsin: 

* Wisconsin Acad. Sci., Trans., vol. 24, pp. 225-228. 1929. 

Thwaites, F, T., Kansas Geol. Society Ninth Ann. Field Conference Guide Book 

pp. 109~125, 1929,
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Sce also references for field trips. 

Coastal Plain 

Cooke, C. W., and Melton, F, As, Discussion of the origin of the supposed 
neteorite scars of South Carolina; Jour. Geology, vol. 42, pp. 88-104, 

1934, 

Ewing, Maur ie and others, Geophysical investigations in the coastal plain; 
Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 48, pp. 753-812, 1937; vol. 50, pp. 
257-296, 1939. 

Prouty, W. F., "Carolina Bays" and elliptical lake basins: Jour. Geology, 

vol, 43, pp. 200-207, 1935. 

McCarthy, G. R., The Carolina Bays: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 48, pp. 

1211-1226, 1937. 

Fisk, H. N., Depositional terrace slopes in Louisiana: Jour. Geomorphology, 

: vol. 2, pp. 181-200, 1939. 

Russell, R. J., Louisiana stream patterns: Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 

23, pp. 1199-1227, 1939. 

Piednont 

Basconb, Florence, Oycles of erosion in the Piednont province of Pennsylvania: 

Jour. Geol., vol. 29, pp. 540-559, 1921. 

Blue Rydge i 

Wright, F, J,, The Byue Ridge of southern Virginia and western North Carolina; 

Denison Univ. Bull. Sci. Lab., vol. 22, pp. 116-132, 1927; The erosional 

history of the Blue Ridge: ibid, vol. 23, pp. 321-344, 1928: ‘The older 

Appalachians of the south: ibid, vol. 26, pp. 143-250, 1931. 

ss" Ridge and Valley 

Thompson, H. D., Drainage evolution in the southern Appalachians: Geol. Soc. 
America, Bull., vol. 50, pp. 1323-1356, 1939. 

Meyehoff, H. A. and Olmstead, BE. W., The origin of Appalachian drainage: An. 
Jour. Sci., 5th sor., vol. 32, pp. 21-42, 1936. 

Stose, G. W., Age of the Schooley peneplain: Am. Jour. Sci. (5th Ser.) 
Vol. 38, pp. 461-476, 1940. 

Mackin, J, H., The Origin of Appalachian drainage, a reply: Am. Jour. Sci., 
Sth Ser., vol. 36, pp. 26-53, 1938. 

Ashley, & H., Studios in Appalachian nountain’ sculpture: :Gool. Soo, An, 
Bull, vol. 46, pp. 1395-1436. 1935. 

Johnson, D, W. A theory of Appalachian geomorphic evolution: Jour. Geol., 
. vol. 39, pp. 497-508, 1931. 

Rich, J. L., A bird's eye cross section of the central Appalachian nountain: 
and plateau: Geogr. Review, Vol., 29, pp. 561-586, 1939.
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Appalachian Platoaus 

Cole, W. S., Dovolopment and structural control of erosion surfaccs: Jour, 

Geol., vol. 45, pp. 141-157, 1937; Rock structure and peneplain ex- 
pression: Jour. Geol., vol. 43, pp. 1049-1062, 1935. 

. Holmes, C. D., Glacial erosion in a dissected plateau: Am. Jour. Sci. 

Sth Ser., vol. 33, pp. 217-232, 1987. 

Tarr, R. S., Drainage features of central Now York: Geol. Soc. America, 
Bull., vol. 16, pp. 229-242, 1905; 

Foirchild, H. L., Seneca valley physiography ond glacial history: Geol, 
Soc. Anerica, Bull., vol. 45, pp. 1073-1110, 1934. 

Rich, J. L., Recognition and significance of multiple erosion surfaces: 

Geol. Soc. Americe, Bull., vol. 49, pp. 1695-1722, 1938. 

e Now England 

: Tarr, R. §., The peneplain: An. Geologist, vol. 21, pp. 351-370, 1898. 

Davis, W. M. The peneplain: An. Geologist, vol. 23, pp. 207-239, 1899. 

Adirondocks. : 

Miller, W. J,, ‘The Adirondack mountains; New York State Mus., Bull. 193, 

1917. (Pictures.) 

Interior Low Plateau 

Lobeck, 4. K., The geology and physiogrephy of the Mammoth Cave National 
Park, Kentucky, Geol. Survey, 1928. 

Dicken, S. N., Kentucky karst landscapes: Jour. Geol., vol. 43, pp. 708- 
: 728, 1935.
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; GEOLOGY 130 

FHYSIOGRAFhY OF EAST! KN UNITED ST.TES 
Review questions, first semester, 1945-46 

These questions are for review study. Many have been used in former examin= 
ations; future exaizinations may be taken from them although the wording will 
probably be different. Use wall maps in studying them. 

QUESTIONS for majors and graduates in GEOLOGY or GEOGKAFHY : 

1. Discuss origin of both uplands and terraces on Baraboo quartzite. 
~—2e Discuss the several theories of origin of uplands of Driftless Section 

outside the Baraboo Range. 
3-e Explain the several processes which formed the basins of the Great ‘Lakes. 

~ ‘4 Describe structure and physiographic history of arbuckle end wichita Mts. 
5. Discuss the several theories of origin of the Carolina "bays". 
6. Describe end account for the several types of topography found on the 

Baraboo quartzite and give localities where each was seen in field. 
Ye Discuss points for end against four distinct origins of water gaps. 
Be Discuss points for end aguinst five different hypotheses to explain the 

“ B lue Ridge escerpment. = 
9- Discuss evidences of forner pneplains which exist efter uplift and erosion 

with comments on validity. 
10. Discuss the problem of peneplein "stairways". 
11. Compare appliciability of evidence of zyeneplains in folded and korizonta) 

bed rocks. - 
12. Discuss relative merits of different explanations of course of Tennessee Re 
13. Discuss stream phracy and stream adjustisent including effects of under- 

ground drainage. 
14. Describe entrenched :asanders comparing them with floodplain meanders; 

diseuss significance of meendera in general. 
~—15. Explein by diagrams the topographic effects of faulting on ridge formed 

by a single inclined resistant layer. : 
16. Discuss the several explanations offered for the New “ngland upland. 

17. Discuss theories of the Connecticut Valley terraces. 

we Discuss the hypothesis th.t remnints of wany partial peneplains may be 
distinguished in Kidge and Valley and New “ngland ;royinces. 

Ge Discuss probleius of origin, discrimin.tion, and age of Coastal terraces. 
8.  Diseuss the several hypotheses of origin of Finger Lake type valleys. 
24. Outline in parallel colwans in proper order the FACTS end INTERPRETAIONS 

based on each which demonstrate the physiographic history of any specific 
locality visited on field trizps or studied in class or laboratory. 

22. Discuss explanations of the scarcity of recessional moraines in eastern U.S. 

23. Discuss crosion surfaces of Fiedmont Plateau compared with both surface 
beneath Coastal Plain and sumait of Blue Ridge. 

24. Explain origin of limestone cavernsincluding thet of natural bridges 

and other surfuce effects. 
25. Discuss the problem of attaching geologic dates to erosion surfaces. 
26s—Discuss-origin of subiarine canyons-and_river channels. 

QUESTIONS for non-=majors } Q 
1. Be able to define in sim le terms all of the provinces studied. 
2. Be able to describe the boundaries of each province in terms of escarpments, 

geological boundaries, ctc. 
3. List and describe characteristic topography of cach bed rock formation 

and Pleistocene deposit seen on field trip. ! 
~ 4 Explain "constructional" and “destructional" land forms giving examples. 

5. Exjplain difference between Driftless aree und Driftless Section. 

6. What kinds of drift occur in Driftless Section? in Driftless area? : 
Te Describe evidence of former high levels of Great Lakes. 

~ > Give evidence of postiacial wplift im Great wakes region. 

: & 

® 3 .



: REVIEW QUESTIONS...I, pe 2 
9. Discuss the different outlets from the Greet Lekes and their record at 

= Niugara Falls. 
10. Expluin end give examples of cuesta, hogback, vale (inner lowland), 

escarpuent, cndnoraine, interlobete :naoraince, druuwlins, outwash, ctc. 

ll. Exj,lain origin and give examples of conseqyint, subsequent, superimposed, 
antecedent, obsequent streanus. 

“12. Account for the courses of major streais of Osuge Sectione- 
12. Locete examles and describe effect cf wind on topography of Central Lowland. 

14. Discuss variation of texture of drainuge giving exasles. 
if, Describe and account for more then one type of falls and rapids in Driftless 

Secticn. 
i6. Describe end account for differences between topogreyhy of Great Lakes and 

Till Pluins sections. 
i7, Wheat evidences deaonstrete glacial erosion of bed reck in Central Lowland’ 

ae, Whes evidence shows tilting of earth's crust in NE U. 5.? 
44%. Describe and account for the several tyjes of land for.is of southern Till 

Fioins. 

20. Classify the typicel land forus of Central Lowland into constructional and 
erosional (destructional) giving eample of cach. Same for Superior Uylend. 

21. Locate and eccount for the Coteau des lrairies. 
mee Classify bed rocks of Sujertor U,land according to their effect on topogrerhy, 

Gescribe land forms on each giving exaaples. 
23. Glassify the different kinds of lakes according to origin fgound in 

any ,rovinces studies giving exauple of each. i 
24. Descibe the physiograjhic history of Baraboo range stating where evidence of 

each ste, is founds; sawe for Superior Upland. 
25. Describe effects of glaciation on topography of Central Lowand including 

Driftless Sections sane for Superior Upland. 

~_26. Outline stez;s in ;hysiogra,hic history of Voastul Flain giving proofs of 
each ste, 

2. Classify according to origin tle shore features of Coastal Flain giving 

en eéxanple of each. 
26. Locete and account for lend forus of Soestzl Flain due to different processes, 

including stream erosion, submergence, eerthquakes, intrueions, solution, 

coral growth, uplift, ctc. 

25. Outline the physiographic history of Fiedaont Flateau giving evidence of 

each step. 

30. What explanations could account for the observed drainage patterns of the 

Fiedaont Flateau giving their distribution. 
31. account for direction,: ‘ pattern, and texture of drainage of southern 

part of Blue Ridge ,revince. 
~32. account for the fine texture of soil erosion gullies in Plue kidge. 
S54 what evidence indicated instability of divide between Mississipi und atlantic 

drainege in southern Blue Ridge? 
4. &éccount for the difference in level of surfuce around headweters of Blue Ridge 

streais end Fiedmont Fleteau. 
35. Compare the topograzi.y of two major divisions of Fiedmont which are based on 

difference in bed rocks. 
36. List ane account for different tyjes of lanu foris in Fiuemont }leteau. 
37. Neuwe several of the resistant ty,es of bed rock which neke the ridges of 

the Kidge and Valley Frovince, 
38. Show with diegraws the to, ogra,Lic cpiterie of pitching anticlines, and 

synclines; be prejered to place structure on block di:grams. 
39. Ex,lain with uiagrais structural }henouene of hidge and Valley suck «s 

anticline, anticlinal mountain, syncline, synclinal mountein, menocline, 

ionoclinal wountain, thrust feult, noriual fault, window, pitch of fold. 

—40. Outline the simplest explanetion of Fhysiograjhic history of hidge and 
Vallcy ;rovince; what complications uo some insert in this history? 

DoAl.. Expleis origin anil ctenificence (more tas ots treary sf even yo ~ “ss
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42. account for the drainege syste:: gout Sredeics pattern of khidge end Valley. 

43. Compare the problew of finding recorus in topogrephy of pest uplifts in 
Kidge and Valley end in appalechian rletvau )} rovinces, 

44, bxplein why the «ppalachian tleteeu everages higher clvetion thin 
thet of hiuge and Velley } rovince. 

«45. «sxccount for preservation of weak recks on sowe of highest elevitions of 
ay} clachian Fleuteaus. 

46, account for the high .clevetion enu cruinese of Cutskill Mountains. 
47, Wheat effect did glacicticn hzeve on topogrephy of Allegheny ilitcau 

(6) within glaciated srea and (b) outside giaci:ted arcu? 
~ 48, whet relation uoes aypaluchian Iliuteau have to rock ch racter enu structure. 

45. Stbete evidence for end ugainst regione] pene,leini tion of #1, lachian 
a Flateau consicering different sections. 

— 500 Jocste vxauples in «,j,+lachian Flitcaus of gleciel deposition, glacial 
erosion, streaicepture, anticlinel szountain, anticlinel valley, 
sink holes through sanustcne, sanustone eseurp.uent, linestone escarpuent, 

hanging valley, riage along thrust fault, saonoclinal ridge, subsequent 

valley, cuesta, entrenced :icunuer, lake uue to glecisl outwash blocking, 

strea:; diversion uue tf cleciation, etc. 

—S5le Explain the theory of regione] supcryosition sf drainage in eastern U. S. 

52, Discuss eviuences of regionel j,ene,leination of hiuge ena Valley stating 

which cf thea ere pesitive procf of such. 
~ 53. Contrest processes which -auue the coust line in (ce) eastern Florida and 

(b) Mississippi Delta. 
_. 54. Discuss Mohawk Valley as to origin, bed rocks, and glacicl ;henomena. 

55. ULiscuss Tughill bleteau as to origin, bed rocks, anu glaciel jphenowena- 
56. Why is New énglend not included with other hard rock yrovinces to the Sa? 
S57. account for the stony soils of New fngland cowpering thea with scils of 
= Su,erior Upland. & 
58. Lovete gxauples in New “ngland of local (uline) glaciation, urwalins, 

ce=contact terraces, streai-cut terraces, riuges due to tra, rock, 
superi:yosed streaa valley, eskers, grenite ountains,aonadnock, 

aiaestone (:aurble) valley, Triassic rocks, glecicl leke bed, etc. 
59. Describe snd account for foru of shoreline of New “nglend. 

— 50, «ascsount fur Long Island, Nantucket, Marthas Vineyaurd, Ce,e Cod, Georges 
Ban, Gulf of Maine incluuing gecl. gic history uuring Fleistucene. 

61, List anu account for characteristic lend f vrs founc in each of ;roviuces 
i studied. 

poet Discuss Seology, structure, und tojoyraphy of the }rincipal iount:in 
er, districts of New Lnglend. 

—~63.° Liscuss ,colozy, structure and erosional history of heading Frong. 
64. Lxylain verious wethods or uianners of glaciz.l retreat as showin in eastern . 

U. Sey ieee nortal, stagnetion, constant sclting. ze 

65. Lescrive evidence of local or aljine glaciers in eastern U. 5. 
66. Coupare differunt exjisnetions of the sui.it levels of adirondacks. 
67. Describe ond account for draina¢ ,ettern of adirondacks. 
68. Discuss glacial history of «dirond:cks. 

—69. Discuss geology and toposraphy of St. Luwrence Valley in U. S. 
~—~70. «account for the rectensuler velleys of SE adirondacks. 

Jl. «ccount for valley of Black kiver on Nu side of adirondacks. 

72. Outline ,hysiozra,hic history of any ,.rovince thus fer studied. - 
—73. Describe outlines of siountains of adirondecks coajering the: with Blue 

hidse wounteins. account for observed for.is. 
14. Locete and exaw,le each in adirondecks of? fceult line scarp, a: rginel ice 

drainage, glucial leke, outwash, locel glacier, fells, valley along 

fault line, nunatak. 

15. Illustrate topography of Interior Low Plateau by a section E-w through 

Nashville Douwe. Show geological fcraations which determine *ovagreqhy. 
75. B@ycinin wiv Interior Gow Fleteau was sereratee from ediacon’ 

acon 

ss ®



REVIEW QUESTIONS Tj. 4 
71» Discuss each section of Interior Low Fl:teau using a cross section which 

shows inp,ortant geological for.uw.tions. 

_. 78. Discuss distribution and topogre;hic effects of limestone solution in 

Interior Low Fleteau; compere with kidge and Valley. = 

* 299. Discuss erosion cycle as developed in lisestone including last stages. 
80. Exj,lain effects of continental glaciation on toj,ograjhy of Interior Low 

Flateau. 
81. Discuss distribution and significancs of entrenched weanders in both 

Interior Low Ilateau and other provinces,’ 

82, Be ,repared to complete sentences giving the proof of each statnent such 
ast The land (at a given point on merine sedisents) has been uplifted 

at least so wany feet; The Superior Uj land was reduced to a yeneplain 
vefore---; New “ngland U,land may be regarded as a peneplain because-; 

Even skylines are poor proof of foruer pene; lains because, etc. etc. etn. 
83. Be ,repared to locate and ex;lain exuinles of verious land forss 

found in any province thus fer studied. 
84. Give geological nature of and eccount for origin of any of the well-known 

features studied in cless or on field trip such «as Kib Mountain, 
heading trong, Narrows of Narrows Creck, Teays Valley, etc. etc. etc. 
Localities will be chosen because they illustrite a ,;articuler jrocess. 

85. Be ;repared to illustrate relation of any jrovince to its neighbor at 
a given point by means of a tojogra,hic-zeologic cross section, 6 
exaaple, the overla, of the soft rocks of Central Lowlend onto the 
hard rocks of Superior Ujplend, wejor escarjuents, etc. etc.ctc. 

86. account for Crowleys hidge end associeted drainage jhenomena. 
87. J _stify a yroposed change in location of west border of Sujerior U;, land. 

—o0i Jistify @ ,ro.osed change in southern border of Driftless Section. 
85, , account for course of Yazoo hiver and other similer phenomena. 
90. | Compare shoreline of Embuyed Section of Coustel Flain with thet cf other 

: sections. 
91. Name, describe end locate an examle of several different types of 

glaeial and meltwater depositional tojyogrephy in any ,rovince. 
92. Deseribe and locete examples of gleciel erosional to,ograjhy in any }rovince 
93. Be prepered to give brief sumusricvs of geology and to,ogrejhy of any 

section of any province. 
$4. Contrast topography and land forms of Driftless area with thet of adjacent 

glaciated region. 
55. account for the definite boundary of Driftless Section on E. side. 

\9o. What significane on erosicnal history has the ,;resence of fresh weter 
to considerable dej;ths below sea level in Cogstal 1 lain? 

97, Compare topogra;hy of arcas of wisconsin drift with those of older 
glaciations; include soils. 

98. Discuss ;roblei: of seperation of Triussic Lowland as a seyarate j;rovince. 
95. Discuss ;roblem of ylacing the boundary of custal tlain in Texas. 
100. Discuss origin of wind gaps (more then one™method).
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Ee ee 
. Texts Tareas Fuyoiourephy of Eastern United States Pre ex - : i, ree! 3 3 

Put an cards Name; what pre-requisite offered; what major agli one ) - Ue. ¥, > 

Credits ( 5 required if offered eas science requirement) 

hours of lab to be fixed. start next week 4 hrs per week -4y aanaared, TTh 1% . dy 

needs paper; pencil, ruler or x-sec. paper ant too fine mesh 3 folder 

First assignments 449-463 ctjendar will be prepared 

Fuld Cup etinn nw £ 
Define physiography; geomorphology 

Rocks "sedimentary, igneous, metamorphic HARD SOFT : 

Unconsolidated or mantle rock Soils 

Structure or arrangement of rocks in earth | folds, faults : 2 ive 

Alterations: processes 

weathering s processes, climate, time * 

erosions processes, climate, time, cytt#e of erosion \ : 

: Result= surface forms,topography due to desetutetional processes ; 

. Topography due to constructional forces t 

se ae Glaciation . 

Uplift —— 

= a a : 

: Geologic column formations, mene? y dates 

38 PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES definition 

x Standardization of treatment E 

| | Definition eee e 

; | Boundaries by naturel features : : 

‘ | Geology, kind vs age J : 

: | 
: Topography, facts ; Py 

af : History, interpretation of origin of present surface, my 

oS . - Teas 3 
Sus ’ ¥ g38 

Fy is BS g abo” ae { : i Sie aK a ee x ae
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Central Lowland, East of Mississippi “iver \ 3 

; SAE ge : Meee - avoost) 
S Definitions area of relatively low elevation.and low relief |l : *% 

underlain by nearly horizontal soft sedimentary rocks i 

Boundaries : . 

E amd SEt from St. L. River to Ohio R. land rises abruptly 600 ; 

to 1000ft.; from there west follow edge of glacial drift 
where it affects preexisting topography 

Ss: land beeomes ouer—and bed—rock—ties further—betow-ycoungce 5 

Ws Mississippi i. excepting small parts’of Till Plains and 4 
Driftless sections ) W Yeu LH Ma. 5 

Ns: edge of pre-Cambrian hard rock area, generally much higher or eA 

what is nearly snes, edge of YOURE glacial drift 

Ge Geology 

\ ag? wt Glaciel drift with associated water deposits, (lake and stream) “ ; 

Ww young drift with marked constructionel features | Wew~ = 
Wold subdued or eroded drift (Dine ) () nar ake op 

Pennsylvanian 

shales ea some ss, 1s,and coal beds “f 

Pottsville(Saginaw) sandstone Se es 
Mississippian agizen) = pret 4 ohn DO z 

Chester, alternating ls, ss, sh, (very Local] \ aks 
"Mississippi lime", =r 

: ale (Coldwater) : i 
rshall sg/in Michigan ) ; 

\ ; 

Devonian t | 

: shale (Ohio end part of Antrim) y 
Traverse and Dundee iss ee 
Detroit Kiver*dolomite with salt 3 

= Silurian 3 s 
Salina dolomite with salt and gypsum z 
Niagara dolomite 3 

Ordovician . oS 
Richmond-Maquoketa shale path : 

: Ry Galena(Trenton) , [Black River| dolomites : 

— t. Peter sandstone . ze 
Prairie du Chien dolomite (Lower Magneisian) 

Cambrian oo ne ee ae 
Trempealeau(ss grading through siltstone to dolomite below), 

Franconia dolomitic ss Z 
Dresbach ss and sh | 

pre-Cambrian - e : 
hard rocks’,quartzite, granite ete (in small areas bang) : 

“Hib Structure- basins, uplifts hanes “Whoa ph 

wie \ Behe yell, «Ark ORAM Cron, See ; 
Subdivisions or Sections ; 

Great Lakes ) Driftless rua Plains : 
Gvesl bakes Sector, t 2 

, © Topography : & Ee 

Cuestas on resistant formations with lowlands modified by 3 

Fae glaciation throughout all the province oe aay 

pa. Defer history Ce Teo
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. rel &. = eS = 5 ea : _ 

; Outline ef Greet Lekes efter Antevs . x 

Rate ef uplift | Niagara Gorge | Outlets se Lekes Onterie Basin |Ottewa lewlend ee eS Eee 

Uplift Upper Greet Gor, 
VY Pt.Huron \Modern | Le Ontario Dry 

ety S + t Se eee a Z ii | | j 
None Ongierge \ | North Bay, Nipissing | Submerged Dry 

L~ gorge } | Pe Hyron, | pes Se 
ee ap es ee a nies se +——— an Ge Es 

Uplift | Niagara Slen)| N.Bey Taylor lakes Submerged Ottawa See 
Sinking? oe f SRS fyorelorn 4) Sie 3 

Con Aart~ } | 1 i Uplift : ES | } | 
eee ee ee Ses 

Uplift Devils Hole | Pt.Huron Algonquin > | Champlain See Champlein Sea 
os par bees. ‘ pn 

None Ola narrow (Kirkfield) 4lgongin | L. Iroquois Se pee d 
gorge «| ag ae 

Uplift First gorge Pt. Euron|blgonquin | |L. Iroquois jo 

Uplift ey | “~~ |Lundy, Warren, \ - Ty 2 Jew : 
é foSW/ Wayne, Whittlesey === wee 

= \ 
: | : | 
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463-486 way A 767 ~ 9495 ; 
Great Lakes section : Aan. 
Definition: area including Great Lakes in which topography is—dominated 

-by-constructional glacial topography including lake basins ; 

Boundaries: : 
E: edge of the Appalechian Plateau, much higher land 

S: edge of lake plain Buffalo to ¥ort Wayne; thence edge of drift 
with lakes and outwash plains to Delavan : 

Ws edge of young or Wisconsin drift Delavan to Wis. Rapids 

: thence edge of province (border of higher hard rock area) to 

Marquette, Mich. 

Geology: : 

As for whole province 

Topography: eee f 

Oye Wp) 
Cuestes and lowlands 
Basins of Great Lekes in letter on softest rocks, shale, salt, gypsum, 

(weak dolomite pa 

See Draw section on board showing Frairie du Chien, Galena-Platteville, 

Niegara, Tranverse-Dundee, and Marshall cuestas. - : 

: outwash plains / Gane = 

__» ¥Glacial features: drumlins, eskers, moreines. pee? moreine of 2 

Wisconsin Drift, young and stony Pinaiekasng a 

Drift does not entirely obscure cuestas 2 

©, oO oe 
History: special problemg,origin of basins of Great Lakes inc. preglacial drminage 

@why glacial topography is so accentueted — : 5 33 

a (ihe fad chueces.,. pomarks beam pean poli + A XA ‘ t- hee . 
YC PH~ 96, sa 

ey 

Ag 

5 

; |



487-499 X Sites Se - 

Great es history-special problem$ Odd ura fused daaurney | 

>why drift is so Bigg oe of material = anyhe Arh wie 2 

a a : Lobation of ice with concentretion of waters = 
0 { i ) 

Lake | catacke : 

Basins are on weak rocks separated by cuestas but locally 

crossing the lessers one of the Devonian iss : 

Systems of lakes 
: Superior outside the Prairie du Chien cuesta extending into : 

pre-Cambrian area over an area of weak rocks 

Winnebagos@eorgian Bay-Ontario on Ordovician shale 2 

Michigan-Huron, Erie on Silurian Siac cic Sele plus * 

~— Devonian shale crossing Traverse-Dundee cuesta 

Basins appear to be rock-bountiyall but Erie below sea level % 

Cuestas show only small breaks, no major valleys * 

No major outlet valleys known. Rock surface in N. Ohio : 

slopes NE 
_., Leke bottom in Superior, Huron, Michigan very irregular 

oy i oencitins< : ig 
preglacial valleys plus drift dams 

2 . - plus drift dams plus depression to NE 

ae : plus " “~plus 2 " # plus 
ice erosion 

; ; jap tate eg 

Checks: all processes are possible and must be present. Problem is relative ; 
' importance of each. bast Gd yatleye darn AT vt «4 cleop y hale body 

y Depression proved by decline of Yoastal Plain to NE 

| Ice erosion zs ar tebe. Nunn plus large amount of fresh drift to S 

i — Glacial history-‘do not attempt details. < 

i a Lobetion*result of lake basins not their cause ; 

‘, es ats Original outlets-St. Croix, Wisconsin, DesPlaines, Maumee- 

) BS Wabash ee is 
j , Residual ice at tires Le Ary 4) 

F : Later outlets-across “4 ower Michigan, Mohawk valley, 

es Low level of dakes shown by Mackinac Valley etc. 

‘ Last drainage across Canada, Kirkfield and Ottawa 

s ’ Earth movement-proof cause? ~ hed ‘ 
Check on varying widths of NiegareY gorge. Pe, tore 

} _ ‘ 

a Ee feat | ; 
; ak \ Mw arena th one jo" 4 re ainaer, } 

apsottete 4 prune h 

bo amusk Bee 4 ; 
‘Ysa 
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499-518 { hen BE Si ke 2 36 5 S : 

Till Pleins sectiem 

Definitien. Glaciated erea E. ef Mississippi River in which glacial 
censtructienal tepegraphy is not censpicious 

Ss 
Bounéery. Division from Great Lakes sectien at edge of prominent eutwash . 

: and morainal topography wih Selear i ; 

Geology- FPennsylvanien down to Ordovician, otherwise as for whole province \ 
Drift both Wisconsin and Illinoian ages, latter showing much more 
wezthering-gumbotil with leess cover. Note that leess is in 

’ no way directly associated with Iowan drift. All the till has 
much more clay than farther north. Little sand or gravel ce 

Topography. Due to bed rock. Devonien lowlands § of Sendusky; Louisville tacis| Ce 

Z Indiane; Toledo to Chicago 
: Shawneetown cuesta = & edge of province Z 

: Mississippi lime cuesta S of St. Louis 
Uplands of Devonian lime } 
Coal Measures lowlend/except for sandstone hills / ‘ 
c “ 

A Due to drift: Tllinoien erea. MacClintocks classification: 

ta Sock hills, types 1, 2, 3 
Glaciated karst 4 
Moraines, eroded6y uneroded 5 Eee 

: Till Plains, eroded 8, uneroded 7 
: Alluvial plains 9 2 

Loess not thick enough to affect underlying topography 
Wisconsin area: 

Till Pleins or ground moraine 
: Moraines few, low, gentle an a few interlobate arease atte 

K Baal rmacsirs. Portal.) 148 
: History. “pecial problems ort. ' ee ; 

c= aie the 141 pixi plains so flet? day be ELLA ra aphener 
ee Why is karst present? wou, yet Mh, tots oes 

Se es are the valle filled having flet. floors of pile} dba foot 
: ~~ (hy are some of Vallyys so wide? (Illinois, Wabash )amd fa py 2 

} , \-@ithy is so much of arda prairie? Sal 7 wie 7 j Malay Olas = 
J AgIs there any valid evidence of penepleinstion? “ » ‘ a2 ee 

y are streams superimposed on irregular rock surface? er dh si 
, é 

aM 

‘ e >? 5 air u SO Ne ON oe Si ee 

{35 2 fe eS = es 
: eee fee SS ene ; ae 
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518-536 [as ee : 

DRIFTIESS SECTION Se a 

Definitions area never cgvered by continental glaciers although surrounded 

by drift FLUS a 5 where drift is negliable in amount 

pJ7S Drift vs till. hoice of name? Driftless Area vs Driftless section 

“‘BQndariess N from Vernone = border of Wisconsin drift sharpest contrast 
: W from Wisconsin Rapids follow approximately edge of hard rock 

to near Bloomer or Chetek 
~~ MW follow edge of thicker drift much of way along Prairie du 

Chien escarpment to Mississippi “iver ~ 

= W follow edge of thicker drift approximately along top of 
Devonian and Niagaran escarpments to N. of ee Ta 

SE follow edge of drift to Verone= better would have beento 
follow Rock River to border of Wisconsin drift near Janesville 

TH&sarea would then be teken from Til] Pleins and 
put with landscape it more closely resembles 

v . 

The Driftliess Area proper has vey saacnite boundary on North, west, 
less so to SE / A 

jf 
Possibly ariiede area on pre-Cembrian of Wisconsin valley excluded 

Geology: Cambrian to lower Silurian Draw ideal section of cuestas 

Pleistocene- glacial lake do ; a 
ee outwash 

loess 
auth some glacial till in “attenuated border" ; 

Topography: Cuestas separated by lowlands. Cap rocks firmer sandstones, 
shale of sandstone area, and dolomites Leck of karst Bodh, — ronan 

145) a PLere “) rol Wuurerr = bela bebe Whee 
: ' < Trench of Mississippi “iver ‘ 

z : Undercut bluffs | runcated spurs is 
Outwash fill. ake Pepin . Terraces ; 

i Width releted to elevation of dolomite ag 

Trench of Wisconsin R. v3 
relation of width to geology terraces 3 

Filling of unglaciated tributaries-lekes falls, rapids ae 

“Tn 
Baraboo Range topography-field trip = 

i Sia 

; ¢ : } ee Bd 
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2 Sete 
\ : a eh ee 3 : 

Driftless section, review Ye > z : : 

on 
radvigin: definition? Process of origin weathering and slope wash 

Other types of plainss a 
: Building up by water 

Wave erosion we 
Erosion of a soft formation down to harder ~~. _ 

Leterel erosion of streams - opauetlr on “he oe ee 
: . p 

Limitation of erosion when force is insafficegnt to remove material Nib da - 
" fy tare ree K es 

Problem of uplifted and dissected peneplain ia 

: Evidence of former low level 

Even skyline vs effect of distance particularly in horizontal strata 

Uneroded remnants vs effect of resistant strate, dolomite vs ss, etc. 

Bevel of layers vs sponteneous development due to longer exposure. 
Solution effe cds ~ dal fy Wintsonan : vente Hee : : 

Two-story valleys vs effect of herd and soft strata 
ae 

Entrenched meanders vs spontaneous growth during erosion \ 
« 

4 

i Older views aS ; 
5 eee oe ‘ 

(one upland= an error in fect Rim Var tye ‘ = 

: ee Ae 
(Series of cuestas-Martin , who failed to ellow for bevel eat Neo see ; 

a ie ; 

()Two peneplains-Trowbridge 7 A to explain how upper one 
survived making of lowtr surface 20-—) 4} ye) - i 

i ! Sai Se = 
(ne peneplain bees the crests-Bates fae se me 

i & L— ie 1 

ane pone mature surface with lower relief then now and sodution effects 9. ~ 

sx : pe perl 
Glaciation of surrounding area end cause of Driftless Area 

Course of Mississippi “iver- structure, capture vs superposition 
Som, 

Reversal of Wisconsin River during glaciation 34 

ee > Sa Heke eel oe a 

. 
4 

a 

: ‘ aS ie 4 
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559-568 Central Lowland west of Mississippi River pet 58bG 05 

befkinkionx 
Definition. Area of low relief and low elevation underlaind by gssxEx 

approximately horizontal soft rocks ~— Ww = hie On ew 
i 

Boundaries. Separated on E from other pert of Lowland by borders of Till — 
Plains and Driftless sections, I. #. Mississippi R. except for 
small part of SE Iowa and the attenuated border fm of drift in 

\ NE. Iowa and SE Minnesota 
“Yo NB- will change boundary from F's dotted one to edge of pre-Cembrian 

} where heavily drift covered. 
W. follow kighex border of higher land except ecross Nebraske where 
take edge of glacial drift. Escarpments cle ar in N a,d 8.(?) 

Dakota, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas 

i ey S. exclude high mesas and rugged topography of Texas up-to Brazos R 
: : IES : 

A 
y ye Vo Ar SSB edge of Cretaceous of Coastal Plein N. to Atoka, Okla. f 

FE SAN 
qe ry E follow W side of Ouachita Mts. to McAlester, thence straight 

yt ake line across Arkansas Valley to Muskogee, thence edge of 

> coe alee Pennsylvanian shale leaving out the higher,rougher plateau on 
‘ Ae ~~ ae Boone chert etc to Missouri River NE of Sedalia, Mo. : 

x cw 
fie * ee 
ee Ee S follow edge of thick drift just N. of Missouri River to just — 
Pye AF D4 5. of St. Louis 
sy eek , 

SN ie Subdivisions 
git ey Western Young Drift= aree much like Great Lakes section except for 
<a : part of Iowa which is like Till Flains ; 

: Dissected Till Plains= Kansan drift a8 

% Osage= unglaciated aren Pepa low plains T oustdon a 

Geology ee 

: Same section as eastern area through Pennsylvanian bearing rocks : 
AddiPermian shale with some sandstone, limestone, gypsumybarin Tet nwP 

eee , (ACretececus shale with some sandstone and limestone( asinesyeh T oe i 
5 Tone 97 Drifts: Wisconsin mainly rater stony but more clay in Iowan in ¢” 3 

: JS SW Minnesota and central Iowa NW drift is gray, NE. is red 
é Quaternary sandy terraces of Oklahoma etc. part outwash, | 

part derived from west. : : : 

Western Young drift section. (wet 
Definition= area of Wisconsin and-Iowan)drifts excluding drift-covered ee 

: hard rock area of NE Minn. ; \ 
Soundaries= mainly geological Iowan very irregular, why? - 
Geology= general section but Cretaceous lies on older rocks. " 

Considerable areas of pre-Cambrian even after revision of 
border{. quartzite and granite <A 

: Drifts mainly gray till; red near Twin Cities : 
Two major lobes split by Coteau des Preiries (rock core?) ' 

2 _ Lake Agassiz 4 

# 
Topography= mainly glacial forms becoming till plain type in Iowa ! 

2: asin end beaches of L. Agassiz eroded outlet, tilting 3 
beter history. } fa wv | 

ep Oe 4 . -
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588-605 A 

Dissected Till Pleins ee 

Definition+ area of Kansan drift, an eroded drift plain with Nebraskan : eo ‘ 

drift exposed in valleys-more eroded than Illinoian Dae 

Boundaries= edge of drift to W and & except for very scatterd Nebraskan : oo. 
Tllinoian drift to E. a contrast in erosion . Y aioe 
Wisconain and Iowan drift to N. with no endmoraine everywhere os 2 

OK Lenuln (tud pH Bede a ce 

Geology= ist. Feter bo Cretaceous-west dip ¥ i ie 
Kansan and Nebraskan drifts both with gumbotil] surface. ‘ool 
Loess cover thickest adjace to Iowan and on Missouri R bluffs ee 

loess of two ages, older red ae 
Topography= an original drift plain minus eny marginal moraines now edoded = a 

eae ceca almost to maturity so that only narrow strips heft on divides Be 
Nebraskan gumbotil forms terrace on valley sides. Many valleys a 
reach rock. oe 
Rock hills more ebundant in wre ee Sone Tye escarpuents ee 

Loess hills of drift margins,’ cons tional, ir roded- cat steps # 

23 \ Trensitional zone of loess-alvered topography ~~ : bs 
. G57 Flood plains of main streams — gpaweli jit oe 

| Chennel of temporery Mississippi ~ Jak Co fru B 

History. parte problems A oa 
se How tell preglacial from interglacial stream courses 5 a Ee 

: uPreglacial course of Mississippi” : : 
> I.terglacial courses of Mississippi ' 2 
4 Glecial course of Mississippi end Leke Calvin? z 

4 Loess, has it any relation to Iowan drift, ‘ eS 

| a 
; Re 

7 : 

{ oad 

: a8 
; See 

ee ee es ie os ee ee Sie Ect iin EO wp Rea ge rn ea
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605-630 

Osege Section : 

Definition= unglacieted aree of plains with cuestas , 

Geologys Permian end Pennsylvanian, shales with thin layers of limestone, 

sandstone, gypsum. Permian largely red and has more limestone : 
westerly dips with irregulerities 
Quaternary, sandy river terraces with dunes) len. gwwk 

PreCambrian end Paleozoicjin Armouckles and Wichitas 
Topographys - o 

Cuestas, number variable because resistant beds not continuous 

In Kansas 15 on limestone, 2 on sandstone, 1 on gypsum, 1 on chert 

Remember only major ones 5 
€iint hills on cherty ls (Qemrian) = 
Chatauqua Hills W.of Independence, Kas. » ” £5 

Gypsum Hills 

Arbuckles : 
Add to F's section 

Permien-Wichita red beds 
Pennsylvanian- Pontotoc arkose, conglom. to 500' Sx, 

Great Unconformity-peneplain or pediment 
~Gien group, 88; sh, cg. ls +o 15000 ft ty 

Pontotoc nearly horizontal, older beds tilted. 
< Hogbacks on Viola Limes\“funton lime, Sycamore’ lime 

Upland on Arbuckle2&y2 . 
: Lowlands on Simpson end weak beds between hogbacks 

: Uplend bevels layers 5 to 1df «p.m. much less than z 

AS surface below Cretaceous/40 f.p.m. ) at 

Wichitas : 
tases core, pre-Cambrian is 

Hogbekkon Arbuckle, = 

\ yo Scosttrassie horizontel Pernien aed Awd, a 

re __ History of entire province. : a ‘ 
at ena Deposition of sediments with interruptions so not ell parellel - Podoler wromfanty 

\ Totaney ong period of erosion. Leyers beveled, peneplain or normal development 7 chap 

\ ae i-\/Glacietion:s Nebraskan, Aftoni interglacial, Kansan, Yarmouth intergla cial meet 

(hg wt \ Waiegonsin-(Towen)), if Fetecsionw ounger loess, i 
: \ Wisconsin /{Mankato) ee during Illinoia aon 
{ } ah. Se = > eee] 
aN ~_-| Problem: is Arbuckle upland pre-Pontotoc or pre-Cretaceous? No — F 

{ similar surfece in nearby Wichitas _ he Pre 
 deamaess how did parellel drainage of Oklahoma originate? J 
NM Tertiary cover? Coastal Plain cover? Same?? 

\ : 

\
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_.. , 537-558 fo a ed 
| SUPERIOR UPLAND a te see ope a 

Sie OES 

Definitien- Portion of Laurentian Upland of pre-Cambrian rocks which ee 
lies in U. S$. = a region of old rocks which have been reduced to Ae 
low relief i Fae 

a des ae 

Boundaries- Wholly. geologic but badly obscured by glacial drift aks 
On S. follow border of Driftless Section although this puts SS 

some thin sandstone into Superior Upland Border of hard : aaa 
rocks traced by great increase in boulders Sipe 

On W. follow border on 1932 map of ldinnesota| which is mostly — SoS 

edge of Cretaceous ) < 5 dee 

he Ge ene 
Geology- Bed rock \ Lymestone Mt. / Se ie 

All pre-Cgmrian except a few areas of Cambrian,and Cretaceous Pye 
: fo mainly near § and W. borders- igneous and O-tamorphic= HARD 1 

J ~~ although some shale and sandstone in Lake Superior Basin Kae 

Divisions do not all follow geologic ages No definite column Ete 
possible (mainly Huronian) a ae 

* | Banded rocks include both tilted metamorphosed sediments.and =~ 
tilted leva flows(mainly Keweenawan) /\ poe ae 

: 1 Massive rocks ere large areas of same meterial, granite, oe 
gneiss, gabbro, slate ee 

Soft rocks are Upper Keweenawan shale and sandstone= : 
(a. f22 Lake Superior sandstones 

Drift = een Me : 
Mainly very dony and bouldery Wisconsin drift. Gray gnd Red in Wie: 

ce . Minnesota. Much outwash and other assorted drift 
Sf Marginal drift 6f north-cenktral Wisconsin ofé thought 

to be pre-Wisconsin, a thin drift with some Greas almost a= 

: nens driftless. Sms Not deeply weathered or eroded most = 

oreo ee goo 4 \. ick he cs : pt de Yt ap Ay ee NO J : oe 

Topography. : ts 
é - Rock controlled : oy 

: 6 SS Plateau of.areas away from Lake “uperior. Some isolated hills. z 
ke £3. antl 0 ., \Peneplain and monadnocks-Definition of terms= conclusion Py 

Ce yw HT UeegeO™ | Rounded hills of massive rocke ~ i, % Geto, Bs 
Dine. | rea Ga 4 Hogbacks of banded rocks; iron ranges; gaps ame 

SL Se th bales ‘> Basin of Lake Superior-fault boundaries; normal boundaries? = 
« ’ yee Drift controlled ——" jo : ee) 
Bia OE Marginal moraines or endmoraines; shapes of lakes in - Ee 
a Pitted outirash plains; shapes of lakes in —~c « es 

po q we 7 Seok 9 Ground moraine and drumlins % Se 
EIS Pee eet \)"Rskers, kemes = 

: Causes of red and gray tills : ae 
Causes of boulders : Ree 
Thin drift area of north-central Wis.; sandstone crags in~— a 

: Lake bottom and beaches ox be ae 
foe? + Lge ane Peo | i 

; History- oO peel gicers* Sr es 
: (1) Ancient mountains (2) erosion to peneplain which crossed down- Fae 

: folded and down-faulted sandstone of L. Superior Basin ce a 
(3) Submerged with deposition Upper Cambrian through Silurian; — pt Boe 

bearing on age (4) Superposition of drainage on uplift; Baa 
: _ renewed down-warping of Superior Basin; some renewed faulting = = 

~~ (5) stripping of Faleozoic cover, little erosion of hard rocks oe = 
: ate __. Wausaw. district, claim of later peneplain; erosion of L. Sup. = 

: Z RR rs ere to level? pene : ge "Oats 
Se ae ‘ ee _+ 48) Glaciation incl. erosion, leke history and later tilting — 

RCS a sueieenas = Tae en aR Se Reg Sas ait aa Rae ode SOW RRS GIRS CO seu aaa Ser Me CE Sp x



hk MS RLS aE Ak GA PER I «SE OR eg in aie ri re a ee a 
a 3 hie SBP me ee Pe, . : _ GES Se LS 

oe a ( = 
¢ See OI 

> 4 Se ee 4g Tos snag ge OT 
: Coastal Plain [- 3 4 ras a ae 

Seer ie é So ee gece 
Atlantic Plain and general ae oad 

General ‘ ‘ ae 
Definition of whole province = lowland area of eastern and southern Zee 

U. S. underlain mainly by slightly ne Sen deposits — os 

Boundaries+ outer edge = continetel (eubis\\ a ee : : toe 
inner edge = border of Cretaceous gediments Cape Cod to Brazos Aare 

River, Texas, thence follow river to Balcones fault escarpment = 

following thet to Rio “Yrande 4 ¥ 

Major subdivisions= wontiestad shelf, submerged S G8 Ag 
Embeyed sectionS Cape Cod to Cape Lookout NS ee 

ae Pee Se 

Contindhat shelf oa ee ES ee 
iter limit = top of descent to deep ocean depth 300 to 600 ft. ft See 

5 Topped by sand with shells. wd A. ( ana, trowtr [OOO 
Depth to solid rock moderate to 560 along Atlantic coa: stMexcept ) | oon) dy 

Florida Gulf Coast,well over 15000 feet Geophysical data = 

suggest a eteepening dip of top of hard rock with no terrace : a 
i 25 

Topography ‘47 a ee 
Profile of equilibrium Depth of sand transport ‘1 < of ar 
Width 300 to 5 miles Holes near coast Steeper slope not over ~~ te 

7 1 in 20 common, maximum about 1 in 10 3.9 vy £ a Me 

f ay x Barrier beach néar shore-origin ~~ Pie tee a 
a et Submarine canyons end channels __ os 

vent jf ; Ige VY 5 s Vt moet ge 4, re rs 0 f Q oh ee 

ee Ci bn l- 7)! eek Clore: Co oh Laveen MA cs 
198 } Land portion-general | 

Geology Soe & : 
Cretaceous to Recent sediments= sand, some sandstone, very hard ag 

: in places; mud and shale; marl,chalk and limestone eae 
: Ww Z Bs 5 ie 

Dip steepens downarad with increasming age. -—; 4 Bos 
i Isostacy Evidence for and against. Comedian : J ones 

Sediments reast on an ancient peneplain in most places crystallins 
» some places on Jurassic marine sediments : eee 

450 tlt - AaNawomnmin £6 8 
199) Topography fae he 

Little is orignal seg bottom except near to coast. Most is see 
deeply eroded with firmer inyez formations making cuestas ee 

Slopes low because of soft material "Belted plain" aly 
Dendritic drainage, little suggestion of control by rock et, ao 

resistance : Bos 

ey 
e H@story shows meny ups and downs. ‘ormer hard to explain by isosta ay Cee 

: ae 

; Ss f : 

— i @ 
. a j aie 

‘ , | ~4 vat 

Bee Sch 5 : 3 g 4 J
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oe 13-38 , oe OS 

: Embayed Section = = 

Definition=yarea north of Cape Lookout 6 g 
Repo ~ 

Geology= Pleistocene terrace sands and gravels. marine and fluvial, former ; A 
much better sorted little clay or silt, 

50-90 % in max-grade, better bedded, truncated x-b, light 
colored : GE 2 

\ fluvial, 2 maxima, mainly not over 20% in each, some boulders , 

dirty, dark colored, till-like, lenticular, chennel fillings : 
Ober Glacial drift, Long Island north : Haken Unt wel a 
pA Miocene, merls, bands Cape : =o vo 

Rlecs ~Plis aed Ke 7 
Eocéne, marl, greensand Precere, eer Si GI 

; t Lentobye > Me ee 
Cretaceous, upper and lower Sands, gravels, clays fe ie a 

ora oe sa $< 1738 — 

Underlying rocks, mainly crys&glline, smooth surface ¢. i, Quoi Yeo 2220) 

—— 6x0 ee 
Topography nak, 164% 3034 — 

Cuest,s, mainly on cemented marl or sand U. Ol . $5 thet 3 3142 4 
Lowlends on clay, Long Islend Sound ak 513 46 a 

Major cuesta on Cretaceous minor on Miocene Georges Bank “e 
Moraines of Long Island etc. g SS 628 Yee 
Outwash plains, pitted and smooth ah giz E00 é 

: $3. 3% 6170 
Drowned valleys and lowlands, amount of sinking to 1200 ft ,,° 3087 692s 

Offset of rivers at Fell Line - ? oo 
Terraces, discrimination £m from stream forms oS Oe ea 

1 Cooke vs Flint, criteria of submergence= shore features Corl trol 
; Flint finds only a barrier at 160-180 ' found only to § 

Surry scarp et 90 traced 375 miles 3 
Suffolk scarp at 20-25 with marine : 

fossils below 
Submarine level 240 to 330? 

Cape Mag= Sangamon + an early outwash= Geurdiners clay of L. I. interg 
0 Erosion topography i nereasing inland Pensauken is warm climate= a 

. Oe tl] ie Wicomico So 

"* History Liners 
Sedimentation through Miocene. Farther S the big break in sed ig) wm Gos | ~ 

: at close of Lower Cretaceous fotnn 132 

4rosion after Miocene, big vallggs formed re L Got ee 
__ Pleistocene changes in level of sea or len ath,” UD 

aug = Xk 3 Glaciel control theory-difficulties pone o 
[05/7 age of land deposits- times of greater or less rainfall so la ae ae 

either glacial or interglacial No agreement yet . re) . 

‘ Cause of offset of streams cannot be capture because all in 350. arin 

same direction Effect of bars most probable ee, 

—e es : ( * ayo Se 

a lywe~ Gul . G9 «HG - E700 + & Yo Be ge 2k ee = 
$e 3S 9015 : 55 260 ¥s00 fort 1% J00S4 TP. : 

: 5s YE 740 dees 50 & 590 
an Iss 1995. ja 0 §e60 2 
SB IS Te hn tv 696° te 

+h. 120 4150 we 

\ ‘ BS ear ae ey
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Sea Island section 38-46 Me eae 6-533 6 5 

Definition- area without marked Maia f Cape Lookout to Divide N. of Florida : e: 

Geology- mainly pre-Miocene sediments 
; ; 

sends end marls locally cemented 
, 

Topography, from inlend outs 
é pee 

Submature hills in older fornations= Sand Hills, Red Hills or 

Fall Line Hills Kelief to 350, elev to 600 . 

Upland abo ve marine terraces= Tifton Upland, releef 50 to 100 fo 

Miocene cover 
pes 

Eroded peracee Brandywine and Coharie 
‘: 

Little eroded terraces, Sunderland and younger. Trail Ridge 

b_arrier beach et 170 : 

: 
Sea Islands and salt marshes below 25 includes dunes end i 

"Bays" ) 
2 

Bays occur between Savana and Nolfolk Elliptical shape 

Ba 
elongeted NW-SE Rims of sand highest Not in river flats 

History- Cretaceous and Eocene sedimentation, Miocene after break : 

Pliocene? gravel apron fluvial 4 

Erosion 
‘ y 

Pleistocene submergence or rise of seél level 

S ae Bay controversy 
; 

: Meteorite scars magnetic highs, pagelelism | ; 

” 

: Eee 

Kotery curren’, gyroscopic action — known beach ridges -\” ; : 

; Artesian springs plus rotery currents (x esr 

f ice 
Floride Section 46-65" 

Ris : Definition = plateau projecting into ocean : 
i 

: Z : Boundary, arbitrary on N 
‘ 

‘ Geology sand underlein by great thickness of limestone over 13000 in S ¥ 

‘ gome Fliocene? gravel 
3 

+opography. 
f 

fin i919 
ae 

/~~"'"Xerst on limestone where send is thin, lake district where thick 

} f Terraces marked only to 100 = level of Okefenoke< swamp 

less eroded below 45= Pensacola terrace 
; 

% <Low swampy country with limestone near surface in Everglades lake is 

Shore features,most wave work on E gide, lagoons like Indian River 

: —-- Keys = coral reef to EB. eroded limestone to W. reef dead ee 

; jas2 living reef offshore 
: 

: Marquesas end Dry Tortuges= atolls c a 

ren PI rk Tow Gy 5 O46 lo J i : - | 

aa Reve ey 

gs ie 

y tA, peré z ; , ae 

es eT OE eR lg ea a
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65-83 

Eest Gulf Coastal Plein 

Definitions W of divide N of Florida to floodplain of Mississippi 

Boundaries: Fall Line sone is a trensitional end not abrupt Other bounderies 

definite except ageinst Florida 

Geology: 
z 

Pleistocene terreces to170 ; 65 

Leess along Miss Bluffs wie Pp. 

Limestone in Floride #9 a7 e —— 

Pliocene: Citronelle grayel, upland gravels of Florida - 5 Qa Puy 

shell marl in Floride. Sand hed Word 

Miocene cley ete Alum Bluff gioup eee . 
nee ea, ee 

Oligocene. Vicksburg lime under Catahoula ss) “ip © 
: 

<< ho LN “w 

SO Eocene Ocala lime of Florida, dagkspnxxgreny. 

(491 e send, marl Midwa: Wilcox, Clsibour : 
U : end, ma Peete weer? aibou ee 

Crifeceous Selma chalk and Ripley sand to BE. “40. \™ oa 

Sands, gravels, etc. Eutaw and Tuscalocsa bent 

Topography 2 
5 

‘ / Fall Line hills, on Eutew and Tusceloosa 

. Black belt on Selma chalk- prairie per pn 

» Ripley cuesta on snndcy id otec. Ridge gives out to E. 

; Flatwoods on Midway cley 
x a 

: Red Hills-Buhrstone cuesta on Wilcox send and Cleyton lime 300-400' 

Jeckson Preirie on clay and Vicksburg lime 

Southern Pine Hills on Citronelle grevel and Cetahoule quartzite= 

* Tifton Uplend to E. no Vediks lyn Geodata 

: Loon Neh, % pon TA. tae ; oa : 

History uy y : 

: - poe peneplein on pre-Cretaceous rocks 

{ Ee bel ak edimentation- two periods of limestone dep. once thought to 

Pas hue (er inlend : 

DASE AE Uplift and erosion 3 Tig 

Formstion of Citronelle alluviel mentle (ney correlate with Highland ss 

Rim surface inlend ) 

Uplift, erosion, formation of terreces corresponding to intergleciel 

intervals? : 

; Shew hed terraces to 550 ft but more terrece than intervels® 

eres 

: xa 

eon Sat 
ag



_...East Gulf Coastal Plain 

Geology Topography 

Qs coastal sand, gravel Terraces to 100 ft. supposed to dip 

r beneath delta of Miss. R. 
Pe continetal sand and gravel, Citronelle High divides, terraced?, to 550 

h Southern Pine Hilas 

Mab AlumBluff clay Valleys within Pine Hills 

Mt. Catahoula ss Foot of Pine Hills Cuesta 

dv Vicksburg limestone 
—-—.. dackson Frairic 

Ej Jackson-Ocala limestone, clay 

Ec Claiborne sands, Buhrstone ss 
—__—_———~ Red Hills and Burhstone cuesta 

Ew Wilcox sand 

Em Midway clay Flatwoods 

Kr Ripley sand, clay fintotoc Ridge (N), Ripley cuesta (s) 

Ks sebna chalk Blackbelt (pinches out to BE.) 

Ke Eutaw sand 
é <n hell bine pits 

Kt Tuscaloosa sand, gravel - 

come 

: es
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83-99 oe 

Mississippi Alluvial Plain : 

Definition= floodplain including some islends of higher land end delta i 

~ Ceo N 
Boundaries= bluffs at edge of highlands; ocean) oh * cue ; 

Geology ~ : 
we nt We pwrth be : \ : 

oe alluvium, silt)end cley 150-200' in valley, over 350 at A [ 

New Orleans, posshbly much more in part of delta I hes \ % 

Salt domes of Five Islands % Bok 
Older formetions in Crowleys Ridge < 5 watboBe w z 

in eer Cl tae Vv 3 er 

: ANY Walt “\ ps 
Topography hye Z \\ Se ‘ 

. Bluffe of boundary straight. p47 i” 5 Ee: 
Crowleys Ridge 200 m long + on” yw qverLooded A cass in 
Mein River meanders in lerge curves relation of width of channel to : 

eee. material of benks Towheads Chutes Meender belt 18 X channel width 

fon mus dh No meanders below N. 0. cause? Effects of earthquake 
ENN Abendoned channels or oxbows Natural levees, argetificiel levees 2 ee 

ye Distribeterics Swamps, Foint lakes due to joining of levees - ddodnn oe 

tw Yazoo type of tributaries  ~Sn tue ye < - 
j Crevesse outlets br&iéded= depositing stremms - seldom permeament rr : 

: Delta- contrast with Nile- cause- ; 

yy eee of channels- mad lumps —jetties at mouth 

Fives Islends i fini Qudou See : 
. i aes Vs CArnma : 5 
Brann = Nee x n J * 

Nua. = ouneNG y nw & PN f 

History » Ack Ue oS 
Dep of “oastal Plein sediments prt aa 
Pregleciel or early einen) pli uristtone top of Crowleys Ridge, etc. e 

Leyfeyette problem “ Tenn-Cumberland course poh ig Se 

Glaciel events= low sea level, outwash farther north but possibly — 

: erosion below due to change in level Changes in course near Ceire 

ayj interglacial events = high sea level with alluvial filling- 7 bw Ck, LAG 
yy loess problem Gaur Pree flentlen woe ee 

Settling or compection vs isostacy Effect on tributeries ~~ e 

Flood problem 2 

ene 
; : BP Ns 

: ue 

5 as 

ees 
; ie 

oe 2 : : rey : 
Rect ee ea j 3 oye he ee ees es oe . Se Oe asa eae onan Summ eg PI go OR a eet en “esr eyaO Ag nc cies ny tne me



100-120 =West Gulf Plein ) : 

Definitien : e 

Beunderies- reasen fer exclusien ef Lewer Creteceous S ef Brezes River a 
and ebeve Balcones escarpment 

Topography and geelegy- fellow cress section and map in beok ; 

; Meaning of "Cross Timbers" ze Fre Edwards escarpm. 
Sabine Uplift end syncline to W's White rock 

_ Cuesta capping in pait limestene, iron cmented ss Necogdoches 

Hockley scerp facing sea, origin? Kisatchie +cr—-4_ 

Marine terraces, stream terraces 

Delta plain with bays between projections 

: Pimple prairies, hyo 
at? 

History 

Sedimentatien 
Faulting-intrusien of salt domes and volcanics 

Erosion 
Pliocene gravel plein-pessible connection with High fieins 

rf Uplift and erosion-Pleistocne changes of sea level 
95 
Generel Review of Coastal Plein History ~ 2 

oo (, Peneplein on crystallines and Triessic-formation probably includes 
(Zz duressic sedimentatien end possibly Lower Cretaceous also 
‘,)Sedimentetion-Upper Cretaceous on with both submergence and times of é 
OG uplift. Mainly marine down dip, some land deposits higher up - 

: (pLsostgacy-settling and compaction vs reel crustel movement 
Erosion bolle) ; : So ina 
(Pliocene gravel plein-climatic significance?? “evil. oy = 

(& Pleistocne changes in sea levels-Pacific subsidenece? Wo aeet 

~ Possible tilt down to north-isostacy?? i pa) ee: a 

: GF ormation of Mississippi floodplain *~, Ren my vee Me™ hee, antehs 
(PoGlecietion in north frnnge Neto 

Re \* Final rise of sea level -ty~—~ oh xf 
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NY | Z 
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; 121-145 ‘ 

Piedment Plateau y 

z Definitien= area ef moderate elevatien underlein mainly by her recks, ; 2 

: e terrace er tableland at feet ef higher mountains te NW separating Bs 

X them from the lewer “oastal Plain - | 

1 

Boundariesy ie 
SB 2 Fall Zone er contact with soft sandy beds of Coastal Plein cat 
NE= Hudson River : a 
Ni= an abrupt rise to higher land or in S part an abrupt descent to 

the Great Valley d 

Geology \ 
Hard rock -areay granite, gneiss, schist, slate, marble, etc. 

“oft rock earea- Triessic red sandstone, shale with intrusive and J 
extrusive traps all tilted and much feuited ag 

) 
Topogrebhy- 

Herd rock area 4 
General rolling upland with very few isoleted mountains or hills. _ e 
Disseeted with narrow valleys mainly in dendritic pattern ee 

Isolated hills more numerous in 8S. Stone “t. massive granite os 

Contrast of everege slope of upland with slope under ‘Yoestal Plein — a 
Rapids of Fall Zone AB As ter we 30 Gr feu ies fe 

| Exceptional localities ! Se 

_ se Parre Ridge. Highest part a quattzite. Theories of Sore 
‘ Se terracing, of warping : oy 

uh Trellis drainage area of Georgia. Tallulah gorge and < 

' falls Dahaanega Plateau 

: = “oy 
; 

ee 

aie ef x 
j aot oe 
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ee 
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145-162 
| 

4 Piedmont, cont. : 
} 

x 

| 
| Lancester lowland inside of Ferrs Ridge ; : 

t d 
' Low Fiemont= major Triessic area of Va to NJ cs 5 

| “Nis divided into two lowlands by Schuykill=>usquehana divide 

i Trap ridges- lowlands on shalew etc. 5 
i Wetchung Mts. water. and wind gaps. 

“f£fects of glaciation- Lake Passair é 

ef Lencaster-Frederick Lowland in pert on limestone 

: hester valley 

| History 
} Ancient its. evidence 

j Qa Beneplain before ‘Voastal Plain dep. Fall Zone Peneplein 

j : age may be just before Upper Cretaceous ‘ 

se Upland surfece not this level unless there is en abrupt fault or — = < ¢,\\ Int 
j ; fold eat foot of mountains but may be cause of even crest where 

j of Watchung Mts.? — extent of Couzstal Plein inlend? 

3 © Later peneplain of Piedmont explicable either by bending or 

. feulting or leter origin. Projected runs above Voestal 5 6 

PG , Plein Yefer origin to consideration) of Blue Ridge 

ee Uplift and erosion of later plein making triassic lowlands : 

Problem of convexity of hilltops. 

é Glaciation in north 7% 

: fo 3 RP De #0 
(hate Ul : 

re = i ee ee 

Sa i : : : ese 2 : a 

is RAEN Sere % ‘ 
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Weeks, W. B. South Arkansas stratigraphy---- A. ~. Pe G. 22, 953-982, 1938 

Very thick pre Upper Cretaceous section. “ig break with erosion at 

: base of Upper K 

Sank McGlothlin, T. General geology of Mississippi A. a. P. G. 28, 29-62, 1944 

a1 ‘ree Ghows- mokst marked break at base of Tuscaloosa Also one at base of 
Eocene ) 

a Richards H. G., Subsurface stratigraphy of hatiantic Y 

Coastal Plain between New Jersey and Georgia A. A. F. G. 29, 885-955, 1945 

Gives a good map of basement pnd some sections. No marked 

: breaks indicated and no Jurassic 

Imlay, R. W. Jurassic formations of Gulf Region A. 4 F. G. 27, 1407- : 

1533, 1943 

: Places completion of Fall “one peneplain as early Upper Cretaceous 

| 2 

; ; 

; ‘ OES!



ee 

a 
bee 163-180 Blue Ridge ao 

Definition= Belt of mounteins west of Piedmont and SE of Great Valley south of the gap in a 
3 ; Pennsylvania ey a 

Why the neme? ; es 

Boundaries= mostly an abrupt rise from lower lend both to NW end SE Sw end not so a 
well marked. 2G 

Geology = NW side mainly Cambrien quertzites. toward N this covers entire @ 

width. In wider southern part hard cryshallines, granite, gneiss, schist B 

Topography= ; : : oe 

Ne end to hoanoke RK mainly a single ridge or group of ridges (up to 3) oe 
12-14 m. wide All capped by quartzite or hard schist or granite : =a 

Weter gaps of Potomac,, James, Roanoke ee 

Wind gaps-reletion to s§ream capture decresing number of water gaps Te 

Crest fairly level, 200-4000 ft between gaps. Mainly rounded knobs 4 
see Causes of level summits —~ a 

Sw from “oanoke : ; eB 
Se Mountains to 6000+ and up to 70 miles wide. Great Smmokies etc. ves 

19'T  Quartzite mts. to NW bordered by overthrust. Higher than most of Le 

mts. ivide close to SE sie or Blue Ridge escarpment ae 
é _ Mts subdued, some cones. Mainly forested. Some "balds" a 

: not many cliffs. Ceare lhertit a 
ee _ Problem of different levels. Yome prominett. ee 

: oe og 

hud; Pt ae 
f ~ y é ; late 
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f 180-194 Blue Kidge, cont. i 

Asheville peneplain or broad velley now dissected 200-400 ft ; 

= area where disintegretion o f rock favored widening 
effect of barrier of quartzite to west 

: = top of “lue Ridge escarpment because of shift in divide 
Other similer pelea valleys-Ducktown, etc. All on feldspathic rocks although not 

all such rocks make lowlands Uren ea tanie 

HISTORY 

: “lways mountainous 
Evidence for and ageinst a subsummit peneplain or series of peneplains 

Level summits in some places z 
: Large areas of subdued topography on uplands= Shooley level 

Boosd valley bottoms= Harrisburg level = same ege as Piedmont? 

Origin of escarpment to east. Note youthful features of rapid streams and falls 
“j Evidence of original drainage to NW like New and French Wofaa Rs a 

| Evidence of recent stream capture. “lboVof capture, gaps 4 Per os 
4 Cause of greater végor of streams flowing SE ies Fi 
\ : Theories ao 

Faulting. Favors abrupt line, known in some places along Triassic | _ 

Against: border locally irregular, many outlying mts. | A ox 
Folding. Same, ws Bowl {eld aS ae Sy ig 

Marine planation of Ficamone Ain acy Se iba eg 
: *ors possible SS _ 
~~ Against: Piedmont upland extends behind outliers 

) No coarse gravel deposit known except possibly in 
a ; Pliocene spt ise nove 

| Two peneplains of same or different ages. oh Vee 
How can peneplains grow laterally? Confusion of 

i tnough with floodplains or pediments 
} ‘ Why should escarpment be so abrupt and youthful? 

| How could upland peneplein survive making of adjacent lower one? 
Pediment ‘ 

+ Origin of simi ete, in west, E. slope of “ndes . } 
{ : Againsts no gravels recorded Superposition of draifiage? © 

i convexity of hilltops?Climete? Sra whevoted 
: bifference in resistance wy Pre psd Qo ony 

adequate in N. not in 5. Se 
Inherétance from downfauled wedge of Triassic \ ; aes 

“ors known to N. SW edge indefinite ——— : 
Pan. Ageinsts no evidence in 5. . = es Ce en ee 

{ = - : \ 

| Caus® of dissection of broad valleys Ate. Wy Us 
f 4 ; 

J uplift vs erosion of a barrier oo orth : pees 5 

en : Ae ee SS ie 2 =, By ar Sen ea a ae



EEE. Lig er a ea a OE << Se each SAY STE eee, 5 nana ee PO hic ae ge 
ee : i ; oA aie 

e as is Se 
rSS 3 2 Ridge and Valley 195-226 Le ee ee 

o> ar A oe 

Definition : gh 
Belt uderlain by folded and faulted sedimentary rocks = lwta«f tara ffrmtcver ira: 

Boundaries - : : eee ue 

NW/= Adirondecks Mts. of crystalline rock, mainly pre-Cambrian ee 
SW = Yoastal Plain ‘ Bee her 
SE = Piedmont, then Blue Ridge, then New England, e11 of crystalline rock ( 

and for much or most of distance a thrust fault which brought hard ~ 

rocks over much softer rocke a 
NW S of Adirondacks= escarpment marking edge of less folded formetions “f 

Subdivisions, not vital importance except W part glaciated 

Geology i : 
Sedimentary rocks, not much altered by metamorphisa. fure> : 

. Most abundant = shale ‘ ; Lathes yo 
— Limestone and dolomite most important toward SW BS, 

Hard sgndstones, semi-quartzitic Sern . 

Age= Paleozoic, Cambrian to Cervoniferous| he 

Ridge-making sandstones‘, 
Pottsville= Pennsylvanian ; 

Pocono= Mississippian : Age ; 
Oriskany-Ghemung= Devonian € i Seer 
“edina-Tuscarore-Clinch-"Shongun"= basal “ilurian | {ee : os at 1S SOR 

oe Topogrephy ; n . a 
\ Lowland with long, nerrow, even-crested ridges -spructore oF 7/97 ee 

Water end wind gaps oS RAR 
Disappearance of ridges , oe 

z Ridges of different elevations, mginly very narrow crests Sy Bale 
k Rock terrace of major vallggs 1000-1500 below crests : ot 

a “ntrenched meanders-relation to ridges a age See 4 

) y092 .__ Drainage pattern = trellis, wh Lee 
17 he a” 

_/ Northern Disvision = Hudson-Champlain Section as 

pe wor Detisbion - ES ae 
Ye : Glaciated part of province i : ee 

Boundary 

He ‘St. Lawrence Valley and Adirondacks 
Cross Mohawk Velley at fault escarpment near Schencetady 

) Devonian-Catskill escarpment inc. Devonian lime escarpment ae 
Other side, E and Se = metamorhic rocks, Green and Taconic Mts. + Rees 

; Reading prong (oi feng toed ) Apes 

Geology 2 » 
Only one ridge former= Medina, Clinton, Shongun) cong. Fe 
Rocks locally metamorphosed shale, lime, slate’ = 
Glacial drift largely lake sediments including delts of Mohawk Vat 

tilted shorelines of L. Champlain sae 
Topography f x ; 

" Kittatiny Mt./ Miniature mt. topography HE of Catskills t i : 

2 Rock terracesand gorge of Hudson ee 
' Budson water gap in New “ng. Frovince : “ee 

Terreces of drift- h re consider mode of retreat of ice ae oe 

e History-defer ‘ ee 5 Bias : = ? 

"s a eee 7 Bees i : ce aaa Fi ee eee? oy



226-255 Middle Section 5 

Definition= from edge of glacial drift to New-Tennessee divide : z 

: Geology= Cambrian to “ennsylvanian 

Fenn. Fotisville of anthracite district 
Miss Higuch Chank shale é 

@eiz Pocono ss 

Dev. shale 
Onondaga lime : 

Oriskany ss 
Helderburg lime 

: Sil. ss, sh, ls 

Tuscarora-Medina ss, cg. 

Ord. shale, lime 

Camb. lime and shale 

Togpgraphy 

Happy hunting ground for examples of relation of folding to 
land forms, especially the Antracite region ; 

Rock terrace or Harrisburg peneplain re 
Entrenched meanders : ig 

S part-eveness of ridges not well displeyed 2 2 

od ~——_ 255-278 Southern section — 

z eee 

befinition= area from New-Tonn divide to SW end : 

Geology iit 
f 

e: i More faulting fewer ridge formers than farther N.i. m4 

Walden and Lookout sss= Penn ; 

Ft. Payne chert= Miss # 

: Red lits. and Clinch S39 Silurian = 

tee 4 

Topography ae 

Upland or Schooley level. eS 

Lower levels-assumptions behind levels ss 

Coosa level . sf oo] 
Problem of course of Tenn *. below Chahanooge iA 

tuck — Jd 
c.wer } o4 peepee y 
antecedong. Ge 

en 

‘ os



EGE : ao 

Problems of Ridge and Valley ” pe j ‘ Bat ® 

(1) Why do streams locally disregard nature of rock and ¢ross\ridges er 
leaving valleys on soft rock?, A a 

: Problem of an “original surface after folding Triassic deformation? 

7 Change of position of folds and faults with depth. . : 
tae IS gers Kelative amounts at erosion before and after reaching the Schooley level Se 

(a) theory of angtcedent streams- their probable direction ~ dwechmia oly writ’ 
Examples of possible antecedent streams New, French Bboad, etc. ~ puss 

(ob) Development of subsequent streams- relative number of such‘ aa 
Piracy by “ntlantic strewms. ( Davis ) Wind gaps not very common ~~~ &™ 

Are there weak points in rodges at present ie abandoned) gaps? 
What ,if any relation do gaps heve to rock structure and thickness? 

(c) Adjustment ée streams on a super-peneplain| Willis, Cempbell, etc.) 
Tipping of a super-peneplain =A \ 
Alluviation of a peneplain= superposition lee vk 

(d) Superposition either by (1) surficial structures or (2) burial| efter 
erosion ‘by sediments of Yoastal Plain (Johnson) 

oe 

Summary, most streams are subsequents hence much capture eee nee aalpeeolene 
eee does stream pattern suggest superposition? as 

= (2) Cycles of erosion-how many and how discovered 7 hoy eo\ 4 bs 
ac} Evidence= even skylines 0 Ook : 

: Of buried“peneplein below Coastal Plain 
» Tests= 

: are ridges as even as they look to neked eye? 
: relation of elevation to structure. Low dip higher; anticline 

higher then monocline; syncline higher than anticline; 

ends of folds higher than middle; ridges lowest near gaps 
5, ~ formation of ridges-sides= talus or gravity slopes ae 

: could long narrow ridges vary much in elevation? 

alternatives (1) ridges were once levelled and have been since 

lowered ——— thet 
Be d (2) everess was developed spontaneously 
is (3) ridges have not been eroded sinckhe Schooley level 

(4) ridges vary in elevation-does each show a level ~ 

4 or does this knock out whole ddea? 
Check on evidence of terraces 

Abundant in valleys-different levels ox } 
5 Absent in water and wind geps Do later have a relation to Seo ae 

iq UY terraces? es ; 
i a _Are terraces due to parallel lowering? few 2 pert ae 

: - . we Rpaknsk (grew Ee eee, de slspud poe nine spy ¢ 
> Are terraces due to eroded hard rock barriers? 

| oh at, ie. & -\ At leest one terrace is supported by (1) wide extent eee 

{ Cafe ee ee (2) same level as Pétidmont upland, (3) entrenched 
: Vince. GOS | meanders with gravels 
‘ Bee : ) Must consider solution of limestone vs peneplaination by 

\ 6 ans We { slope wash ie. oe 3 

a Cie Sips Posers if erosion extends horizontally only,forming terraces 

a Cobre, PF (hoe f then how is it that so many terrace levels are now found on 
ey eed ay \ divides? Projected sections, Horizontal correlation, 
Bec FI gee \ Yoastel Plein sediments 
t 40 \___- Limestones should indicate low lands : “ 
+ | 399 Fe Kdwards lime = Lower Cretaceous or a period of 

i [oe \ uplift and erosion, olwA JS hry an ey? 

54 1 120 \ eile ee chalks once correlated as Schooley fog 
‘ La a ae — weber (mid Tertiary) once correlated - | i 

- a : qa tee ah, sa a d He 

aes f Rae ae - { aS ed Be



Ce se ee Cate a” OS ee, Ge ST oh Re eR ae a aoe is 

oe : Oo Targets eas 

p> Appalachian summary, cont. ; oe oe 

; Some now call mid Tertisry = Schooley surface : ae 

_ Time since Vickburg dep about 19 m. years : a 
_ Time since start of Pliocene ebout 7 mil. yrs : ‘ tah hie 

‘Pleistocase time about 1m. yrs ee 

G eis of old surfaces. ewe eae as 
f Original idea that top of ridges = base of Cretaceous= Schooley level eg 

‘would make that about 95 m. yrs old. K : es 
Coubd ridge tops survive that long? Relative erosion before end (70x 4 

after out of proportion. “rosion since totally inadequate to Po ae 
: account for Youstal Plain sediments Bed 

Must follow @ surface beneath sediments of known age.. 2 Be 
Example in Wisconsin 2A 

; “ifficulty in Appalachian region. Must introduce curves Cae 
Known peneplain below Upper Cretaceous. Lyidence at SW end of es 

: : folded belt. Kelief about 100 ft.= tnume peneplain not confused aa 
with marine or stream leveling oN 

: Summary 3 e “ f | 

Streams mainly adjueted to present structure. No final adjustment ee 

possible t es -— 4 
All known processes except the superpeneplain must have had a pert 

‘ Problem is thé reletive importance of each. . ae 
If superposition occured it applies to N. part mainly also to course of as 

% fe : Bes ‘ae 

a : ~ rem well ae Oro Wee ~ ar de poe 
z ror Cri ner = A nN g 2 

She, be re * Po @as ord { AR ered Ay Oret - 
\ peo “ tee } , sie 

eM ae



2 oe : SS 
‘ si i 

; Gppalachian Plateau 279-304 . 

Definitions si 
A relatively elevated district of prevailingly horizontal 

sedimentary rocks which lies NW of the belt of pronounced folded sediments 

Boundaries- 3 
Province is higher then all adjoining lands but hes no continuous 

escarpment at border. : 
From SW end where. passes beneath “oastal Plein follow escarpment of 

Pottsville ss 100¢ft high across Tenn and S. Ky. 
N. Ky and S. Ohio follow edge of Mississippian, not well marked 
N Ohio rise is gradusl with no marked escarpment 

Z E. of Cleveland rise is on shales and siltstones of Devonian 
E. of Buffalo follow escarpment of Onondaga end Helderberg limestones 

but detour N to include the Medina-Cepped Tughill Pleteay. 
Facing Ridge and Valley follow escarpments due to Catskill cg., 

Pocono ss, Pottsville ss. 

Geology- 2 
Sedimastary rocks, mainly shale from Ordovician to Permian age 

5a) Escarpment makes= Pottsville ss, Pocofio ss and siltstone; Catskill ss and Cees : 

foe Onondega 1s, Oriskeny ss, Helderburg 1s; Medina ss , Ord. lss. 
Pennsylvanien is coal bearing= Goal Measures 
4arliest oil fields in Fa. etc. 

Structure= a broad spoon-ghaped syncline or geosyncline with many minor rolls f 
especially in N. Some faults both thrust and normal. f 

35° Topography consider under sections 

—— fllegheny Mts. ; 
Definition= high SE part of the Pleteau in Pa and W. Ve. : Poe 

\ ; 
< “oundery= edge of the much dissected transitional belt where folds 7 

| . are more comion than to NW. t 

| Topography- f 
Anticlines form ridges: Chesnut Ridge, Laurel Hills, Negro Mt. ; 

Re : each of which brings up resistant Pottsville or Pocono ss. } 
4 Some show monoclinel ridges. Next to impossible to make out 
i definite “surfaces" although many have tried by means of cross j 

| pe sections. : { F 
~—— Unglacieated Allegheny Plateau z 

; Definition= pleateau west of the high folded ridges 

Boundary. Terminal moraine to N. ag 

% Topogrephy- much lower then plateau to SE, 1200 to 2100 elovg. : 
. A basin rimmed with Pottsville ss but with a surface lower than rim. 

Is upland a peneplain? It pays no attention to minor folds ae 
but is everywhere about same level above streams. ? 

* are Indirect effects of glaciation to N. Outwash fill; ponding of ceed 

Y : tributeries; diversions of drainage. Abandoned valleys like 5 
$ : Teas valley Cut off meanders Parker strath= bottom of preglacial — 

-mature valleys. Orgainization of Alleghany “iver s 
pad 

i ~ Ss ; : - y i oi 
: ‘ eee 

WAL o ee 

Ss We he = Price a a zs We a
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304-323 Glaciated Allegheny Plateau ioe 

Definition- area N of edge of Wisconsin drift peta : 

Boundary- No definite Terminel Moraine except west of Salamanca reentrant : 
. Omit Mohawk Section N of Onondaa-Helderburg escarpment 

Geology- mainly shale and siltstone. Only resistant formetions are Chemung 

because of siltstone, sendstones of Fortage, thin Tully 1s and themajor one , 
of Onondaga ls, Oriskany ss and Helderburg ls. 

Topography- Flev. 1200-2000 Kelief 300-1000 
1.Mginly subdued glaciated erosional topoge Mainly ground morsine, 

Terminal moraine and outwash, in part pitted in valleys onlyl 
2. Finger Leake valley type= glaciated youthful valleys which locally 

extend below sea level. Valleys long, straight, locally sharp shoulder 
at top, mainly extend N-S, locally join across between such valleys 

_ % Unglaciated gorges on slopes of type 2 and joining them E-W. \\haniging 
Dry waterfalls with plungerools : ies. 

Explanations of topography. defer general history ca ae ‘ 
Type 1 is definitely preglacial erosior slightly altered by glaciation ‘ 
Type 3 is definitely postglecial due to (2) superimposed streams ; 

and (b) margine] ice drainage ee 
Type 2 has been expleined bys : 

- (2) reversal of stream direction from consequent to § to : 
obsequent to N through erosion of Mohawk-Ontario 

nual }4s } basin on weak sheles and selt-beering rocks (Fairchild) ; 
Say \ Pee re (b) erosion by meltwater from ice which is perticuler as ee for 

: absence of definite divides between the glaciated young leys 

1950 SiG _and trib. of Susquehanna 
/ (ce) glacial erosion of through velleys in effort to maintain _ 

: pane? enough area for flow or because deep velleys had thick enough = 

i’ "Sees ice to permit plucking bed rock thus making fiords. . a 
(d) erosion by interglacial streams diverted by older gleciations. 3 

Conclusions All 4 are possible and must have occured. Only question tm 
: is reletive importance. Great depth plus straighness seems to Le 

Nai require glacial erosion but other methods helped greatly : 
ex : IG s2— \ 

Cetskill] Mts. 319-323 3 
higher level protected by an old delta deposits of Devonian ss and cg. ~ Bi 
Dip slope to SW, escerpment to N and E. lev. to 4204 = 
brainege course texture Explanetion hardness not permimebility J 

: \. 2 story topography- cycles or effect of differences in resistance? : os 
— Recency of Hudson-Mowhewk valleys evidenced by stream captures ; 4 

Some evidence of locel glaciers. Be 

Mohawk section 323-342 : " 

Lowland along outcrop of weak Ordovicien shele and Silurian salt-gyp. 3 
rocks. Niagara 1s only west of typical area; tA 

Not a wide valley but low rock hills. Pregleciel divide at Little Falls. . 
d Tughill Plateau to N. = cueste capped by Medina underlein by Ord. les. 4 - 

Separated cram Sagroudeets by subsequent Black River which follows contact. = 
3 ee oes Aol o ALE 4 

Gumberland “ts. = highlands which rise above Cumberland Plateau in Va. Ky, Tenn. 5 e 

‘ ipclude aree where feulting and folding hes raised the resistant Pottsville ss — 
Pane and _umberland Mts. heve inclined strata cae a 

Pe a ae ae



S ees 
Appalachian Plateeu, end), 44> — : ; 

Cumberland Gap on a cross fault, not a true windgap due to diversion : 

Cumberland Pleteau= erea of more resistant rock then to N. hard ss. : 
Broken by Sequatchie antiéline in part a valley end where not broken through= 
Crab Orchard Mts.E of this pleteau is distinctly synclinal. 
Some sinkholes go through ss to ls below. 

> History of entire province. : 2 

Sedimentation at same time as folded bed to HE. yormetions thin toward interior 
of continent hence less folding and faulting 

Uplift with some folding and fauiting 
Erosion. @) 

Problems\does the even skyline mean anything? jou 

Skyline level vertes much in elevation. No tterked levelness 
where there ere enticlinal mts. 
Very hard to distinguish effect of level strate from those of baselveling 

( GMa. jor point for peneplain is disregard of structure by upland level.+ 
Presefvetion of shale on parts of upland. 

ss “idges wide where on resistant bed, broken down to know&son softer ones. 
= All high ridges releted to folding or faulting. 

Studies by projected profiles mainly ignore geology ;...%- 
(7 {Find (in Ne.) 4 levels: Upland; Allegheny; Lexington; Parker strath. 

- Lest represent pregleciel maturity of velleys. 
strdihe not controlled by structure. Surfaces so definite : 
the lower ones cannot be due to parallel reduction of older j 

But how could a higher surfece survive the making of a lower j 
{ peneplain? sc 

Has not diversion of drainege due to glaciation deranged entire i : 
: set up? 5 

Canuet “evenness of divides be explained by adjustment to stream 4 
levels instead of inheritance from a summit level? i 

Glaciation of N. pert with effects on di‘tnage felt outside. ee 
Organization of Allegheny-Ohio drainage.~ pre- Wi Se 
Formstion of Finger Leke type valleys. ae 
Erosion of meltwater channels and postglacial gorges. : 

Se 

Ba eS ea Sete = : a: a
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’ 343-358 New “ngiand pi Sa : 
Definitien= nerthward centinuatien ef beth Piedment and Blue Kidge which is Be as 

3 glaciated : pen 
heading Frong, : 

Boundary= E side of the less metamorphosed rocks of Hudson Valley, then follow river 

to see so es to exclude Triassic of N. J. oo 

Geology : 
Carboniferous granite Csi i Bae 
pre-Cambrian gneiss AKgn 3 ; 

younger sedimentary schists (ph, As) 
C and O limes now marbles 

i Paleozoic rocks, Cambrian, Devonian, Silurian, Penn including \ 

early Pal volcanics SCv and later Pal. volcanics Cv 
Triassic sediments and trap (Newark) 

Glaciel drift, no distinct evidence of more then the Wisconsin _ = ia 

very bouldery tills, much outwash, eskers of Maine , Zahe- © rere 9 

Structure i .) : 
Closely compressed with late P,1. intrusions o> © ‘2 

: 2, periods of folding, Oi so: Tate Fenn or Permian 
# thrusts prominent to W. confuse sequence of formations, se 

Topogrephy y ) Y g : 

e No such distinct division into Piedmont and mountains as farther § : ’ 
levetion related to hardness and distance from sea. ‘he Piedmont- ot is 

“like Upland is much dissected. aes: 
' Mountain groups= White, Green, Taconic ow 4 ‘ 

White = eree over 1500' from itt. Katahdin down to Ct. R. <e 

extends into Canada a ey 
granite end schist : No 

135% lev. to 6290 Rounded mts. glaciated, local glaciers wae 

2 Green="Archean gneiss and met. sediments. thrusts to W. secre 
; : Elev. to 4000 Range crossed by streams. Se ae 

" ee Taconic= mts. separated by a marble valley. me I 

| ; Metamorphic Paleozoics, thrusts. : wa 
: j j : Not parallel ridges like R. and V. hence excluded eae 

mi aes 28 _ Rensselaer Plateau on metamorphics to W. i se 

pe eee 
: New “ngleand Upland 358-376 ' ae 

: “Monednocks-type in New Hampshire, a schist mt. on a divided : an Be 
oe aie 

Reading Frong= projection of crystallines W of Hudson with some 2 eee 
infolded or infaulted Paleozoics Ti cee 
= Highlands of NY-NJ Storm King crossing ae 
resemble Blue Ridge. Type of Schooley Penepleain z oo 

Ae Seeeed 

Seabord Lowland — ae 
area below 406-500 Smoother than upland, few monddnocks except yee 

| mt. Desert Island aed 
: : 1454 Carboniferous lowlands of Boston-Naragansett Basins. s 3 

Connecticut Valley Lowland - 
Triassic area, « structural depression with dip #. : ie 

faults, effect on topography of trep ridges. “ 
course of Ct. River. t 

: Drift terraces — caer



ae oe 

: New #ngland, lest 3 7% ~39) 
2 

History? 
ee 

os 

i y be 

as 

1 Ancient mountains ie jdt
 herr 

z 

2 Long period of erosion prior +d) Upper Cretaceous Fall zone 
: 

peneplein. This surface now makes Up. the retner steeply inclined 
: 

and smoother coastalibelt where it is exhumed. 
: 

3 Evidence of superposition of streams on Cretaceous, extent of purial? 

4 Further erosion. Upland surface. 

Gontroversy over terracing» Locally it is pronounced but mostly 
: 

there is as much terrace slope as interval betweens terraces. 

Can locally be seen put mainly based on projected profiles based on 

old inaccurete maps. \ipersonel equation oe 

= Barrell- theory of marine terraces. 

é Z A Meyerhoff and Hubbel] ynon-marin
e terraces, Pond, ealiso 

Johnson- faulting 
of one peneplain 

yt 
4 by: 

Tarr-Davis controversy= how flat is @ penepleins 
n 

Pedy > (4 Yk. Yournsdengdn Ber SPH § b5fl0:444 $16, 90" 

: 5 Dep. of later Tertiary among mountains #8 proved by outlier in Vermont. 

6. Preglecial erosion High level of land shown by Georges Bank etc. 

Te Glaciation. No positive proof of pre-Wisconsin despite wide extent of 

such in middle west. Known to $ -in Pennsylvania.» N. J. 
: 

' 
Wisconsin drift mainly ground moraine on hard rocks. 

2 
very few true marginel deposits although many marginal terraces and Pec 

: drainage ao eee Top of Mt. Washington glaciated 

Explanations+ teady retreat of ice front under & uniform marine | : 

; 
climate 

\ 
(Wkecessionals formed but lost on steep slopes and buried 

\ 
or etc. in valleys 

a. 
: (Cfrmotesed | stagnation pecause of mountains melting through ae 

i 
to N. Flint's evidence = ice contact terraces, diagram, _ 

4 
' This proves only that stagnant ice masses lingered in a 

ee : 
valleys after uplands were freed. Lower terraces 

2 
195 } stream eroded xfkex pefore all buried ice had melted. 

f 
/¥g3 Testimony of varved clays demonstrates ice retrest ye a 

A : : with mbnor rejunvinetions. 
Overridden outwash sales j 

ess 
Feintmarginel traces have been discovered. Kettle ; 

| 
valleys were sites of Jateglacial lakes- 

; 

et 
Controversy over downwasting VS back wasting really both 

_ 
hed to occurs 

J 

: 
| Uskers formed in stagnant ice, cross hills. 

‘ ms 4 formed either in tunnels or section by section. 

——' Alpine glaciation of high mountains, age? 
j 

Erosional features-fiorded 
coast, no true fiords except locally, — 

escarpment under Bey of Funday- 
Soak 

c Regional submergence. Marine clays of ice retreat now uplifte:. : 

yet shore is one of submergencee 

Little Postglaciel weve work because of hard rock plus : 

effect of rising. Shorelines vegucs 

0 . 
; 

\\ . 
Ve 

: 
Te



Be RE IE a ee ree ee ee 
Ber Si a ee ee, 
ieee eae eae ED EP as A Be Care 
Bee Sone eae nua ders f= Sih ee Se ese as Ty eo - preg - : : “ 3 Ree toe ee ee eee 
per ae f fe Ses Pin x a te eS a fe 

eat Adirondacks 392-410 ee So . 

= Definition. Hard rock mountains and plateau of northern N. Y. : ae a 

. Boundaries : : j : 5 ee 
Et Area of pre-Cambrien between two structural troughs im and overlapping 

: _ Paleozoic to S. eee 
: for convenience include the small area of little-disturbed Eee 

é rocks of St. Lawrence Valley A ? ae 

oe Geology f of. 

3 Fre-Cambrian grenite and gebbro (anorthosite) Re 
Grenville sediments altered to schist end marble c oa 

we a ' Some Potsdam sandstone, very hard bo eae ha Ah: : ee 
oe Glacial drift, thy ssupgh strabified - pedal, See 

Soe Structure strik El faulting NNE much of it later than Paleozoics, ey 
problably Taconic (lete Ordovitien) BGO. a 

Topography : : : = 
sate : ‘Western Plateeu-like upland Wide valleys ee 

Mountains to E.half, “lev to over 5000 Rounded 2S 
: : Some valleys controlled by faults. Two types, open and not controlled “ 

: : ' py faults and the fault valleys which are nerrow and streight ; = a 
z {%3 cirques in high mts. ee aoe 

History : ; : , S 
Pre-Cambrian mountains Rae 

Bs : Peneplaination ee a ee 
Burial by Paleozoics : Mees z ae 

pees ‘ Taconic revolution and faulting Se ose 
: “ontinued sedimentation after erosion : a 

ee Uplift and erosion : ‘ aS 
5 Problem of upland. Is it due to two intersecting penepleins Sage 

ae es along Fall Zone or is skyline due to faudting of the pre-- ‘ io 
( : Cambrian peneylein (Marshell Kay) 2 EA 

se Erosion of Kowke Mohawk and St. Lewrence valleys Cb ar |plaen ee 
; Glecietion a pe : } neue ag 

: 4 Evidence of complete burial ot as clear as for Mt. Washington ~~ 
ay ; _No striae in valleys : 3 FR 

: : ‘Melting thnough af\ nunetek agen RMN ee 
ae or. drift in valleys = pitted outwesh ce 4 
os : Stegnent ice blocks in valleys,not open-water lekes <a 

: : : 5 Locel glaciers made small cirques. : ee, 

: Sree 

o a: 
St : (RS 
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: Interior Low Pleteau411-427 ke 

Definition= area of dissected sedimentary rocks higher than Coastal ; “ 

Plain and lower then Appelechien Pleteau or essentially the ; - 

Mississippien Pleteau plus West Kentucky “oal Field anixpx i: ® : 

Boundaries Was once included in Central Lowlend ; 

SE= Pottsville escarpment and where that is faint,edge of Mississippian 

N= border of drift along Ohio’R. plus unglacieted part of Indiane 

: W= Yoastal Plein along Tenn. R. 

Ce 
: Geology. Very closely releted to topography Pep rtrrouoe e zs 

Pennsylivenian-coel bearing sh and ss — a; 

Pottsville ss¢ to 300 ft in W. Kentucky @y.yworrs i 

Mississippian-Chester ss, 1s, sh cuestas £ ? 

Limestones, Chester, St. Louis, Warsaw Kerst 

Kinderhook-Osege sh and ss including chert w ith : 

underlying shale (Knobstone of Indiena) Ft. Payne 

Devonien- bleck shale, some ls below iS 

i Silurian- 1s and dl thine out to S 

Ordevicien- 1s/sh/1s lowlends including much karst - 2 

Structure-Cincinnati-Neshville arch syncline of W Kentucky 

‘Highlend Rim section a 
i vet nitions Mississippien Plateau gurroynding Ordovician, lowl d 

Geology- Waverly-Ft. Fayne chert; Knobstone siltstones, 1s above 3 

- Topogrephy-Conical knobs are outliers of upland. Farther back rolling . 

kerst Pennyroyel district of Ky. sinks, blind watieye, ponds ee 

‘ a 
; oe 

7g 427-448 oe : 
Blue Grass section. ‘ 

Definition= Ordovicien sree of Ky only A Nege 

~ Bounderies- Ohio R. and edge of App. Pleteau; edge of Highlend Rim W, 5 : x 

i Knob country ) 

; Geology-Inper Bluegrass= Ordo. 1s. es high as Highland Rim 

; a: Blue Grass mainly shale, some lime outside that Se 

Some floodplain “cra ebove streams 

Topography- lime = karst, rol uplends. F 

a shele+ gullied eres 

\ Streams entrenched meanders valleys to 500' 

Neshvilie lowland «4 : : 3 

Definition= Ordovicain of Tenn only omitting erea much infested with 

= outliers(rik ,asin) 
: Boundery= chert-cefped escarpment 

Geology- limestone 

Topography- wide valleys in 1s= mainly the vumberlend valley 4 Duck V 

: besin well below Highlend Rim level, 400-600 ft. : 

Engtrenched meanders ; 

s glades= bare rock creas Z 

; gravel-filled valleys t 

: Shewnee Hills : 7 

Definitions ree of Pennsyivanien end Chester rocks ~thadte Ato A frees Level | 

3 Geology-see above Note silt-filled trib. of Ohio T Sharlene Radyo ae is
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ae ee Interior Low Pleteau cont. , ea i ee 2 Jas 
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Topography- cuestes. Outer one = Dripping Springs escarp. oA 

Karst even within sendstone belt. Malloth Cave a 

Feulted district-intrusive rocks-fluorspar mines. Ee 

e 
ek 

Ee )History-entire province : s 

: 2 : [ Doming during lete Paleozoic uplift ~ , extension to Piedont ete. : 

2 Erevan pies entire srea ponepleined (Lexington): Evidence for- bevel of formetions 

uum Ageinst- extension of summit level scross highest parts of Yoestal Ne ; 

Plains presence of much higher Cumberlend to =. Z 

Does Sumerian Nashville basin indicate a later halt? Or is it 

: : simply a phase of dissection of Highland Rim% = 

, ... Structural explanation Cuestes. Ts a Jranwt R 

E 4-~—~@ Brosion of wide velleys in which streems eandered=Parker strath rua ef fme R a 

& Aggradation of old valleys( due to an early glecietion?) Pod eee POR 

Erosion of gorges;uplift or orgenization of Ohio R due ‘to early 

: j glaciation oes age me pe meanders Ghanges from lsterel 

ee erosion. nese 

i 
ance, 

ee 
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